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ABSTRACT
This dissertation examines the modernization of the United States through a group of regulatory
techniques and institutions that emerged in the early twentieth century. In this period,
conceptions of power based on laissez-faire capitalism were giving way to systems of
governance that aimed to control the economies of the home, market, nature and labor. Methods
of avoiding, delaying, and constraining the uncertainties resulting from the massive economic
development of the nation established a new approach to securing its future through the
regulation of risk. While predictability and efficiency are often invoked as core principles of
modernism, these were in fact ideologies that gained their force through these earlier attempts to
manage and forestall risk.
The dissertation identifies four cases in which technology and architecture served as critical
instruments for the implementation of regulation in the modem interior. The application of
thermostatic control of heat for domestic architecture established a norm for room temperature
that, through the home economics movement, became a hygienic standard for the modern
American home. In cold storage facilities, mechanical refrigeration technologies were employed
to regulate the longevity of perishable food. By extending the life of produce, these warehouses
served as control centers for distributing the nation's food supply and regulating the futures
market that determined their prices. Even more dramatic manipulations of the environment were
enacted in ecological laboratories. Packed with control systems, these structures played a crucial
role in the development of research that explored the governing dynamics of the economy of
nature; they sought to connect the life of organisms to fluctuations in their surrounding
environment. In factories, plant owners hired engineers to install production control systems to
regulate the relations between machines, men and the market. The techniques devised by these
mangers sought to make industry both responsive and resistant to unstable and often
unpredictable fluctuations in demand.
Thesis Supervisor: Mark Jarzombek
Title: Professor of the History and Theory of Architecture
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Introduction: Regulating It
Fluctuations in the market, the irregularity of the weather, accidents both natural and man-made
generate risks that can precipitate in crisis. At the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the
twentieth centuries, Americans addressed such economic and environmental uncertainties by
replacing laissez-faire models of self-regulation with new approaches to risk-management.
Technologies, managers, and governmental institutions were charged with the task of regulating
the hazards of chance through expanding legal, economic, and physical infrastructures. Many of
these strategies employed architecture to stabilize irregularities with interior spaces that were
designed to manage risk. This dissertation examines how the regulatory systems developed in
this period structured a modem discourse concerned with the risks that lurked in the home, the
market, nature and work.
Predictability, efficiency and profitability have often been claimed as the guiding
principles of architectural modernism. However, it was the study and regulation of unstable,
unpredictable and dynamic systems that set the groundwork for these ideas. The individuals
involved in these efforts did not develop their plans to achieve ideal results; rather, they designed
regulatory systems to anticipate and limit the possibility of risk-producing events that threatened
to interrupt the continuity of their modern lives. To be sure, their approach to a host of different
architectural interiors was far from uniform; rather, it was flexible and responsive to every
conceivable contingency that could arise both inside and outside the space that they defined.
Thus, these early regulated environments created within modern architecture were conceived of
as economies that organized and related disparate things from the scale of a molecule to a
machine. As technical methods for risk-management were refined, building interiors became
ever more intricately involved in the control of populations of things- onions, beetles, dust-
that, if left alone, could rot, die or present injurious effects to the environments in which they
circulated.
Regulation was a central theme in the writings of the historian of science Georges
Canguilhem who traced its history back to the term "regulator" which, he claimed, emerged in
the late seventeenth century as an horological concept related to the mechanics of celestial
movements. The great Regulator was, of course, God, and clocks, automata, and other
instruments were considered earthly and therefore natural law-abiding devices that mimicked
divinity on earth through mechanical regulation. To show how the term came into its modem
usage, Canguilhem referred his readers to Antoine Lavoisier's extension of the idea of an
animal-machine based on the physiological description of an organism through the mechanical
metaphor of the speed governor that had been designed by James Watt to regulate the power of
steam engines. Simultaneously, the same mechanistic description of regulation entered the social
sciences through the writings of Thomas Malthus and August Comte who both applied it as a
metaphor in their treatises on political economy. The broad historical overlap emerging from the
disparate fields employing this concept in Canguilhem's description repeatedly resurfaces in the
chapters that follow. Regulation, it seems, has been a long-standing historical bridge for
elaborating ideas of social, economic, and biological organization by mechanical means.'
Beyond his genealogy of the concept of regulation, Canguilhem's work is also significant
to this dissertation for its reversal of the mechanistic metaphor, that is, the proposal that the
machine can be understood through a biological logic. In this schema, machines are understood
1 Georges Canguilhem,, "The Development of the Concept of Biological Regulation in the Eighteenth and
Nineteenth Centuries," Ideology and rationality in the History of the Life Sciences (Cambridge, London: MIT,
1988), 83-85. See also, Georges Canguilhem, "Rdgulation (Epistemologie)," Encyclopaedia Universalis, 19 (Paris:
Rhamnales, 1992).
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as extensions of the properties of life-their development can be described as a set of reactions
to risks like malfunction or friction. This provocation laid the theoretical foundation for an
approach to environmental technologies that interprets them as machines for risk-management.2
The extension presented here of this organic techno-history relies on a rereading of nineteenth
century vitalistic interpretations of machines. In 1872, for example, reacting to the debates over
Darwin's non-purposive description of evolution, Samuel Butler discussed the steam engine in
organic terms by describing its speed regulator as a machine-consciousness. In other words,
Butler saw the addition of this new governing element to the engine as the product of a
mechanical evolution that gave it the capacity for mental operation. He imagined this process
running in parallel to, and eventually outpacing, biological adaptation:
For how many emergencies is an oyster adapted? For as many as are likely to happen to
it, and no more. So are the machines; and so is man himself. The list of casualties that
daily occur to man through his want of adaptability is probably as great as that occurring
to the machines; and every day gives them some greater provision for the unforeseen.
Let any one examine the wonderful self-regulating and self-adjusting contrivances which
are now incorporated with the vapor-engine, let him watch the way in which it supplies
itself with oil; in which it indicates its wants to those who tend it; in which, by the
governor, it regulates its application of its own strength; let him look at that store-house
of inertia and momentum of the fly-wheel, or at the buffers on a railway carriage; let him
see how those improvements are being selected for perpetuity which contain provision
against the emergencies that may arise to harness the machines.3
Emergencies, Butler maintained, were the cause of adaptation. Accidents brought change to the
oyster, forcing it to either adapt or be left to the hazards of natural destruction. The machine
follows suit; it too has to be adapted to any crisis that might arise or face its inevitable
obsolescence. Thinking along these lines, the regulated engine can be understood as a graft of
two machines, one that produces power and another that governs it; taken together this new
assembly protects the system's continuous function from a host of possible errors. Analogous to
2 Georges Canguilhem, "Machine and Organism," trans. Mark Cohen and Randall Cherry in Incorporations.eds.
Jonathan Crary and Sanford Kwinter (New York: Zone Books, 1992), 44-69.
3 Samuel Butler, Erewhon, or, Over the Range (London: Jonathan Cape Ltd., 1924), 266.
Darwin's notion of natural selection, Butler projected that the engine's regulatory improvement
was a form of un-natural selection that was just as much a part of the evolutionary process
arising from equally spontaneous purposes. This Victorian image, sketched in his chapters on
machines in Erewhon, was certainly a part of the intellectual heritage shared by many Americans
in the following decades. A battle against seemingly arbitrary weather patterns or fluctuations in
the market infused the enterprises that are documented in this dissertation with a clear ambition:
what was once understood to be an invisible hand that governed the instabilities of these variable
forces and by definition entirely out of human control, was no longer acceptable. In its place
arose an active and visible application of regulation by mechanical and organic means that
opportunistically avoided errors, forestalled breakdowns and delayed instabilities that could
result in crisis. These struggles to tame the risks of modern life form the dramatic motive in the
chapters that follow and it is this very motive that has constantly surfaced in the manifestos of
modern architecture from such figures as Buckminster Fuller, to Reyner Banham and more
recently in the work of William McDonough.4
The influence of the rhetoric of environmental control in the discourse of architecture
has, of late, become one subtitle under the catch-all heading of"sustainability." Indeed, in a
similar fashion to this earth-swallowing ideology, there was a moment when the word
"environment" was considered to be a positive replacement to what was formerly understood as
architecture. One telling example was Banham's inclusion of Las Vegas' lights, the reflecting
pools at Versailles and the air conditioning systems in the Larkin Building under this single
rubric through which he hoped to establish a new historiographical and pedagogical movement.
Banham's use of the term environment might have aimed to include the multifarious practices of
4 For examples see, R. Buckminster Fuller, 4D Time Lock [1928] (Albuquerque : Lama Foundation, 1972); Reyner
Banham, Theory and Design in the First Machine Age (Cambridge; The MIT Press, 1960); and William
McDonough, Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way we Make Things (New York: North Point Press, 2002).
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architecture, engineering and landscape design, but as thrilling as the project appeared at first, it
did not adequately differentiate the procedures employed by each of these disciplines to
represent the dynamics by which the environment was made alterable to economic, political or
biological demands, consumable by certain selected constituencies, or simply inhabitable by
others. Banham was probably the first to recognize that his formulation, "the architecture of
environment," was a clever way of avoiding these messy problems. By declaring that all the
repressed histories of mechanical services would be to be absorbed into a single, broader, more
universal history of buildings, he avoided defining the internal boundaries within the territory
that he referred to as "the environment." 5
Anticipating Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown and Steven Izenour's Las Vegas studio
by several years, Banham pushed architects to embrace the monistic unity of this newly
expanded field. "The point of studying Las Vegas," he wrote, "would be to see an example of
how far environmental technology can be driven beyond the confines of architectural practice by
designers who (for worse or better) are not inhibited by the traditions of architectonic culture,
training and taste." 6 The only difference between the Strip and Versailles, he challenged his
readers to consider, was the manner in which environmental power was manifest in each: in
Versailles it was through plantings and water features while in Las Vegas it was through air
conditioning and colored light. He imagined the prospect of a new architectural pedagogy based
on the massive reach captured by the term "environmental management." This more "humane"
discipline, he predicted, would envelop the minor discourse of architectural history that, until
then, had been trapped in discussions of style and structure. This was the reasoning that led
5 Reyner Banham, The Architecture of the Well-Tempered Environment (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,
1969), 11.6 Ibid., 269-70. Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown and Steven Izenour, Learning from Las Vegas (Cambridge: The
MIT Press, 1997); see also Arts of the Environment, ed. Gyorgy Kepes (New York: George Braziller 1972).
Banham to conclude that Las Vegas would come to play a crucial role in the "complete"
education of the new model architect: "in a view of architectural education that embraced the
complete art of environmental management, a visit to Las Vegas would be as mandatory as a
visit to the Bath of Caracalla or the La Sainte Chapelle."7 The control of lighting effects through
medieval colored glass, the heated, tepid and cooled waters of Roman baths, and the
ambiguously defined atmospheres of the modem casino were thus all instantiations of a newly
expanded history that could be collected under the master discipline of environmental
management.
The proposal that architecture and its history should be absorbed as a sub-discipline of
environmental management was given its most radical form in the famous essay, "A Home is
Not a House." Here, Banham described a foldable accessory that he called, after Fuller, "the
standard-of-living-package." The conceit was to update the Dymaxion house by replacing its
polygonal geometry and structure with a bubble that contained all the mechanical services an
occupant might require and nothing else. This version of an "un-house" would be a hovering,
mobile, life-support machine. Banham's own description of his utopian image is simply too
poetic to be paraphrased:
With a properly set-up standard-of-living package, breathing out warm air along the
ground (instead of sucking in cold along the ground like a campfire), radiating soft light
and Dionne Warwick in heart-warming stereo, with well-aged protein turning in an
infrared glow in the rotisserie, and the ice-maker discreetly coughing cubes into glasses
on the swing-out bar-this could do something for a woodland glade or creek-side rock
that Playboy could never do for its penthouse. But how are you going to manhandle this
hunk of technology down to the creek? It doesn't have to be that massive; aerospace
needs, for instance, have done wild things to solid-state technology, producing even tiny
refrigerating transistors. They don't as yet mop up any great quantity of heat, but what are
you going to do in this glade anyhow; put a whole steer in deep-freeze? Nor do you have
to manhandle it-it could ride on a cushion of air (its own air-conditioning output, for
instance) like a hovercraft or domestic vacuum cleaner.8
7 Ibid., 269. Emphasis added
8 Reyner Banham, "A Home is Not a House," Art in America (April, 1965), 75.
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Yet Banham never mentioned that machines have purposes for managing the environment which
extend beyond the task of making it habitable for humans. Control systems were historically
developed to secure interests that often had little to do with human comfort. This is even true of
Banham's own examples: Versailles was designed through to the mechanics of the eye in order
to accommodate the absolutist political image of the Sun King; Las Vegas was designed
according to the dynamics of the dollar which brought with it a complex internalized network of
financial control. In each case, the environment was defined by the roles delegated to the
mechanisms that control it. To study these environmental systems therefore requires examining
how they satisfied any number of different and often conflicting constituencies. The mechanics
of environmental control, as it has turned out, was born out of a far more complex set of motives
than Banham had led his readers to believe and have, in fact, given architecture a deeply political
purpose. Environmental systems can make architecture profitable to one constituency by
transforming it into an entirely uninhabitable place for another. But Banham's work did not
distinguish between unlike environmental effects and the highly differentiated means by which
they were produced. Absorbing architecture into the so-called master discipline of environmental
management obscured the place of atmospheric mechanics within the broad accumulations of
power that have brought them to life.
An alternative is to approach the environmental technology of modem architecture by
first acknowledging that these mechanisms are representatives of interested parties who delegate
tasks onto them according to predefined goals. By recovering the purposes handed over to a
machine, its role in averting economic crises for instance, it is possible to understand why a work
of architecture might have been given the task of absorbing a particular regulatory system in the
first place. Bringing new technologies into buildings requires an alliance of many human wills-
machines are often forced into architecture, sometimes even behind the back or against the
intentions of the architect. Therefore, developing environmental systems for a building usually
results in negotiations between the interests held by an advocate for the machine, the architect,
and the owner or occupant who give it a context in which to work. Further, after machines are
successfully installed, they are absorbed into the broad regulatory power of another form of
decision making, that is, the legal infrastructure of government that dictates their role in
maintaining the "public interest."
Banham's work presumed that mechanization was a fundamental process in the historical
development of buildings, more essential than any other cultural force. He warned that if
architects remained as they were, they would become irrelevant to the building process for being
too slow, too philosophical, not nimble enough to keep up with technology. The lone
inevitability, the motor that drove his narrative, was technological development. But historians
and sociologists of technology have become far wiser about such determinist claims. For Bruno
Latour, the main problem with technological determinism is the distinction that it makes between
humans and non-humans. This distinction, he claims, is the basis for the epistemology that we
are most familiar with, or what he refers to as philosophy "in the modem style," which begins
with oppositions between man and machine, society and nature, etc. These categorical
separations tend to sidetrack any analyst from the reality that human and non-human are never so
neatly separated from one another. Man is not a constant and neither is the machine; there could
be no society that was not, at the same time, constituting itself by altering the course of nature.
The oppositions endemic to modern discourse thus mask a deeper interdependence between
human and non-human.
An exemplary instance of this position is Latour's observation that speed bumps are
forms of political representation. These simple machines embody a set of social concerns (for
instance, the safety of children crossing the street) that are translated into a material thing which
impacts the way humans drive and plan roads. Encountering a speed bump forces the driver to
alter his behavior; to continue at full speed would risk the danger of breaking the car's axel. Both
the driver and the speed-bump are thus mutually implicated in regulating the speed at which a car
moves along a street. So, if modern thinking separates things like nature and society, men and
machines, drivers from speed-bumps, then Latour concludes "we have never been modern"
because the distinctions that constitute the basis of modern thinking have never found their place
in reality.9 To consider the full life of things as they are associated with human "concerns," as
opposed to objects that are associate with the "facts," will require accounting for their social
roles. Indeed, things embody assemblies of multiple socially imbedded desires that become most
obvious in their destruction. Through the example of the space shuttle Columbia, Latour shows
how the debris collected to assess the cause of its explosion is effectively viewed as a "Ding"
rather than an object:
"Assembly drawing" is how engineers call the invention of the blueprint. But the word
assembly sounds odd once the shuttle has exploded and its debris has been gathered in a
huge hall where inquirers from a specially designed commission are trying to discover
what happened to the shuttle. They are now provided with an "exploded view" of a
highly complex technical object. But what has exploded is our capacity to understand
what objects are when they have become Ding. How sad that we need catastrophes to
remind us that when Columbia was shown on its launching pad in its complete,
autonomous, objective form that such a view was even more of a lie than Mr. Powell's
presentation of the "facts" of WMD. It's only after the explosion that everyone realized
9 Bruno Latour, "Where Are the Missing Masses? The Sociology of a Few Mundane Artifacts," Shaping
Technology/Building Society: Studies in Sociotechnical Change, ed. W.E. Bijker & J. Law, (Cambridge: The MIT
Press,1992) 225-258; Bruno Latour, We Have Never Been Modern, trans. Catherine Porter (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1993).
the shuttle's complex technology should have been drawn with the NASA bureaucracy
inside of it in which they, too, would have to fly. 10
This undoing of objectivity moves science away from taking definitive positions and pushes it
toward more politically contested stakes; it relocates scientific discourse from matters of fact to
matters of concern by acknowledging that its representations are inevitably incomplete and
always based on risks, hazardous guesses and partial knowledge."1 Thus, for Latour, viewing
nature through sciences like ecology has allowed humans to represent non-human subjects as
ever more complex assemblies of things, which in total can be consolidated into a "parliament of
things." Banham's all-absorbing "environment," which sought to locate architecture in a process
of technical progress, thus becomes a tendentious representation of the assembly of things that
awkwardly privileges non-humans to their human counterparts.
The withdrawal of air by chemical warfare during the First World War, Latour recalls,
brought this risk-ridden life-giving substance into the parliament of things. Even an invisible
material, once it could be taken away, would inherit a new form of political representation that
required constant technical support and human attention. With this shift, air entered what he calls
"the air-conditioning system." 12 The first chapter of this dissertation, "Room Temperature,"
examines how this politicization of air was prefigured by the assembly of instruments that were
introduced to govern the interior conditions of the modem household economy at the end of the
nineteenth century. Well before the suffocation of the soldiers at Ypres, air had been made into
an explicit problem for home-makers through the delegation of tasks given to thermostatic
temperature regulators. The responsibility of governing the "uniform plenum" of habitability that
10 Bruno Latour, "From Realpolitik to Dingpolitik - or How to Make Things Public," Making Things Public:
Atmospheres ofDemocracy, ed., Bruno Latour and Peter Weibel (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 2005),
11 See also Ulrich Beck, Risk Society: Towards a New Modernity, trans. Mark Ritter (London: Sage Publications
Ltd, 1992).
12 Bruno Latour, "Air," Sensorium: Embodied Experience, Technology and Contemporary Art, ed. Caroline Jones
(Cambridge: The MIT Press, 2006), 104-7.
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had been entrusted to servants and housewives by means of their sense of heat (opening and
closing windows, stoking or damping the furnace) was transferred to the uncompromising
accuracy of a mechanical sensory organ: the bimetallic strip. Focusing on this small step in the
mechanization of the modem household, the first chapter recovers the process by which
regulative goals were formulated in the development of thermostatic control in the home. By
translating the function of temperature regulation from servants to services, machines were built
to constrain a set of perceived risks to the physical health and material wealth of the family. The
irregular range of temperature that characterized the interior of the nineteenth century home was
thereby replaced, through the labors of a variety of household scientists and their mechanical
delegates, with accurately adjusted and automatically controlled room temperature.
The second chapter, "Food," widens the scale of regulation from heating a house to the
production and control of large-scale commercial cold. It focuses on the development of the
mechanical refrigeration process, designed to regulate the conditions within cold storage
warehouses, as it was set up to transmute perishable commodities into a huge reserve of potential
profit. Purged of their inherent limitations, perishables became durables and could enter into the
speculative network of American capitalism. After spending some time in storage and receiving
a "fair price," they could then be delivered to homes across the nation. Collaborations between
scientists, engineers and architects gave these warehouses the capacity to regulate temperature,
humidity, and air exchange to the individual requirements of every commodity. Chemists
determined the optimal temperature and humidity for preserving fruits, vegetables, dairy and
other perishables; engineers designed the large scale refrigeration systems, and architects situated
cold storage warehouses, fitted-out with the new technology, within the existing infrastructure of
the city. The architects of the cold storage system thus functioned as the link between new
technology, urban infrastructure and large business interests. Their work brought a necessary
level of public legibility to the process of preserving produce to secure the system's expansion to
a national scale. Establishing a single unified warehouse network required the persuasion of a
skeptical public through legal battles and congressional hearings, discussions that often required
architectural imagery, new levels of technical expertise and the collection and analysis of
statistical data. Finally, to make this new institution effective for national risk management,
government regulators brought cold storage buildings under the supervisory authority of a legal
code; according to the results of a series of Congressional debates, for instance, the word
"freshness" became a technically delineated and legally enforceable term.
If the network of cold storage warehouses placed limits on the risk of spoilage for
speculators in perishables, the contingencies of biological experiment required a far more
accurate set of regulatory systems to produce reliable and repeatable results. The third chapter,
"Nature's Economy," examines the establishment of experimental laboratories that managed
every environmental variable for ecologists to study animal responses to external stimuli. It was
the French physiologist Claude Bernard who theorized that organisms responded to the effects of
unpredictable fluctuations through systems of internal regulation. By the end of the nineteenth
century this thesis had become the dominant explanation of the resistance of life to the entropic
effects of the environment. By transplanting "the living and its milieu" into the boundaries of the
laboratory enclosure, scientists aimed to study the built-in response mechanisms that protected
life from the effects of external perturbation. It is significant that when architects designed these
laboratories, they created an elaborate assembly of technologies that were simultaneously being
used to cool warehouses, govern the heat in modern homes, and ventilate large-scale factory and
office environments. Thus, by simulating naturally occurring fluctuations within the laboratory,
ecological experiments reproduced natural variability with artificial mean to study its affect on
the biological circuit of stimulus and response.
So while capitalists built their regulatory network around the milieu of the commodity to
minimize speculative risk, scientists constructed an apparatus around the organism and its milieu
to study its capacity to avoid crisis. At the same time, these new scientific theories produced
another space in which the laws of nature could be represented to the general public. By
translating the network of ecological interaction through the habitat diorama, the image of
natural interdependency was transformed into an image of social harmony-on display in the
public nature museum, was a physical representation of a naturally well-regulated environment.
The milieu, like the market for the commodity, was understood by ecologists as a space of
circulation; it was the location of the economic exchange between the organism and everything
that surrounded it, including other organisms. Therefore, it should be no surprise that ecologists
described the networks that they observed by using terms of human interaction like "plant
societies" and "animal communities." Applying concepts from the organization of human
relations to describe the natural world would eventually lead some social scientists to conclude
that human associations could just as easily be understood as a network of lives that were bound
to the dynamics of the urban environment. It was in these architectures of scientific
experimentation and display that the metaphysical notion of nature, absent of human
intervention, was gradually altered by a constructed notion of ecology that henceforth required
political representation and governmental conservation.
The final chapter, "Production," examines the management systems that were established
for production control in the machine shops of several modem factories. These small-scale
bureaucracies produced a host on new regulatory systems to manage the volatile interaction
between labor and machinery and maintain both a stable and profitable pace of work. The
movement initiated by Frederick W. Taylor that came to be known as "scientific management"
used the rhetoric of an internal, self-consistent logic to physically reorganize the factory interior
and displace all forms of hierarchical power and rules-of-thumb that had governed the
production process before the arrival of Taylor's system. The authority of "science" was
employed by Taylor and his followers to the design the technologies by which managers could
reform the process of production. New theories of power transmission, slide rules and routing
systems, were all integrated into the existing plant by dividing labor according to newly
formulated time-based tasks that could be shuffled and regulated by the central agency of the so-
called "planning department." Defining themselves as "indirect workers," managers treated their
own efforts as if they were a constitutive part of the new whole that could be evaluated and paid
according to the same rules established to govern the direct labor that manned the machines.
Thus, the factory environment became a global system in which all its internal operations were
subject to constant revision to accommodate new and unanticipated externalities as they arose
from changes in market demand, technology and ownership. One example was the effort to
constrain the losses caused by accidents arising from the flux surrounding factory labor. In this
case, management initiated a governmental initiative to constrain the unpredictable losses
incurred through liability insurance to establish a statistical table that federally regulated
workers' compensation. Any accident, instability or error in the process of production became a
tabulated event that would be absorbed into management's diagrammatic and transportable
"brain" controlling the force of modern industry.
Regulation, a concept that was applied at the beginning of the nineteenth century to
translate the action of a mechanical governor on a steam engine to social and biological systems,
by the end of the century underwent a massive multiplication in usage. In the attempts to avoid
the perceived risks to modem life that are described in this dissertation, regulation became a
structuring concept to a wide-range of strategies that aimed to confront the intolerable
uncertainties of modem American. The increasingly intricate systems for environmental control
in modem buildings was a part of a discourse on regulation patterned by home makers,
corporations, scientists, managers, as well as the public and its political representatives who
debated the risks of environmental and economic variability.
Chapter One: Room Temperature
In the renowned lecture "Reflex Action and Theism," delivered at the Unitarian Ministers'
Institute in 1881, William James introduced to an American audience the basic pattern of reflex
action as it was discussed by the most prominent European physiologists of the day. The reflex
was composed of three elements described in an are: a sensation; followed by some mediation on
the part of the central nervous system; and finally a response, that is, an action concluding the
sequence. For James, none of these elements had an independent existence-or, in his words,
"perception and thinking are only there for behavior's sake." The focus of the lecture was on the
middle phase of the are and its capacity to select the most fitting response to any given stimulus.1
Repeating the same response to a stimulus, James explained, formed "habits." To be sure, in man
and a few other highly developed animal species, habits develop into seemingly independent
functions from the reflex. But in his later work on the "laws of habit," James characterized all
actions and movements, regardless of how complicated they may appear, as originating in
nervous pathways from sensation to response. As certain reflexes combine in series, they evolve
into a cascade of ever more complex habits:
For, of course, a simple habit, like every other nervous event-the habit of snuffling, for
example, or of putting one's hands into one's pockets, or of biting one's nails-is,
mechanically, nothing but a reflex discharge; and its anatomical substratum must be a
path in the system. The most complex habits...are, from the same point of view, nothing
1 The lecture can be found in The Will to Believe, and other essays in popular philosophy (New York: Dover
Publications, lnc.1956), 114. James asserts that the middle phase of the arc is the place where any form of theism
could take hold. For James's response to Thomas H. Huxley's conscious automaton theory, see his "Are We
Automata?" Mind 4 (January 1879), 1-22. For general histories of the reflex see Georges Canguilhem, Laformation
du concept de reflexe aux XVIIe et XVIIIe siecles (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1955); E.G. Liddell, The
Discovery ofReflexes(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1960); Edwin Clarke and L.S. Jacyna, Nineteenth Century Origins
ofNeuroscientific Concepts (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987); Franklin Fearing, Reflex Action: A
Study in the History ofPhysiological Psychology (New York: ,1929); E. G. Boring, A History of Experimental
Psychology (New York: , 1950); Jean Starobinski, Action and Reaction: The Life and Adventures of a Couple, trans.
Sophie Hawkes, (New York: Zone Books, 2003).
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but concatenated discharges in the nerve-centres, due to the presence there of systems of
reflex paths, so organized as to wake each other up successively - the impression
produced by one muscular traction serving as a stimulus to provoke the next, until a final
impression inhibits the process and closes the chain.2
The triad of the reflex arc founded the basis of what apparently defines individual behavior:
every tick, accent or "learned response" is actually a set of connections between bundles of
stimuli and responses. James noted that as habits appear to amplify in complexity, they form into
what we call "ideas" and eventually even make consciousness itself possible.
After fifteen years, John Dewey revisited James' discussion of the reflex, adding a strong
emphasis on the always present and changing environment. Dewey chose to concentrate his
investigation on integrating the phases of the arc by showing that the final phase was called a
"response" only insofar as it was associated with but nominally distinguished from the initial
stimulus phase. But organisms were constantly stimulated by their environment, so any response
could be understood only as the effect of an ever-present environmental cause.3 To Dewey's
mind, however, even this dualistic separation of stimulus and response, idea and action, as cause
and effect was arbitrary. He preferred to think of each phase as part of a preexistent circuit: "The
circle is a coordination, some of whose members have come into conflict with each other. It is
the temporary disintegration and need of reconstitution which occasions, which affords the
genesis of, the conscious distinction into sensory stimulus one side and motor response on the
2 William James, Psychology (New York: Henry Holt & Co., 1892), 137. His writings on habit were originally
1ublished as "The Laws of Habit," Popular Science Monthly 30 (February 1887), 28
"The Reflex Arc Concept in Psychology," Psychological Review 3 (July 1896), 357-70. Louis Menand notes the
neo-Hegelianism of Dewey's amendment to the concept of the reflex: "But Dewey's idea of the priority of the
complete act to any of its aspects is not found in James or Peirce, or even Baldwin and other functionalists. It has a
very different source: it is an echo of Hegel's description of the realization of the Idea in history-'the circle which
presupposes its end as its purpose, and has its end for its beginning, [becoming] concrete and actual only by being
carried out, and by the end it involves.' The only thing missing is the Absolute. The 'organic circuit' is biologized
Hegel." The Metaphysical Club (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2001), 329. See also James Livingston on
Dewey's Hegelianism in his provocative book, Pragmatism and the Political Economy of Cultural Revolution,
1850-1940 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1994), 187-198. For a good summary of the
relationship of Dewey's theory to James' see D. C. Philips, "James, Dewey, and the Reflex Arc," Journal of the
History ofIdeas 32:4 (Oct. - Dec., 1971), 555-568.
other. ...They are [actually] strictly correlative and contemporaneous." Moments of disturbance
in the circuit, events causing a momentary fluctuation or "conflict," allowed but did not justify a
distinction. The system was strictly continuous, the reflex was simply action itself and action was
constant despite any variation, motion or apparent discontinuity in the form of environmental
stimuli. 4
If theories that related the nervous system to the environment developed into a circuit,
there was a latent potential for reversing the direction of stimulus and response. Only later would
Dewey understand that by this reversal, some might seek to engineer a response by designing
changes into the environment. Reformers of the period argued that if the environment made us
"who we are" through the adaptation of our reflexes, then by reforming the environment it would
be possible to do away with certain social and economic inequalities. Take, for instance,
Charlotte Perkins Gilman's writings about the effect of environmental conditions on human
existence: "We are affected by climate and locality, by physical, chemical, electrical forces, as
are all animals and plants. With the animals, we farther share the effect of our own activity, the
reactionary force of exercise. What we do, as well as what is done to us, makes us what we are."
In other words, for Gilman and Dewey alike, the conditions of existence determined the array of
reactions that were possible in a given situation. For Gilman, however, it was the home that
contained the environment that required the immediate attention of reform.
The problem with the contemporary domestic dwelling was that it could be taken as
evidence for the legitimacy of traditional social roles; that it could be used to reinforce the
existing hierarchies of social stratification. So by restructuring the house around modem
principles of male and female equality, Gilman argued, the potential range of behaviors within
the home would also be modified, shifting the traditional roles of men and women from a mode
4Dewey, 370.
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of domination to one of professional cooperation. The key was establishing a relationship
between the household environment and the economics of labor. "Throughout all these
environing conditions," she wrote, "those which affect us through our economic necessities are
most marked in their influence." Gilman understood economics to be a central element in what
constituted the environment; the element with the greatest effect on human behavior.5 For her,
the "conditions" of life were directly imbedded in the laws of supply and demand, price, profit
and work. Taking these concepts as the starting point for rethinking the household, she believed,
would shift the relations in every family toward a better-regulated set of dependencies; after all,
the home was what she called "our most universal environment." 6 Gilman was not a trained
scientist, nor an economist by any measure, but it is significant that in her theories of the modem
home she consistently invoked the term "environment" to refer to the realm that was most
readily manipulated for the changes she sought in family relations. But how did the environment
and the economic life it sponsored come to be something that she believed could be regulated? If
the reflex arc was the regulator by which humans coordinated their actions, what were the
agencies that governed the highly variable elements that composed the domestic environment?
It is by this juxtaposition between human physiology, its surroundings and their shared
implication in the economics of the household that this chapter introduces the thermostat, a most
pragmatic device. Until now a neglected performer in histories of architecture, this apparatus
serves as a fitting prologue to the interwoven life of environmental and economic regulation. The
following brief chapter attempts to describe the manner in which the thermostat and the sensory
circuit that it placed in the modem household redefined the interior domestic environment and
with it the economic dependencies of the American family.
5 Charlotte Perkins Stetson, Women andEconomics: A Study of the Economic Relation Between Men and Women as
a Factor in Social Evolution (Boston: Small, Maynard & Company, 1898), 26 Charlotte Perkins Gilman, The Home, Its Work andlnfluence (New York: Charleton Company, 1910), 57.
The Bimetallic Strip
Some historians of temperature control have traced the thermostat back to the seventeenth
century furnaces and chicken incubators designed by Cornelis Drebbel, "that great, singular,
learned mechanick," as he was referred to by Robert Boyle. 7 In each of his well-tempered
assemblies, a U-shaped neck containing mercury raised or lowered a mechanism for adjusting
the draught over burning coals, maintaining them at a stable temperature (Figure 1). But the
bimetallic strip, the organ still found in today's thermostats, was not invented until 1726, when
the so-called "gridiron pendulum" was designed by the horologist John Harrison, whose fame is
primarily attributed to his description of the earth's longitudes (Figure 2).8 The gridiron
employed the variability of metal expansion in heat as a way of compensating for changes in the
length of a clock pendulum. Brass expanded with a larger displacement than steel, so by setting
the difference in the bars' lengths correctly allowed the pendulum always to remain at a stable
distance from the clock mechanism.
The term "thermostat," however, dates only to 1831, when it was used to describe the
patent granted to Dr. Andrew Ure's "self-acting heat governor" (Figure 3). In the Dictionary of
Arts, Manufactures and Mines, Ure explained that in the case of any temperature change the
alliance of two metals into a double strip resulted in a potentially useful bending motion:
It operates upon the physical principle, that when two thin metallic bars of different
expansibilities are riveted or soldered facewise together, any change of temperature in
them will cause a sensible movement of flexure in the compound bar, to one side or
other; which movement may be made to operate, by the intervention of levers, &c., in
7 Cornelius Drebbel (1572-1632) was a Dutch alchemist who also used his furnaces toregulate the temperature of
transmutation, see F. W. Gibbs, "The Furnaces and Thermometers of Cornelis Drebbel," Annals of Science 6 (1948),
36. See also, Otto Mayr, The Origins of Feedback Control (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1975).
8 John Nicholson, The Operative Mechanic, and British Machinist; being a practical display of the manufactories
and mechanical arts of the UnitedKingdom (London: Knight and Lacey, 1825), 526. John Harrison (1693-1776)
designed and built the world's first successful maritime clock whose accuracy allowed scientists to map lines of
longitude over long distances. For Harrison's work on temperature control see A. J. R. Ramsey, "The Thermostat or
Heat Governor, an Outline of Its History," Transactions-Newcomen Society for the Study of the History of
Engineering and Technology 25 (1945): 53-72.
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any desired degree, upon valves stopcocks, stove-registers, air ventilators, &c so as to
regulate the temperature of the media in which the said compound bars are placed.9
Changes in temperature translated into a kinetic effect. By affixing one metal to the other, the
unevenness of their expansion caused a "flex," from the Latinflexus, to bend. The device was
designed to bend toward either side depending on whether the surrounding temperature was
above or below a given norm. Its action can thus be described as a "re-flex," a literal translation
of that Latin verb, to bend toward. The bending reaction was immediate and could be
consistently measured as it had been in Harrison's clock. And like his predecessor, Ure's
thermostat served a regulatory purpose, not for maintaining the accuracy of a clock but for
controlling the temperature of the surrounding environment. Its motion, Ure explained, encoded
a signal that could be transmitted to other machines by way of the physical displacement of rods,
levers, valves or stopcocks. In other words, the thermostat was like a thermometer that had been
given a purpose; "the object being not simply to indicate, but to control or modify
temperature." ' 1 As the bending of the bimetallic strip initiated a change, its physical
displacement could be exploited to governing the motion of mechanisms involved in the delivery
of heat.
A "thermostatic hoop" immersed in a pool of liquid, for example, could be used to
maintain a stable temperature "for certain purposes in the pharmacy, dyeing, or any other
chemical art," by regulating the inflow and outflow of two heats of water-one cooler and one
warmer-into a common chamber (Figure 4). When the motion of the strip was amplified by its
multiplication, the thermostat could also activate a system of chains and pulleys to open a
9 Andrew Ure, A Dictionary ofArts, Manufactures and Mines (London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans,
1853), 843-845.
10 Andrew Ure, "On the Thermostat or Heat Governor, a Self-Acting Physical Apparatus for Regulating
Temperature," Abstracts of the Papers Printed in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society ofLondon 3
(1830-1831), 67. For a good history of temperature measurement see Hasok Chang, Inventing Temperature:
Measurement and Scientific Progress (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007).
ventilation system for hot air exhaust placed at the upper part of a room or a hot air register
located at the lower part (Figure 5). The final and most direct system of temperature regulation
proposed by Ure involved installing the bimetallic strip in the flue of a chimney to regulate the
movement of a damper over the furnace (Figure 6). 11 Each of these instruments worked on the
principle that the strip transferred its motion to activate or deactivate a corrective mechanism.
Indeed, one of the major problems encountered in processing pharmaceuticals, dyes and many
other modem contrivances was that the smallest temperature change could introduce an error in a
chemical reaction that demanded immediate rectification. Thus Ure's technological contributions
to temperature control can be associated with a parallel research in regulation associated with
controlling speed pioneered by such towering figures in the history of physics as Siemens, Airy,
Foucault, Gibbs and Maxwell. The task of governing the newly discovered power of steam
engines in industry and the potentially risky changes in temperature in chemical engineering and
buildings like hospitals and greenhouses lay at the very core of the Victorian culture of control.12
Thermotaxis
While advancements in the mechanical governance of heat and speed were widely sought after in
controlling the processes of production at mid-century, mechanistic theories in the physiological
regulation of temperature were by no means new to the age. During the eighteenth century, the
1
" A Dictionary ofArts, Manufactures and Mines, 844-5.
12 For the scientific developments in regulating speed see J. Clerk Maxwell, "On Governors," Proceedings of the
Royal Society ofLondon 16 (1867 - 1868), 270-283; Otto Mayr, "Maxwell and the Origins of Cybernetics," Isis,
62:4. (Winter 1971), 424-444; Otto Mayr, "Victorian Physicists and Speed Regulation: An Encounter between
Science and Technology," Notes and Records of the Royal Society ofLondon, 26:2. (December 1971), 205-228. For
greenhouse regulation see J. C. Loudon, "On the Agency of Heat, Light, Electricity, and Water in Vegetable
Culture," An Encyclopedia of Gardening (London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1850), 426-431. For
the history of 19t century heating and ventilation systems in hospitals in particular see Robert Bruegmann, "Central
Heating and Forced Ventilation: Origins and Effects on Architectural Design, " The Journal of the Society of
Architectural Historians 37:3 (October 1978), 143-160; Reyner Banham, The Architecture of the Well-Tempered
Environment (Chicag; The University of Chicago Press, 1969). For the literary response to the machine see Herbert
L. Sussman, Victorians and The Machine; The Literary Response to Technology, (Cambridge, Harvard University
Press, 1968).
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experiments of Lavoisier and Laplace had recorded guinea pigs' responses to changes in ambient
heat. At higher temperatures these researchers noted an increased rate of respiration and blood
pressure in these rodents that they understood to be the mechanisms responsible for normalizing
the combined heat of the "flameless fire" burning within the organism's body and the increase in
environmental temperature. 13 As physiologists, physicians, and neurologists continued to
investigate the mechanism of heat regulation in warm-blooded animals called thermotaxis they
repeatedly referred to mechanical models of temperature governance. It was understood that
when the organism's method for stabilizing body heat was compromised, it entered a moment of
breakdown requiring an immediate internal adjustment, but the machinery for correction
remained unknown. Donald MacAlister noted the obscurity of the thermotaxic apparatus in his
lectures on The Nature ofFever:
Disorder of the body-heat, then, is the essential condition of fever. To understand the
nature of fever we must examine the nature of this disorder. But first it is necessary to
consider the natural ordering of the body-heat, the healthy function of which pyrexia is a
disturbance. The constancy of the temperature of the body in health, under widely
varying internal and external conditions, is a fact so familiar that we have ceased to
wonder at it. Yet it rests on a perpetual balance of opposing tendencies which is as
mysterious and as beautiful as anything in our frame. 14
Excessive heat was a sign of disturbance, a deviation from the normal governance of body
temperature. Among the mechanical metaphors he used to characterize the means by which the
body generally kept itself at stable temperature, MacAlister invoked the regulatory mechanisms
that had only recently been invented by the physicists at the Royal Society. He described the
body of a warm-blooded creature as "thermostatic" and compared the mechanism regulating
13 Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier, "Experiences sur la respiration des animaux, et sur les changements qui arrivent a l'air
en passant par leur poumon," Mimoire lu at l'Acadgmie des sciences (May 3, 1777), 185-194. Everett Mendelsohn,
Heat and life; the development of the theory of animal heat (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1964); Everett
Mendelsohn, "The Controversy over the Site of Heat Production in the Body," Proceedings of the American
Philosophical Society 105: 4, (August 15, 1961), 412-420; George Canguilhem, "The Development of the Concept
of Biological Regulation in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries," Ideology and Rationality in the History of the
Life Sciences (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1988), 90-1.
14 Donald MacAlister, The Nature ofFever (London: Macmillan and Company, 1887).
body temperature to the way that "the governor of a steam-engine regulates the speed." In one
prescient passage, the doctor asked: "Where is the seat of the coordinating power? Is its action
direct or indirect? Does it control temperature chiefly by varying heat-production, as when we
raise or lower the flame of a gas stove or the damper of a furnace flue? or by varying the heat-
loss, as when we open or close the window of a heated room?""15 As a way of addressing these
questions, MacAlister presented a diagram of a thermometer connected to an inflow of hot liquid
and an outflow of slightly cooler liquid (Figure 7). The current running through the tubes was
regulated by two stopcocks that were both attached to a common bar. In normal conditions, he
explained, the two stopcocks would open and close simultaneously, but when a body was in
some form of distress the bar would be replaced by an elastic material (depicted as a spring) that
might open one stopcock while leaving the other closed momentarily. In these conditions, the
body took longer to regulate its temperature. This was an abstract mechanical model that, by
replacing human anatomy with operable parts, unified the chain of regulation still barely
understood by science into a simple mechanical demonstration. While these images may have
been elegant pedagogical tools, physicians turned away from such physiological discussions to
explore preventative measures that would avoid the sources of infection as well as methods for
controlling the symptoms.
If French medicine entered a crisis during the early part of the nineteenth century from
the problematic dislocation of fever from any visible lesion on the body, by the middle of the
century the dislocation of illness moved medical analysis away from the patients' body and to its
immediate surroundings. 16 This was the case with the approach to malarial fevers affecting
American shipmen transporting goods from the tropics as well as troops stationed in Caribbean
'5 Ibid., 4.16 Michel Foucault, "Crisis in Fevers," The Birth of the Clinic, trans. A. M. Sheridan Smith (New York: Vintage
Books, 1994), 174-194.
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islands like Cuba. According to Major George Sternberg, a surgeon in the U.S. Army and a
member of the Havana Yellow Fever Commission, the infections were miasmatic:
There can be no question as to the manner in which malarial poisoning usually occurs.
The term malaria indicates the usual belief that it is due to contamination of the
atmosphere-bad air; and a multitude of facts support this belief. A brief exposure in
such a contaminated atmosphere, in intensely malarious regions, is often sufficient to
produce poisoning of the most serious character; and it is well established that in such
regions the atmosphere is more highly charged with malaria at night than during the
daytime; that the poison is more intense near the ground than at a little elevation above
the surface from which it is evolved; that it may be carried by the winds from the locality
where it is produced, etc. 17
The word "malaria" was medieval Italian for "bad air," and until the end of the century the
disease was believed to be the product of an airborne contagion prevalent on only certain parts of
the earth's surface and, as Sternberg observed, it was thought to be more infectious during the
night and near the ground.18 John Gorrie, an attending physician of the Marine Hospital Service
in Apalachiecola Florida, attempted to control the periodic rise in body temperature caused by
malarial infection by changing the environmental conditions around the infected body. The
earliest American patent issued for artificial cooling technology was Gorrie's 1851 apparatus that
made ice blocks about the size of bricks to cool the air over the body of a feverish patient (Figure
8).19 Gorrie even proposed that in order to prevent the spread of malaria in the swampy areas
where it was most prevalent, local dwellings could borrow the technique used in fruit transport of
distributing the cold air produced by ice used to preserve the life of the commodity. Keeping the
interiors of homes in warm and damp climates cool and dry, he explained, would not only stave
17 George M. Sternberg, Malaria and Malarial Diseases (New York: William Wood & Company, 1884), 31
18 Some believe the word is derived from the name of a Dalmatian island "Malarica." See Saul Jarcho, "A
Cartographic and Literary Study of the Word Malaria," Journal of the History of Medicine 25: 1(January 1970), 31-
39. He also provides a nice translation of a sixteenth century text by Francesco Sansovino in which the name is used
in a non-technical manner to refer to the air in the valleys: "That Valleys Should Be Avoided: It is necessary to
avoid--as many others have done because of the waters-placing your holdings in the depths of valleys, because we
should pay more attention to our health than to the brief pleasures of a few days. We should even pay more attention
to it proportionately when we see that the district is suspected of corrupt and bad air [mal'aria] during the summer
season." Ibid., 34.
19 "Improved Process for the Artificial Production of Ice," Patent No. 8080, Issued May 6, 1851.
off infection and the effects of malaria, but also allow American profiteers to extend channels of
commerce into the South:
Equally applicable to ships as to buildings, it might enable the hardy mariner, who
contributes so much to our wealth and pleasure by transporting from shore to shore the
rich productions of the mephitic groves and swamps of the equator, to pursue his
occupation free from the apprehension of the most dreaded of evils-a premature death
from loathsome disease. As animals or fruits, when divested of life, may be preserved
entire with all their juices, in a low temperature, this principle of producing and
manufacturing cold might be instrumental in preserving organic matter an indefinite
length of time, and thus become accessory to the extension of commerce. By teaching
the importance of constructing buildings in a form adapted to our comfort, of solid
materials, and thoroughly insulating them, it would promote the introduction of a better
style of architecture and its collateral arts, than at present exists. Nor are the security of
the physical economy and the increase of the material comforts of man, the only
advantageous efforts that would arise from moderating atmospheric temperatures in the
houses of warm countries. The moral, intellectual and general scientific benefits arising
from it, would be at least equal to the physical and commercial. There is no phenomenon
in nature more intimately connected with a ready understanding...of almost every
scientific process, or with the performance of many of the most useful arts, than the
maintenance of a pleasant atmospheric temperature. Among other kinds of knowledge, it
may be made, by giving immunity from Malarial disease, eminently auxiliary towards
enlarging the boundaries of geographical discovery; and, in connection with it,
administer, by extending the channels of commerce, to both the delight and benefit of
mankind. Protected by such a means of maintaining health and comfort, we might dwell
with safety, and pursue any business of life, in the harbors or cities of Vera Cruz, Havana,
Sierra Leone, or Batavia, or explore at our leisure the aestuaries [sic] and geographical
characters, or collect and examine the natural productions of New Guinea, the Orinoco,
the Niger and the Amazon, or the sources of the Congo and the La Plata.20
Buried in this extraordinary passage is a notion of "fitness," possibly derived from Darwin's
Origin of Species published only a year earlier. Certain environments carry risks to human
existence and in order to make them amenable to the "moral, intellectual" as well as "physical
and commercial" aspects of life, temperature needed to be constrained to a range that produced
normal physiological responses and not pathological body temperatures caused by airborne
diseases like malaria. Disease occupied an area that was no longer confined to the body; it
20 John Gorrie, "On the Nature of Malaria, and Prevention of its Morbid Agency," New Orleans Medical and
Surgical Journal, 11:5 (March, 1855), 768-9. For the details of Gorrie's life see Vivian M. Sherlock, The Fever
Man: A Biography ofDr. John Gorrie (Tallahassee: Medallion Press, 1982). For more on Gorrie's contribution to
cooling systems see John Gladstone, "John Gorrie, The Visionary," ASHRAE Journal (December 1998), 29-35.
moved and flourished in particular environmental conditions that needed to be avoided or
eliminated. Inasmuch as there was a proper body temperature that indicated the health of a body,
so too would there soon be a proper room temperature for that body.
The Damper Flapper
Establishing a fit between environmental conditions and human health brought the pathologies of
the body to bear on the problem of stabilizing room temperature. As a prophylactic system, the
apparatus for temperature regulation would occupy an ever more central position in managing
wellness in modem architecture. Clinics that controlled the conditions around the body for the
prevention of infection or as a palliative for the symptoms of disease, redefined regulatory
systems through the space of disease. But this tendency soon extended beyond the walls of the
clinic. It would no longer be considered sufficient, for example, to control the temperature
produced by the combustion of coal in the furnace far from the living quarters, now every
individual room in the household would require equal attention. The thermostat would therefore
need to move from the basement to become an occupant of the dwelling as a surrogate heat-sense
bringing the physiological demands of every inhabitant into the environmental control system. It
was the electrification of the house that made it possible to transform the bimetallic strip from a
purely mechanical regulatory instrument into a mobile sensory organ.21
For Drebble and Ure, heat governance was actuated by some form of mechanical
displacement, but as part of the emerging domestic circuitry, the thermostat could be relocated to
any room in the house in which a wire could transmit its signal. This development would have
21 The thermostat was not the only instrument that employed two metals to maintain a condition of equilibrium. In
the 1890s, those concerned with the fluctuation in the value of the U.S. dollar advocated for a position that they
called "bimetallism." The yellow brick road was made of gold, and Dorothy's "silver slippers" were part of Frank
Baum's allegory of bimetallism in his novel The Wizard of Oz (1900)-Oz, of course, referred to ounce, the regular
measure for both of these precious metals. See
been especially enticing to Dr. Ure, had he been alive to see it. After all, it was the good Scottish
doctor who, in the year of Marry Shelley's novel Frankenstein, conducted four "galvanic
experiments" in administering "medical electricity" to the body of the murderer Matthew
Clydesdale. In these experiments, Ure was able to "awaken dormant faculties" nearly an hour
after the criminal's body was suspended from the gallows. Electrification, it seems, brought a
convergence of physiological and technological definitions of response. 22 If the reflex arc, the
circuit that carried the capacity to react to environmental stimuli, was the path of electrical
conduction through the nervous system, it was the thermostat that established the first electrical
path for the environmental systems to govern the interior of the modern home. In many of the
earliest technical descriptions of the newly refined instrument, it was described as "exceedingly
delicate and sensitive," controlling not only the source of heat but its flow as well.23
The full extension of thermostatic control into the home came in 1886 when Albert M.
Butz translated the bending movement of the bimetallic strip into an electrical signal. Butz's first
electric thermostat controlled the dampers on the furnace from all the rooms it heated. The
automatic action it produced in the basement caused many observers to call the device "the
damper flapper" (Figure 9).24 When the temperature rose above the mark designated by the
inhabitant, the bimetallic strip would bend to complete a circuit, sending an electrical impulse
22 Andrew Ure, "An Account of some Experiments made on the Body of a Criminal immediately after Execution,
with Physiological and Practical Observations," Journal of Science andArts 6 (1819), 283-94. See also the riveting
description by Peter MacKenzie, "The Case of Matthew Clydesdale the Murderer-Extraordinary Scene in the
College of Glasgow," in Old Reminiscences of Glasgow and the West of Scotland, Vol. II (Glasgow: James P.
Forrester, 1890), 49. The relationship of Ure's research on the nerves and his work on machines see Andrew
Zimmerman, "The Ideology of the Machine and the Spirit of the Factory: Remarx on Babbage and Ure," Cultural
Critique 37 (Autumn 1997), 5-29.
23 "A Sensitive Automatic Heat Regulator," The Manufacturer and Builder 18:1 (January 1886), 19. For a history of
patents related to temperature control see Barry Donaldson and Bernard Nagengast, Heat and Cold: Mastering the
Great Indoors: A Selective History of Heating, Ventilation, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning from the Ancients to
the 1930s (Atlanta: ASHRAE, 1994), 197-204. For the case of air-conditioning see Gail Cooper, Air-Conditioning
America: Engineers and the Controlled Environment, 1900-1960 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press,,
1998).
24 Edson W. Spencer, Honeywell After 100 Years (New York: The Newcomen Society of the United States, 1985), 9.
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through a wire into the basement. There, a second circuit would be activated to propel a motor to
close the "check damper" and open the "front damper," thereby lowering the heat produced in
the furnace. If, on the other hand, the strip bent in the other direction as the temperature in the
room dropped, it would close another circuit to reverse the process: the front damper would open
and the check damper would close thus lowering the heat produced by the furnace. A popular
builders' magazine reviewed the new instrument in its "Home" pages, enumerating its
advantages:
The friends of the electric regulation system urge, and we think, forcibly, that the
principle of regulating the temperature of the living rooms of a house by means of
devices actuated from the furnace or heater is radically wrong, since the temperature of
the hot-air chamber of a furnace ...bears no relation to the temperature prevailing in those
apartments which are situated some distance from the source of heat. The draught
opening of a furnace controlled mechanically, may be closed before the temperature in
these apartments has been brought to the point of comfort, or vise versa, by reason of
irregular conditions prevailing in the apartments themselves, of which the mechanical
regulator at the furnace or heater can have no cognizance, and to which it cannot
therefore respond.25
The displacement of the regulator into the occupied architecture brought a new level of
"cognizance" to the task of temperature control. The method proposed by Butz of hanging the
thermostat on the wall of the room, wrote the commentator, was "distinctly more scientific" than
the antiquated the mechanism that left the regulatory sense in the basement with the furnace. Not
only did the new patent maintain the temperatures in the rooms within one degree of accuracy,
its refinement through electricity reduced fuel consumption by 25 to 33 percent.
The magazine illustrated the mechanism with a section through a common bourgeois
apartment showing a living room at some distance from the basement (Figure 10). The two
rooms were aligned only to show that a wire from the thermostat in the apartment was connected
to the circuit in the basement; the room could have been anywhere from the ground floor to the
25 "Automatic Heat Regulation by Electric Means," The Manufacturer and Builder 20:11 (November 1888), 259.
attic. Above, in the well-appointed interior of a modem home empty chairs designated a variety
of leisure activities that might take place in the space. Below was an altogether different scene;
the furnace occupied a full third of the space and the ductwork leading to each apartment
occupied another third while the motor and its chains dangled indiscriminately, making no
concession for human occupancy. Indeed, the system was fully automatic, thus making human
presence in the basement, usually that of a servant or housewife, entirely unnecessary.
The Minneapolis-based inventor founded the Butz Thermo-Electric Regulator Company
apparently to market his unique product with his unique name. But despite the positive reception
in the press, over the following few years the company struggled to make sales and changed its
name twice before transferring its patents to the washing machine and wheelbarrow
manufacturer, William R. Sweatt. Yes, his name was "Sweat" with an extra "t," and while there
are a blessed few who could name their product the Sweatt-Butz damper flapper, the company
was tamely renamed it the Electric Heat Regulator.26 Sweatt's enterprise remained small over the
following ten years, employing only twelve men in a converted bowling alley where individual
orders for the apparatus were filled. Looking back upon this modest time in company history,
Fortune Magazine recalled that one of the obstacles for the growth of the business was that "the
majority of homeowners were perfectly willing to regulate the furnace morning and evening and
let the wife do it the rest of the time, and they considered automatic control about the way a
small boy considers the stick on a lollipop-convenient but not essential." The minor
26 There are twelve patents in the US Patent Office in the name of Albert M. Butz that elaborate every element of the
electrical apparatus to be set in the context of the modem home: 1886, "Thermo-electric damper-regulator and
alarm," (341,092 & 347,866); 1888, "Automatic temperature control" (390,281); 1889, "Thermostat," (409,316);
1890, "Apparatus for regulating steam in buildings," (441,745); 1893, "Temperature regulator for electric heaters,"
(510,889); 1894, "Thermostatic valve," (525,330); 1900, "Device for regulating temperature in steam-heated
buildings," (660,209); 1902, "Thermostatic circuit closure," (705,379); 1903, "Electric damper regulator,"
(736,490); 1903, "Thermostatic heat regulator," (739,055); 1909, "Temperature regulating apparatus," (910,269).
After selling the business to Sweatt, Butz moved to Chicago where he participated in engineering the control system
for the Chicago Produce Exchange, see Chapter 2.
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inconvenience of periodically regulating the furnace when it was mostly in the hands of the
housewife seemed to make the instrument less necessary to classes that would have been able to
invest in such a purchase. But the company did grow steadily. By the time it had been renamed
again in 1912 as the Minneapolis Heat Regulator Company, the firm recorded annual sales
around $200,000, and by the end of the war, sales crossed the million-dollar mark.27 Today, a
mock-up of Butz's original 1886 damper flapper appears as the first image in the timeline
assembled for the website www.honeywell.com (Figure 11). Honeywell, the product of a merger
between Sweatt's company and the Honeywell Heating Specialty Company in 1927, is now the
world's largest producer of controls; their motto--"Helping You Control Your World"- reflects
the extent to which the company has grown.28
The shift in Sweatt's sales can most immediately be attributed to the large-scale
dissemination of heating and ventilation systems that emerged at the beginning of the twentieth
century. The American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers, formed in 1894, began its
ninth annual meeting with a paper focused on the value of temperature regulation. The presenter,
John Henry Kinealy, known for his patented air purification systems, announced to his fellow
Society members that there was significant potential for inspiring public demand for automatic
regulation as part of the common system of heat delivery. To his mind, the elimination of the
risks imbedded in manually regulating the heating process made thermostats a welcome
replacement to the potentially absent-minded furnace attendant. Thermostats were "never
negligent, never forgetful, and never too busy to note the changes of temperature and regulate the
supply of heat as the conditions demand." After the widespread acceptance of thermostatic
control in the engineering community, it would be almost impossible to find a textbook written
27 "Minneapolis-Honeywell," Fortune 16 (1937), 126.
28 For a short history of the Honeywell Corporation see Jeffrey Rodengen, The Legend of Honeywell (Ft.
Lauderdale: Write Stuff Syndicate, Inc., 1995).
for heating and ventilating technicians without an entire chapter devoted to temperature
regulation. 29 In Alfred G. King's Progressive Furnace Heating, for example, the chapter devoted
to the subject instructed its readers in "how to sell thermostats" through the education of the
potential customer regarding the economy, healthfulness and comfort that the control mechanism
would bring. King suggested using the justification that "the thermostat really costs the house
owner nothing, for it saves many times the interest on the investment each season until the
saving made pays the cost of the installation, after which it earns money for the owner at a
greater rate than any ordinary business investment he may have." 30 Not only did the machine
relieve the household of the work of manual regulation, it simultaneously earned its own money
as the safest investment that the modem family could make.
The advertising campaigns for temperature control reveal the terms available to the
regulator business in making the thermostat a desirable amenity for middle-class households.
Recognizing that the instrument could be sold to frugal home owners interested in saving on fuel
and servant labor as .well as buyers who could benefit from the "uniform healthful heat," Sweatt
developed a motto for the instrument: "Saves Coal. Saves Nerves. Saves Lives" (Figure 12). 31
Household finances, the psychological tranquility of risk-free uniform heat delivery and life
itself were all preserved by the automatic action of the thermostat. Later advertisements began to
invoke references to the quality of the machine as a surrogate organ. The regulator came to be
29 J. H. Kinealy, "Temperature Regulation," Transactions of the American Society of Heating and Ventilating
Engineers 9 (1903), 65, 75. For engineering handbooks see Rolla Clinton Carpenter, Heating and Ventilating
Buildings: a manual for heating engineers and architects (New York: J. Wiley & Sons, Inc, 1915); Charles A.
Fuller, Designing Heating and Ventilating Systems (New York: David Williams Company, 1914), James D.
Hoffman, Handbook for Heating and Ventilating Engineers (Lafayette: Purdue University Press, 1910); Louis Allen
Harding and Arthur Cutts Willard, Mechanical Equipment of Buildings: A Reference Book for Engineers and
Architects (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1917).
30 Alfred G. King, Progressive Furnace Heating: A Practical Manual ofDesigning, Estimating and Installing
Modern Systems for Heating and Ventilating Buildings with Warm Air(New York: Sheet Metal Publication
Company, 1914), 156..
31 Advertisement in The Review of Reviews 11 (January - June1895), 38
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known as "the heart of the heating plant" which "embodies economy, comfort and health," easily
adjusted at the slightest push of a housewife's fingertip (Figure 13).32 One magazine commented
that the tendency to associate the action of the thermostat with particular human organs set it into
a distinct class profile: "Sometimes, to make the relationship between the upstairs thermostat and
the business in the cellar perfectly clear, the company people refer to it as the 'brains' of the
system-a white collar man, if you please-which shoves you into a cul-de-sac where you have
no alternative to calling the furnace attachment the 'brawn."' 33
The main task of the companies competing over the market in thermostats was to prove
that their instrument was an essential component of any heating and ventilation service that could
be installed in a house. Accordingly, Sweatt's company moved from physiological metaphors to
class association and, finally, to the declaration that temperature control was an urban and even
national necessity. The company described the installation of their regulator as a modern utility
as fundamental as plumbing. One advertising magazine noted the shift: "The slogan used to be
'The heart of the heating plant,' but of late there have been so many throbbing 'hearts' of various
devices in advertising that the family got too numerous, and the originators have laid the phrase
on the shelf.... [L]ike the bath-tub people, the company has advertised heat regulation into being
a national necessity, for when they began it was practically unknown." 34 Once the service of the
thermostat had replaced the unpredictable performance of the servant with automatic and
dependable service, defining temperature control as a utility extended the role of automatic
regulation beyond any single household. This shift in scale is indicated in a striking
advertisement from 1924 in which a Baltimore suburb is represented as a "Small city of
32 Advertisement in The Review ofReviews 29 (1904), 146.
33 "Minneapolis-Honeywell," Fortune 16 (1937), 124.
34 Arthur Hallam, "The Work That a 'Service' Salesman Has to Do: How a Third of a Century of Advertising Has
Made Heat Regulation a Necessity," Printer's Ink 105:4 (October 24, 1918), 100.
Minneapolis Regulators" (Figure 14). Every house in the image in the new development was
fitted-out with a thermostat. The uniformity of the middle-class home had begun to intersect with
the uniformity of the room temperature within it.
The Household Sciences
For the household sciences, the home was a laboratory to test any new form of regulation as it
emerged. It was an incubator in which regulatory principles could be developed for their urban
and national extension. The thermostatic circuit, installed for the electrical stabilization of
household temperature, was immediately absorbed into this laboratory to allow for the
application of science to control this highly unstable component of the household environment.
Any dangerous inexactitude or variability, the household scientist believed, could be constrained
as long as its essential elements were analyzed and accurately measured. Margaret Dodd
reminded her readers in "Chemistry of the Household" that even the air they breathed, despite its
invisibility, was a fragile material that required their attention:
Air is a real substance. It can be weighed. The air in a room 15 feet by 20 feet by 10 feet
high weighs 210 pounds, and would fill ten ordinary water pails if liquefied. Air will
expand and may be compressed like other gases and it has been liquefied by intense cold
and pressure. It requires considerable force to move it. When a bottle is full of air, no
more can be poured in. Our houses are full of air all the time. It pervades all things the
cells and tissues of our bodies are full of air.35
Air was measurable; the atmosphere was only about fifty miles deep and theoretically it could be
compressed into so many pails of liquid. Even so, the practical problem remained that in the
home air pervaded everything: the furnishings, the books, the wood that the house was made of
35 Margaret E. Dodd, "Chemistry of the Household," The Profession of Home Making: A Condensed Home-Study
Course on Domestic Science (Chicago: American School of Home Economics, 1911), 22. Dodd was a member of
the American School of Household Economics which included several important reformers: Isabel Bevier, Alice
Peloubet Norton, S. Maria Elliott, Anna Barrows, Alfred Cleveland Cotton, Bertha M. Terrill, Kate Heintz Watson,
Marion Foster Washburne, Amy Elizabeth Pope and Maurice Le Bosquet.
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and even the occupants' bodies, their physiologies. Beyond its sheer omnipresence, air also
needed to be monitored because it was an essential source of food for the process of "internal
combustion." Calculations proved that the mass of oxygen taken into a human body was equal to
the sum of all the other foods the person consumed. Thus, air needed to be cared for and
preserved like any other perishable commodity. All 210 pounds of a living room's air might need
to be removed by the exertion of "considerable force" and replaced with the same amount of
better air. This most ineffable material, it seems, required a momentous amount of effort to be
reformed. And if air was everywhere, each breath that was taken was inevitably replaced with an
equally sized exhalation of bad air. For Dodd, "fresh air is neither sufficient to replace bad air
nor dilute it beyond harm"; instead "the air of all the rooms must be often and completely
changed." Bad air could not be ignored, but needed to be treated, lest it never go away. It became
possible to conceive of an infinite accumulation of bad air.36
Air also had a desirable temperature, and along with the impurities that it could carry,
there were temperature ranges into which it should not be allowed to enter: "At 660 or 680 the
blood is properly distributed between the skin and the internal organs, and there is no excess in
either. At 600 or 610, on the other hand, the blood is forced back upon the internal organs, thus
threatening serious congestions and other unhealthful conditions." 37 But the authors of The
Human Mechanism explained that the human sense of environmental temperature could not be
trusted; it was just as unreliable as the weather. It was possible that the temperature of a room
would fall so gradually into the "Dangerous Region," that entering the risky temperature range
could escape the notice of even the most sensitive housewife. Indeed, the human sensory
mechanism was naturally inexact and unreliable, as Alfred Butler reinforced in Household
36 Ibid., 23, 30.
37 Theodore Hough and William T. Sedgwick, The Human Mechanism Its Physiology And Hygiene And The
Sanitation Oflts Surroundings (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1906), 201.
Physics: "the body is not an accurate indicator ...we must resort to other means of determining
temperature." To replace these flawed capacities, the household scientist readily embraced the
application of the thermostat as an artificial sensory organ for regulating the heating system.38
Historians of household technology following Ruth Schwartz Cowan have argued that the
housewife's work was not reduced by the addition of household technologies like the thermostat.
Instead, they argue, that labor was reorganized around a new set of processes producing activities
that were specific to the modem household, such as the transportation of fuel and food.39 But in
the case of temperature control and many other regulatory instruments, the labor of the
housewife was not only changed but a whole class of domestic labor was physically evacuated
from the bourgeois household.40
It was Charlotte Perkins Gilman who poignantly observed a major underlying moral
cause for the replacement of the unskilled labor of domestic service with the skilled labor of
machines. To "demand celibacy of our domestic servants," she argued, made female servants
into a strictly temporary and unskilled labor force. Only machines accepted their celibate fate for
eternity; they simply could not reproduce without a great deal of human intervention. Far from
coming to the servants' defense against these sexless intruders, however, Gilman saw the
removal of human servants from the modem home as a positive development for the social status
of the housewife as well as these lower-class would-be mothers. She argued that domestic
38Alfred M. Butler, Household Physics (Boston: Whitcomb & Barrows, 1914), 6-7. Maurice Le Bosquet, Personal
Hygiene (Chicago: American School of Home Economics, 1911), 98.
39 Ruth Schwartz Cowan, More Work for Mother: The Ironies of Household Technology from the Open Hearth to
the Microwave (New York: Basic Books, 1983), 99. See also Marjorie L. DeVault, Feeding the family: the social
organization of caring as gendered work (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991); Beth Anne Shelton and
Daphne John, "The Division of Household Labor," Annual Review of Sociology 22(1996), 299-322.
40 Lucy Maynard Salmon , the president of Vassar College, dealt most directly with what was known as the "servant
problem," in Domestic Service (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1901) and Progress in the Household
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin and Company, 1906). For a perspective from the domestic see Lillian Pettengill, Toilers
of the Home the Record ofa College Woman's Experience as a Domestic Servant (New York: Doubledy, Page and
Company, 1903). See also David M. Katzman, Seven Days a Week: Women and Domestic Service in Industrializing
America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1978).
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service could now transform from servitude into a wide array of full-fledged professions. In her
novel What Diantha Did (1910), the heroine described the future she envisioned after the
mechanically regulated household had solved the "servant problem":
We are rapidly approaching an improved system of living in which the private home will
no more want a cookshop on the premises than a blacksmith's shop or soap-factory. The
necessary work of the kitchenless house will be done by the hour, with skilled labor; and
we shall order our food cooked instead of raw. This will give to the employees a
respectable well-paid profession, with their own homes and families; and to the
employers a saving of about two-thirds of the expense of living, as well as an end of all
our difficulties with the servant question. That is the way to elevate-to ennoble
domestic service. It must cease to be domestic service-and become world service.41
At the point that traditional housework like cooking would be relocated outside the home and
released into the "world," what would remain in its absence was an environment fully ready for
reform. The modem housewife, freed from overseeing and participating in the labor associated
with domestic service, would now enter a new managerial role that coordinated the relations
between the machines governing the household interior with the dynamic market of commodities
offered by the growing arsenal of service professionals.
The central role of women in the operation of the household business had thus become a
matter of practical concern to the pioneers of the home-reform movement. Mary Pattison, who
named her daughter Diantha after Gilman's heroine, founded the Experimental Housekeeping
Station in Colonia, New Jersey to begin testing the methods for converting the household into an
effectively managed industry of its own. The Experiment Station, she explained, had been
41 Charlotte Perkins Gilman, What Diantha Did (New York: Charlton Company, 1910), 75. On the advent of the
kitchenless house see Dolores Hayden, "Two Utopian Feminists and Their Campaigns for Kitchenless Houses,"
Signs. 4:2 (Winter 1978), 274-290. On women's clubs see Mary I. Wood, The History of the General Federation of
Women's Clubs (New York: General Federation of Women's Clubs, 1912); Mary H. Hunt, A History of the First
Decade of the Department Of Scientific Temperance Instruction in Schools and Colleges, of the Women's Christian
Temperance Union (Boston: Washington Press, 1892). For more on the role of women's clubs in the reform of the
home, especially on Charlotte Perkins Gilman, see Amy Laurel Hobbs, "'The World, Our Home': The Rhetorical
Vision of Women's Clubs in American Literature, 1870-1920," (Dissertation, University of Maryland, College Park,
2005), 24-74.
organized, "to suggest a system of home operation, and a method of progressive management." 42
At the station the prevailing assumption was that nothing in the house was fixed or
unchangeable, the home was a totally artificial "created environment."4 3 Chief among the
suggested methods of controlling the conditions in this new milieu was the "regulating
thermostat," which she predicted would "add enormously to general human efficiency." 44
Indeed, the triad of "modem machines, modern methods, and modem motives" programmed into
the operation of such instruments guaranteed "freedom from mere tradition and social custom-
and the conservation of time, health, money, and beauty in closer domestic co-operation."45
In his preface to the second edition of the book, Frederick Taylor compared Pattison's
contribution to home economics to his own efforts to regulate the complex systems that were
occupying the interior of the modern industrial machine shop. The installation of new machinery
in the home, he believed, would require equally careful coordination and when properly run
could be universally applicable to any household no matter the size. The Colonia system, he
anticipated, would have especially dramatic effects in homes where the family income would not
have been sufficient to hire help in the first place. Every home, scientifically managed, could
now become equally modem. As the manager of these modem homes, the administrator of these
42 Mary Pattison, Principles of Domestic Engineering: or the What, Why and How of the Home (1915), 285. A
second edition was published as The Business of Home Management: The Principles of Domestic Engineering (New
York: Robert M. McBride & Co., 1918). For more on the Experiment Station see Mary Pattison, "The Experiment
Station at Colonia New Jersey," Scientific American 106 (April 18, 1912), 330-331. "Experiment Station To Solve
Housekeepers' Problems; Mrs. Frank A. Pattison Heads a Movement to Give Practical Aid to Tests of Inventions
that Lighten Labor and Effect Economies," New York Times (March 26, 1911), SM4; Mary Pattison, "The Abolition
of Household Slavery," Annals of the American Academy ofPolitical and Social Science, 118 (March 1925), 124-
127. See also C. W. Taber, The Business of the Household (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1918); and
Christine Frederick, The New Housekeeping: Efficiency Studies in Home Management (Doubleday, Page &
Company, 1913). On gender and the reform of the modem house see Gwendolyn Wright, Building the Dream: A
Social History ofHousing in America (Cambridge; The MIT Press, 1981), 159-176; Cheryl Robertson "Male and
Female Agendas for Domestic Reform: The Middle-Class Bungalow in Gendered Perspective," Winterthur Portfolio
26:2/3 (Summer - Autumn 1991), 123-141.
43 Ibid., 301, her emphasis.
44 Ibid., 276.
45 Ibid., 1.
new mechanical assemblies, Pattison argued, the mother would reform the family into the
fundamental regulated unit for the nation.46 This was a simple question of scale, she reminded
her readers; "the State is but the larger more complex form of Home." Furthermore, if the
properly regulated home would result from a full application of the principles of domestic
engineering and housekeeping was so deeply implicated in political life, then the house would
soon become the basic unit of the administrative capacities of government. Here, the mother
would translate what was once legislated by the private authority of the male, into a political
system. "In truth, home-making can no longer be said to be a private undertaking," she
concluded, it should be a "public function, regulated and formulated by local and State
authorities." 47
What was once a private affair of the home-room temperature-had now become matter
of public concern. The well-regulated conditions of the household interior that "made us who we
are" had come to be governed by reliable and programmable machines that were requisite
cohabitants of the modern home. Thermostats, fire alarms, smoke detectors, carbon monoxide
meters established the sensory endpoints of large-scale regulatory networks that, taken together,
manage human safety and comfort. The home has gradually become an interior that is governed
by a set of shared norms and standards that serve as pathways-architectural reflex arcs-for
regulating modern life.
46 The Business of Home Management, 15-16.
47 Ibid., 248-9.
Figure 1: Cornelis Drebbel's "Furnace for Hatching Chickens by Balneum." From Gibbs, F. W. "The furnaces and
thermometers of Cornelis Drebbel," Annals of Science, 6:1(1948), 32-43
r-L
Figure 2 (left): John Harriosn's "Gridiron Pendulum," from Denison Olmsted, Introduction to Natural Philosophy,
(New York: Published By Collins, Brother, & Co. 1844), 256
Figure 3 (center): Ure's diagram showing the bending of the bimetallic strip can activate a lever system, Andrew
Ure, A Dictionary ofArts, Manufactures and Mines (London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1853), 843
Figure 4 (right): The "thermostatic hoop" from Ibid., 844.
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Figure 5 (left) 6 (right): Thermostatically activated ventilators from Ibid. 845; Flue damper from Ibid.
Figure 7: The stopcock system of heat regulation in the body, from Donald MacAlister, The Nature ofFever
(London: Macmillan and Company, 1887), 41.
Ag (
Figure 8: John Gorrie's ice machine, or the "Improved Process for the Artificial Production of Ice," Patent No.
8080, Issued May 6, 1851.
Figure 9 (left) 10 (right): Albert M. Butz's patent for the "Automatic Temperature Regulator;" the same installed in
the context of a bourgeois apartment, from "Automatic Heat Regulation by Electric Means," The Manufacturer and
Builder 20:11 (November 1888), 259.
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Honeywell
Our History
Our History
In 2002, David M. Cote was named Chairman and CEO of Honeywell. Under his leadership
the company focuses on five key initiatives: GroAwth, Productivity, Cash, People and the
Enablers, Honeywell Operating System and Functional Transformation, in order to
strengthen Honeywell's position as one of the world's leading enterprises in the new
millennium.
Honeywell can trace its roots back to 1885, when an inventor named Albert Butz patented the furnace regulator
and alarm. He formed the Butz Thermo-Electric Regulator Co., Minneapolis, on April 23, 1886, and a few weeks later
invented a simple, yet ingenious device that he called the "damper flapper."
Here's how it worked. When a room cooled below a predetermined temperature, a thermostat closed the circuit and
energized an armature. This pulled the stop from the motor gears, allowing a crank attached to the main motor shaft
to turn one-half revolution. A chain connected to the crank opened the furnace's air damper to let in air. This made
the fire burn hotter. When the temperature rose to the preset level, the thermostat signaled the motor to turn another
half revolution, closing the damper and damping the fire. The temperature correction was automatic. Over the years,
many Honeywell products have been based upon similar, but more complicated closed-loop systems.
The Consolidated Temperature Controlling Co. incorporated, acquired Butz's patents and
business, and by 1893, had renamed itself Electric Heat Regulator Co. The first company
ads ran in 1895 featuring the now famous thermostat. In 1898, the company was
purchased by W. R. Sweatt, who, by 1916, had changed the name of the company to
Minneapolis Heat Regulator Company, expanded its product line and patented the first
electric motor approved by Underwriters Laboratories.
Figure 11: A "damper flapper" as it appears on the Honeywell website: www.honeywell.com
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Figure 12 (above left): Advertisement from The Review ofReviews 11 (1895), 38.
Figure 13 (above right): Advertisement from The Review of Reviews 29 (1904), 146.
A Simnail Cwity of
Mi'nneapolis Regulators
Figure 14: Advertisement from 1924, from the Honeywell, Inc. Manuscripts, Minnesota Historical Society.
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Chapter Two: Food
Becoming Imperishable
In 1887 many Americans read about Mr. Julian West, a man who awoke in September of the
year 2000 having slept soundly in his basement for a little over 113 years. His protracted
slumber, they learned, was due to the work of a certain Dr. Pillsbury, a self-proclaimed
"Professor of Animal Magnetism," who induced a deep sleep in his patients through a secret
hypnotic process. While Mr. West's impressive capacity for hibernation might have seemed
implausible to the readers of Edward Bellamy's novel Looking Backward, certainly his well-
preserved body would have particularly alarmed them. Bellamy, alert to this potential problem,
carefully provided his readers with an in-depth description of West's place of slumber, the
basement under his Boston home. In order to insulate it from urban din and seasonal inclemency,
West located this sleeping chamber below the existing foundations and laid walls and flooring of
hydraulic cement, which kept out the dampness of the subsoil. The room also served as a vault
for the storage of valuables and was thereby sealed above by stone slabs and an iron door with a
thick covering of asbestos. Only a small ventilation pipe communicated in any way with the
world outside, keeping the air in the sleeping chamber fresh enough to preserve West's body.
Stepping out of his conditioned time-capsule into the future, Bellamy's hero slowly came to
realize the deep injustices of the society that he had left behind. 1 The perfectly regulated
environmental conditions in his chamber had preserved his body so that he could have the
1 Edward Bellamy, Looking Backward (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1889), 30-31. It is noteworthy that Bellamy's
image of the American society of the future was a giant self-regulated industrial machine. See also, Otto Mayr,
Authority, Liberty, & Automatic Machinery in Early Modern Europe (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press,
1986), 190-200; John F. Kasson Civilizing the Machine: Technology and Republican Values in America, 1776-1900
(New York: Penguin Books, 1984), 191-202.
exceptional experience of a time in which the inequities and uncertainties of the late nineteenth
century were decisively resolved.
The massively positive reception of Looking Backward is well known--it sold nearly half
a million copies in the first year of its publication. So it made a good deal of economic sense for
Bellamy to continue his narrative trope of hypnotized time travel in Equality, a sequel that he
published in 1897. One reviewer of Bellamy's second novel referred to the already-famous
sleeping chamber as Julian West's "cold storage house." This was no ordinary technical
description. In the ten years that had passed between his first and second novels on the
adventures of Julian West in the year 2000, cold storage had become a topic in every major
newspaper in the nation and the professed solution to the economic problems that were constant
during the 1890s. At the end of the nineteenth century promoters of cold storage initiated the
construction of warehouses with stabilized low temperatures to create a reserve of produce that
would regulate the unpredictable and financially hazardous fluctuations in supply and demand
that ravaged the market in perishables. With this new enterprise occupying such a significant
place in the public sphere, the story of a man who had slept for 113 years might very well have
become believable. Precisely because so many otherwise perishable goods were traveling
through time in artificially stabilized climatic conditions, Bellamy's fantastical scenario may
have seemed that much more real to his devoted readership.2
While Bellamy presented his readers with utopian accounts of the victory of rational
artifice over the chaos of the late nineteenth century, the cold storage warehouse offered, for
2 "Editor's Study," Harper's New Monthly Magazine 95:569 (October 1897), 798. Equality anticipates the rejection
of business governing itself without governmental guidance in an exchange between West and a citizen of the
Republic of the Golden Rule: "But tell me, Julian, seeing the people did not think that they could trust themselves to
regulate their own industry and the distribution of the product, to whom did they leave the responsibility?" To which
West responds "To the capitalists." Edward Bellamy, Equality (New York: D. Appleton and Co., 1913), 7. On the
relationship of regulation to capitalist interest during the Progressive Era see Gabriel Kolko, The Triumph of
Conservatism (Glencoe: The Free Press, 1963).
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many, the real potential to positively control the unpredictable hazards of weather and bacterial
decay that over time transformed their perishables into nothing more than refuse. The once-
capricious future of a dealer in perishable commodities would now be replaced by the predictable
prospects of a regulated market system delivering fixed prices and infinite reserves. With the
introduction of the mechanical refrigeration process, the perishable commodity underwent a sort
of industrial hypnosis, a modernized version of Cornelius Drebbel's seventeenth-century
alchemical furnace experiments. While Drebbel's processes kept lead at stable warm
temperatures for hours and sometimes days in the hope of transmuting it into gold, the regulatory
machinery in the cold storage warehouse kept perishables safe and cool for periods as long as a
year in the hope of transmuting it into monetary profit. So like modem alchemists, investors in
cold storage believed that within the controlled chambers of the storeroom, perishable
commodities would purge their inherent limits, becoming objects of pure utility. While they were
formerly insecure investments, now perishables could enter into the massive speculative network
of American capitalism to circulate through the hands of traders and into homes across the
nation.
The history of the cold storage warehouse system in America is, however, not simply a
tale of capitalist modernization and technological improvement. It was in fact a complex
encounter between the profit-driven merchants, enterprising engineers, the profession of
architecture and the emerging power of the regulatory state. Early cold storage companies chose
to hire prominent modem architects with the hope that these designers would give them a
positive public image in the city, an image that would avoid the negative perception of merchants
as irresponsible gamblers. Thus cold storage companies invested large sums of capital to embed
their buildings with public storefronts for grocers and offices for commission merchants. Located
along the street frontage as well as within enclosed arcades, these public functions produced a
modernized version of the public marketplace. Still, the dominant function of these often
massive construction projects was given over to the temperature-controlled storeroom. These
were the spaces that made futures trading possible for perishable commodities just as grain
elevators had for grain. Produce merchants claimed that speculation on and maintenance of a
reserve in perishables would benefit the general public by overcoming the seasonal fluctuations
of supply and price--a claim that became public doctrine by the 1910s. Cold storage, thus,
served two functions: first, it expanded the speculative market securing goods for future sale; and
second, it operated as an infrastructural investment in the city and eventually the nation for the
distribution of goods. Benefits to capitalists and to the broader public, in this case, were not
understood as mutually exclusive.
Despite the multiple functions of cold storage, historians have generally assumed that the
role of preserving food for general consumption was the primary driving force in the
proliferation of urban refrigeration facilities. From the expansion of ice harvesting in the 1830s
to the development of domestic refrigeration in the middle of the twentieth century,
technological advances in cooling perishables have usually been explained as the fulfillment of
the increased demand for food in growing urban centers. According to this model, each step in
the development of refrigeration technology has historically intersected with a social need that
made its very development seem necessary to the modern American economy.3 However,
explaining technological change as the fulfillment of a basic need takes social demand as a given
rather than as a symptom of a particular historical conception of technology's usefulness both
3 Oscar Edward Anderson Jr., Refrigeration in America: A History of a New Technology and Its Impact (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1953), 127-178; Richard Osborn Cummings, The American Ice Harvests: A Historical
Study in Technology, 1800-1918 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1949). An exception, due to its emphasis
on design, is Sandy Isenstadt, "Visions of Plenty: Refrigerators in America around 1950," Journal of Design History
11:4 (1998): 311-321.
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functionally and rhetorically within a broad cultural context. In other words, such history
naturalizes the process of technological development as an attendant part of the growth and
urbanization of American society.
This chapter argues that the cold storage system emerged out of a new regulatory
approach to the economy that coordinated architectural design, technology and state power to
fulfill the emerging concept of the "public interest." As an artificially regulated system of
climate and economy, cold storage exemplifies the increasing need for architecture to materialize
a fundamental shift in American capitalism. It was in this period that the classical understanding
of the economy as self-regulated was being replaced with a position that advocated the use of
managerial power and governmental regulation to achieve the social goals of equality,
predictability and efficiency. Scholarship in American legal and economic history has shown that
at the end of the nineteenth century the foundations of American capitalism underwent a
fundamental internal reconstruction. According to Martin Sklar, the crises that plagued the
American economy in the 1870s and 1880s produced substantially different effects than those in
the 1890s, which reorganized the economy according to the logic of the corporation:
In essence, previous cyclical crises spontaneously interrupted and reactivated existing
market relations. The combined crisis of the 1890s, however, entailed an alteration of
market structure and property ownership that reverberated in the alteration of the nation's
party politics, legal order, social thought, government policies, and foreign relations.4
4 Martin Sklar, The Corporate Reconstruction ofAmerican Capitalism, 1890-1916: The Market, the Law and
Politics (Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 1988), 44. According to Morton Keller, "A burst of corporate
consolidation, unique in its suddenness and scale, made it clear that big business was the primary instrument of
American industrial capitalism. From then on, widespread, politically potent fears of bigness and consolidation
interacted with a no less influential desire to foster the efficiencies of scale, and of service to a massive consumer
market, that only large enterprise could provide. And it became necessary for politics, law, and government to adapt
to the onrush of new technologies, each bringing with it novel problems and intricate new regulatory solutions."
Morton Keller, Regulating a new Economy: Public Policy and Economic Change in America, 1900-1933
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1990), 7. See also, Alan Trachtenberg, The Incorporation ofAmerica:
culture and society in the Gilded Age, (New York: Hill and Wang, 1982); James Livingston, Pragmatism and the
Political Economy of Cultural Revolution, 1850-1940, (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1994).
In other words, the crisis that took hold of the last decade of the nineteenth century, coinciding
with the formalization of new approaches to production and the consolidation of unprecedented
corporate power, announced a radically revised conception of how business and government
would approach controlling the economy. With the newly established influence of the large-scale
business enterprise, crisis itself became a problem that capitalists and the public at large believed
they could overcome. Cold storage was one attempt at a solution.
The Political Economy of Crisis
The discipline of political economy has often explained the problem of economic crisis as
irrelevant to the core mechanics of supply and demand. However, in the process of formulating a
theory of crises in his Theories of Surplus Value (1863), Karl Marx dismissed the claim derived
from Jean-Baptiste Say's Law of Markets and refined by David Ricardo and John Stewart Mill
that there was a "metaphysical equilibrium of sellers and buyers" within the market.5 According
to Marx, this tenet of classical political economy was based upon the false assumption that
buying and selling constituted a singular act.6 Moreover, any belief in an inherent harmony
between purchase and sale would be fundamentally unfounded because the acts of buying and
selling, as he understood them, were two independent and opposite phases in the metamorphosis
of commodities. 7 In other words, classical political economy held that crises were only a sign
5 Jean-Baptiste Say's (1767-1832) "Law of Markets" is one of the central principles of classical political economy
and remained more or less unaltered through the 19t century. According to this law, under freely competitive
conditions, production and demand are generally at equilibrium. Imbalances, then, are episodic and function as
correctives to restore the equilibrium. Say, A Treatise on Political Economy, trans. C. R. Prinsep, ed. Clement C.
Biddle (Philadelphia: Lippincott, Grambo & Co., 1855).
6 Karl Marx, Theories ofSurplus Value: Part II (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1968), 493.
7 "If, for example, purchase and sale-or the metamorphosis of commodities-represent the unity of two processes,
or rather the movement of one process through two opposite phases, and thus essentially the unity of two phases, the
movement is essentially just as much the separation of these two phases and their becoming independent of each
other. Since, however, they belong together, the independence of the two correlated aspects can only show itself
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that the economy had not conformed to the pure rational structure of exchange. It should be no
surprise, then, that Ricardo and Mill believed that crises would simply not exist if the processes
of production were properly organized-indeed, the unity of buying and selling was at the very
center of their ideal system. By contrast, Marx claimed that the contingency of crisis was
inherent in the very structure of capitalism. After all, the need to convert the commodity into
money through its sale was, in fact, the transformation of something useful (the commodity) into
something abstract (money) which the seller was ultimately not compelled to use to buy anything
else. The independent and opposing steps in this process of translation fundamentally precluded
any kind of natural equilibrium between buying and selling. It was this structural disjuncture
within the transformation of the commodity into money that defined the origin and necessity of
the possibility of crisis; as Marx explained, "The difficulty of the seller...only stems from the
ease with which the buyer can defer the retransformation of money into commodity." The
potential obstacles in the translation of use value into exchange value, and the relative ease of the
reversal of that process, opens up the possibility of a deferral in the process of reproduction, a
deferral that immediately reveals the essential opposition between the act of selling and buying.
"Crisis," Marx concludes, "is nothing but the forcible assertion of the unity of phases of the
production process which have become independent of each other."8
This theoretical explanation of crisis was rejected by classical and then neoclassical
political economists up until the end of the nineteenth century. At that point, the problem of
forcibly, as a destructive process. It is just the crisis in which they assert their unity, the unity of the different
aspects." Ibid., 500.
8 Ibid., 509. Later Marxists would argue against what became known as the "inevitability doctrine" such as the
Ukrainian economist Mikhail Ivanovich Tugan-Baranovskil (1865-1919) in his Theoretische Grundlagen des
Marxismus (Leipzig: Duncker & Humblot, 1905). The "crises debates" remained alive for many decades, and
Marx's theory became the backbone of several theories of imperialism such as that of Rosa Luxemburg (1871 -1919)
in The Accumulation of Capital, trans. Agnes Schwarzschild (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1951) and of
course that of Vladimir Ilyich Lenin (1870-1924), Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism: A Popular Outline
(New York: International Publishers, 1970).
economic crisis began to affect all industrial capitalist countries regardless of the particularities
of their social and economic institutions. Once diagnosed, the problem became known as
"overproduction," a term already used in Theories of Surplus Value to refer to the condition in
which there was an overabundance of goods in the market that could not be sold to consumers
for profit. Overproduction became a topic of broad public concern and soon enough received
significant scholarly attention from economists and other social scientists.9 Sklar's study of the
metamorphosis of American economic thought in this period has shown that the shift in
production from small competitive businesses to significant concentrations of capital in the
hands of a few consolidated firms brought about a new theory of the capitalist market. The three
figures whose work incorporated this novel theory, Charles Arthur Conant, Arthur Twining
Hadley and Jeremiah Whipple Jenks, all independently served as advisors to Theodore Roosevelt
and all studied the new found power of the large business enterprise as part of a regulatory
approach to economic crises.10 For example, like Marx, Conant wrote about the inherent
possibility of crisis in capitalist societies,
Particular events in nature and political history have been sought as the explanation of
economic crisis, and these events have not been without their influence; but the
conditions which have produced crises have been of a more universal character and are
intimately interwoven with the structure of modern credit and the speculative tendencies
of the human mind."
9 The American edition of Karl Rodbertus's Theory of Crises was published under the title Overproduction and
Crises, trans. Julia Franklin (New York: C. Scribner's Sons, 1898). In the preface to the new addition of Francis
Wayland's Elements of Political Economy (New York: Sheldon & Company, 1886), Aaron L. Chapin condensed the
"second division on Consumption" to make "room for a new chapter in connection with it on Overproduction." See
also, Frederic Grimm, Notes on civilization, over-production, competition, protection, silver question, Chinese, etc.:
giving a cause for the present dull times (San Francisco, 1886); Uriel H. Crocker, Over-production and commercial
distress (Boston: Clarke and Carruth, 1887).
10 Sklar, op. cit. 43-85. See also his earlier article written with Carl P. Parrini, "New Thinking about the Market,
1896-1904: Some American Economists on Investment and the Theory of Surplus Capital," The Journal of
Economic History 43:3. (September 1983), 559-578. Other historians have dealt with this school of thought such as
James Livingston, Origins of the Federal Reserve System (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1986), 73-78. For a
good history of the merger movement see, Naomi R. Lamoreaux, The great merger movement in American business,
1895-1904 (Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 1985).
11 Charles A. Conant, A History of Modern Banks ofIssue, with an account of the economic crises ofthe present
century (New York: G. P. Putnman's Sons, 1896), 453.
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With his insistence on crisis as internal to the functions of modern capitalism, it follows that
Conant's suggestion for managing the problem of overproduction was pragmatic, rather than
idealistic like his classical predecessors'. Crises, he argued, could be controlled and even used to
improve the basic condition of the economy. Comparing the cyclical nature of the economy to
the natural fluctuations of a living organism, he wrote that "this rhythmic movement is
apparently one of the conditions of economic progress,-a manifestation of the vitality of the
economic organism." 12
The very possibility of administrating the market, and this Conant knew very well, was
imbedded in the operational logic of the large American corporations that emerged during the
second half of the nineteenth century. Their relative size put them in a position of economic
power that allowed them to restrict the unpredictable effects of competition and thereby regulate
production, price and profits. 13 Only in this emerging corporatist environment would it be
possible for independent dealers of agricultural commodities, who were still subject to the risks
of the competitive market, to think that they too could protect themselves from the risk of crisis.
Regulating the process of selling by simulating the administrative power of large corporations
would allow merchants to shield the price of their commodities from the irregular fluctuations of
demand on the market. While the large size of the new corporations allowed them to internalize
the disjunction between buying and selling as a means of escaping the immediate pressures of an
unstable market, sellers of agricultural products would require a collective infrastructure to help
12 Charles A. Conant, "Crises and Their Management," The Yale Review 9 (February 1901), 375. Such a statement
has clear resonances with the biological theories of the time which, in turn, deployed economic metaphors to explain
biological systems of regulation, for more on this see Chapter 3.
13 "The tendency to over-production resulting from unrestricted competition has been corrected to some extent
during the past decade by the consolidation of industry and the restriction of production. The volume of production
and the process of distribution have thus been brought under a higher degree of organization than before." Ibid., 379.
See also, Alfred C. Chandler, The Visible Hand: The Managerial Revolution in American Business (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1977).
them regulate the flow of their goods into the market. What was before understood as a self-
regulated competitive system of disparate marketplaces now transformed into a unified regulated
apparatus through a physical intervention-a place in which unsold commodities could be held
for later sale.
The development of the grain elevator system is an early example of this way of
controlling the forces of the market. Beginning in the middle of the nineteenth century, elevators
collected the vast quantities of western grain in centralized silos. The deposited commodity, not
having been sold upon its arrival, was delivered to its buyers only at some point in the future that
their contracts specified. Speculators who bought such "futures contracts" would receive their
merchandise at the price negotiated when the contract was bought. Thus the grain elevator
system liberated the producer from the necessity of transforming his commodity into money
through purchase and, in turn, liberated the physical commodity itself from being valued at some
particular place or time. 14 The final repercussion of this storage system, as William Cronon has
discussed, was the transmutation of grain from a purely physical and useful substance into a
commodity that could be absorbed into the abstractions of capital. In other words, the very
system which regulated the grain market to protect the seller from the market shifted the value of
the commodity away from its use as grain and toward a relational quantity; it became an object
of exchange. As we will see, with the integration of systems of temperature control in large
warehouse buildings and the construction of a national system of cold storage buildings, the
protective mechanism devised by commission merchants in the grain industry was extended and
updated for produce. The interface of scientific research in thermodynamics and technological
14 On Chicago's grain elevators see Guy A. Lee "History of the Chicago Grain Elevator Industry" (Ph.D. Thesis:
Harvard University, 1938). Also see Lee's short article "The Historical Significance of the Chicago Grain Elevator
System," Agricultural History 11:1 (January 1937), 16-32. William Cronon, Nature's Metropolis: Chicago and the
Great West (New York: W.W. Norton, 1990), 97-147.
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approaches to controlling the flow of heat allowed sellers of perishable commodities to remove
their goods from an immediate and possibly catastrophic entry into the market.
"A Practical Inversion of the Seasons" at the Chicago Cold Storage Exchange
Chicago's role as the "The Great Central Market" of the United States arose from its strategic
position within the developing transportation and information networks in the middle of the
nineteenth century. As the central distribution point for most of the grain grown in the West,
Chicago quickly overtook New York City as the primary location for commodity trading after
the Civil War. The combination of technological advances such as the grain elevator system and
the establishment of regulatory institutions in the city such as the Board of Trade governed the
explosion of the speculative grain market in the 1870s within this relatively young city. The
Chicago Board of Trade, founded in 1848 and incorporated in 1859, was organized to grade and
weigh the grain that was traded in the city. Thus it standardized the market according to a few
basic criteria and set the prices of commodities while continuously updating them through
recording the transactions of their members. Importantly, the board also acted as a clearing house
for trade and crop information such as planting conditions, weather reports, movements of grain,
changes in freight rates, consumption rates, economic legislation and political complications.15
The Board of Trade developed into the leading institution in the nation for marketing
grain, making Chicago a most auspicious place to choose as a distribution and trading center for
perishable commodities. As one observer noted:
15 For a legal history of the Chicago Board of Trade see Jonathan Lurie, The Chicago Board of Trade, 1859-1905:
The Dynamics of Self-Regulation (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1979). See also, Lewis H. Bisbee and John
C. Simonds, The Board of Trade and the Produce Exchange, their history, methods and law: for the use of the legal
profession, commission merchants, brokers and business men generally (Chicago: Callaghan, 1884); S.S. Huebner
"The Functions of Produce Exchanges," Annals of the American Academy ofPolitical and Social Science 38:2
(September 1911), 1-35.
And we think it is not arrogant or indemonstrable for Chicago to claim that she is the
Metropolis of the West. ...With the knowledge that the great and rapidly growing States
of the North West are emptying their varied productions intro her lap, induces the buyers
from all parts of the country to make this market their objective point for their operations.
In the very nature of things Chicago is destined ever to be the great depot and distributing
point for the agricultural products of the West-and her hundreds of enterprising and
reliable commission merchants are determined to keep abreast of the requirements of this
constantly expanding traffic. 16
In order to organize themselves to the satisfaction of these growing requirements, a delegation of
150 of the city's produce commission merchants met on April 17, 1874 at the Commercial Hotel
in Chicago to discuss the possibility of establishing a produce exchange that would be planned
on the precedent of the Chicago Board of Trade. 17 The consequence, a month later, was the
establishment of the "Chicago Produce Exchange" (Figure 1). The businessmen who had
assembled at the hotel and again at the opening of the Exchange hoped that this new institution
would become a central clearinghouse for commodities not yet included under the regulatory
capacity of the Board of Trade such as butter, cheese, eggs, fruits and vegetables.' 8 And just as
the Board of Trade had developed a system for the grading of grain, the officers and inspectors at
the Exchange set the rules that regulated the way commodities were traded by its members
according to systems of classification that graded them, grouped them by quality and type, and
established common methods for packing and shipment. 19
16 Samuel Jackson, The Laws of Trade, as adopted by the Board of Trade, the Union Stock Yards and Transit
company the Lumberman's Exchange and the Produce Exchange of the city of Chicago together with some practical
hints in shipping &c., &c., (Chicago: Pitkin & Cruver, 1878), 121
17 "Chicago Produce Exchange," Chicago Daily Tribune (April 20, 1874), 5.
18 Interestingly, when Andreas wrote his history of Chicago in 1886, perishables were still considered "minor"
commodities: "In May [of 1874] the Produce Exchange was organized. Its membership is composed of dealers in
minor agricultural products, such as butter, eggs, poultry, etc. Co-operation and concert of action in dealing in this
class of products, thus inaugurated, has resulted in the continued and successful operation of this Exchange." Alfred
Theodore Andreas, History of Chicago, vol. III (Chicago: The A. T. Andreas Company, Publishers, 1886), 302.
19 Ibid., 123-152. See Produce Exchange of the City of Chicago, Constitution and by-laws of the Produce Exchange
of the City of Chicago: Rules for handling and grading butter, cheese, eggs, fruits, vegetables, &c: list of members,
&c. (Chicago: The Exchange, 1884), 20-37. In the year of this publication the Exchange claimed 493 members
including commission merchants, grocers, insurers, exporters, and even a few cold storage companies.
The goals for the Produce Exchange were "to foster and protect the interests which are
not represented by the Board of Trade, as well as to gain the advantages resulting from the
centralization of interests by bringing the buyer and seller at once together; thus giving to the
buyer a place where he can at all times find property for sale, and the seller a mart for his
merchandise." 20 The Exchange had taken on the role of regulating and centralizing the activities
of the produce market and negotiating the informal relationship that existed between buyers and
sellers. Mediating their interaction, as the officers of the Exchange understood it, would cure the
sickness which plagued the economic organism and which had brought the produce market into
an unremitting state of crisis. Upon closer inspection, the very cause of "bringing the buyer and
seller at once together," as the officers' mission read, recognized the inherent separation and
opposition within the market between these two parties, thus justifying the regulation of the
buyers' and sellers' troublesome interaction.
However, the Exchange did not turn out to be the vital market or clearing house that its
organizers had hoped it would become. Because merchants of perishable produce had practically
no facilities for storing their commodities for future delivery, they made mostly "cash" or "spot"
trades, which required the immediate delivery of goods.21 In order to establish a speculative
market in perishables, the Produce Exchange would require a vast investment in the construction
of storage buildings. Most importantly, these warehouses would require the capacity to lower
and stabilize temperatures around the clock in order to provide the necessary conditions for the
preservation of the perishable commodities within. As an additional difficulty, each type of
commodity would need to be stored at a different temperature and would require an
20 Samuel Macauley Jackson, The Laws of the Trade, 120.
21 The rules regulating the butter trade included "Rule 3: On spot sales the goods shall be ready for immediate
delivery." While there were also rules set for the "future delivery" of butter, they were only carried over from one
call to the next leaving no time for speculation as "to arrive" contracts had in the Board of Trade. Ibid., 20.
autonomously sealed storage area that could be thermostatically regulated independently of all
the others. After only a few years of quiet business without this much-needed infrastructure and a
good deal of political infighting, the Exchange folded. It would reemerge in 1898 as the Butter &
Egg Board of Chicago, the institution that eventually transformed into the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange.22
During the foreshortened life of the Chicago Produce Exchange, the development of
refrigeration systems for perishables took place in an isolated and sporadic fashion. Fruit, milk,
butter and meat were already being preserved during rail transport as early as the 1850s when the
first crude refrigerator railroad cars were designed to cool such commodities with harvested
ice.23 However, this technology might have remained rather primitive if not for the initiatives of
the dressed beef industry and, more specifically, the efforts of the "Big Four" packing firms of
Armour, Morris, Swift and Hammond.24 These businesses converged upon two powerful
techniques for industrializing the process of packing meat: shipping only the edible parts of the
animal and centralizing the slaughtering process at the stockyards. Together, this revision of the
marketing process would greatly increase the efficiency of meat delivery by eliminating the costs
inherent in transporting livestock that would need to be fed during the ride and then slaughtered
22 Edward S. Davis, "Chicago: the World's Greatest Produce Market," Fort Dearborn Magazine 1 (January 1920),
14-15, 31; Chicago Mercantile Exchange, Chicago Mercantile Exchange: The great central market for butter and
eggs, its methods of operation and position in the industry, (Chicago: Chicago Mercantile Exchange, 1923); Chicago
Mercantile Exchange, Getting butter and eggs to market; a detailed account of how these products are handled, and
of the channels through which they pass, on their way from the producer to the ultimate consumer (Chicago:
Chicago Mercantile Exchange, 1924); Lloyd S. Tenny, "Chicago Mercantile Exchange," Annals of the American
Academy of Political and Social Science, 155 (May, 1931), 133-135. David Greising and Laurie Morse have written
a brief account of the origins of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange in their chapter "Scrappy Survivor: The Early
Years of the Merc," in Brokers, Bagmen, and Moles: Fraud Corruption in the Chicago Futures Markets (New York:
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1991), 73-74; so too has Charles R. Geisst, Wheels ofFortune: The History of Speculation
from Scandal to Respectability (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 2003), 82-83. Finally, see Roy Ashmen, A Brief
Institutional History of Price Determination for Wholesale Butter; Chicago Produce Exchange, 1874-1894 and
Chicago Butter and Egg Board, 1894-1919 (College Park: 1973).23 Samuel Macauley Jackson, The Laws of the Trade, 140-142.
24 Dressed beef is that which remains of a cow after the hides, hooves, offal, etc. have been removed.
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upon arrival. 25 Packers realized that in order to centralize the slaughterhouses and keep their
most distant clients, they would need to invest in more efficient cooling systems for transport.
Gustavus F. Swift of Chicago, for example, hired a leading refrigeration engineer, Andrew J.
Chase, to develop and manufacture a proprietary insulated refrigerator car.26 By the 1880s, the
meat-packing oligopoly patented several mechanical cooling technologies that were designed for
new refrigerator cars. Due to competition from livestock dealers, the packers organized their
mechanical "reefer-cars" into a private network of refrigerated railways and branch house
facilities located in the stockyards and at terminals in their centers of distribution.27 However,
public cold storage buildings that could be used by dealers of perishable produce emerged on the
scale required for establishing a speculative market only in the final decade of the nineteenth
century.28
It was on the first of November 1888, while paying a visit to a temperature-controlled
warehouse on South Canal Street, that one hundred or more of Chicago's most influential
produce commission merchants had the unique opportunity to experience the cooling capacity of
a new refrigeration system. Engineer J. Ensign Fuller, the President of the Consolidated
Refrigerating Company of New York and the inventor of the environmental system added to the
25 Mary Yeager Kujovich, "The Refrigerator Car and the Growth of the American Dressed Beef Industry," The
Business History Review 44:4 (Winter 1970), 460-482. Kujovich wrote her dissertation on the meat packing industry
under Alfred Chandler, "The dynamics of oligopoly in the meat packing industry: a historical analysis, 1875-1912"
(Ph. D. Dissertation, Johns Hopkins University, 1973). It was published as Competition and Regulation The
Development of Oligopoly in the Meat Packing Industry (Greenwich: JAI Press, 1981). Chandler's book makes
some reference to Kujovich's early research, see The Visible Hand, 299-302; 391-402.
26 All through the 1880s Chase advertised his patented refrigerators for grocers called the "Cold Blast Roll Top," see
The Grocers' Criterion 18:33 (August 17, 1891), 16. He also designed the apparatus for a few cold storage facilities
designed by William Gibbons Preston, the architect of the Quincy Market Cold Storage Company (see below). For
example, on his drawings for a small storage house in Elizabeth, New Jersey, Preston notes its use of"A. J. Chase's
System of Refrigeration." W. G. Preston Collection, Boston Public Library, vol. 24, 1-16.
27"Cheap Beef," Chicago Daily News (September 24, 1882), 9.28 For a synthetic treatment of the subject of public warehousing in this period see, Harry Albert Haring,
Warehousing; Trade Customs and Practices, Financial and Legal aspects (New York: The Ronald Press Company,
1925); John H. Frederick, Public Warehousing, its Organization, Economic Services and Legal Aspects (New York:
The Ronald Press Company, 1940).
existing warehouse, led a tour through the model facility.29 According to the Tribune reporter,
the temperature in the storage rooms ranged from 45 degrees above to 35 degrees below zero. 30
Fuller envisioned that he could make this technology the center of an entirely new structure, built
exclusively for the purpose of keeping perishables cool in thermostatically controlled storage
rooms. His tour was given with the hope that the invited merchants, who were seeking a place to
store their perishables, would see the potential in his system and invest in a project that would
finally make the speculative marketing of perishable commodities efficient and profitable. In
order to realize his vision, Fuller and his partner Joseph L. Lathrop assembled three million
dollars of capital stock and established a company called the "Chicago Cold Storage Exchange"
that, in turn, leased the land upon which a cold storage building, unparalleled in scope and scale,
would be erected. 31 The former landowners included Edward G. W. Rietz, whose share of stock
would help make him the company's president; the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway
Company; Judge Hugh T. Dickey; the Charles Rietz Brothers Lumber and Salt Company; and
the Chicago Refrigerating Company, which already ran a small ice-cooled storage warehouse on
the site.32
The building location was chosen primarily for the six parallel railroad tracks that ran
through its center belonging to "six of the great Chicago trunk lines." From the successes of the
grain elevator industry, it was clear to the organizers that railroad deliveries could be coordinated
29 Fuller's invention is US Patent No. 489,897 "Combined Ammonia Distilling and Refrigerating Apparatus,"
(January 10, 1893), see Appendix.
30 "Artificial Cold on Tap," Chicago Daily Tribune (November 1, 1888), 7.
31 For a biographical sketch of J. L Lathrop, general auditor of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, see
Andreas, History of Chicago, vol. III (Chicago: The A. T. Andreas Company, Publishers, 1886), 210.32 The land was actually purchased by the real estate merchants Colgate, Trevor and Stewart of New York, and
leased by them to the Chicago Cold Storage Exchange at a rent of 6 percent of the purchase price. For the sale prices
of each lot see "It Will Be a Big One," Chicago Daily Tribune (August 9, 1890), 8. There is very little information
on the president of the company, Edward G. W. Rietz (born in 1837 in German Saxony). According to Andreas he
was the youngest of the Rietz brothers and was the treasurer of the Charles Reitz Brothers Lumber Company which
was established in 1858. Andreas, History of Chicago, vol. III (Chicago: The A. T. Andreas Company, Publishers,
1886), 375.
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with the storage above by elevators. The vertical system would efficiently collect produce from
as far west as the Dakotas and deliver it to large local markets, or even individual consumers, on
the Atlantic shore. The property's additional advantage was its 335 feet of dock frontage on the
river at three full stories below the street level.33 The newspapers praised the choice of site: "In
that admirable location, in the center of the city, on the bank of the river, with a railroad running
through the middle of the property, it may be expected to grow into an institution almost as
important as are the Stock-yards to the trade of the city and equally wide in its range of
operations." 34
"THE BIGGEST IN THE WORLD:" thus ran the November 14 th headline over a sketch
of Dankmar Adler and Louis Sullivan's design for the Chicago Cold Storage Exchange on the
day that the cornerstone was laid (Figure 2). Upon completion, it would be the largest building in
the city and, as the newspaper had announced, the largest cold storage structure in the world. The
two warehouse buildings, each ten stories tall, would run 382 feet in length. The smaller of the
two would be 70 feet wide and the larger, fifteen feet and one bay wider. Between them, a 36-
foot-wide arcade was planned to hover above the existing railroad tracks. The warehouses would
offer a combined 3,000,000 cubic feet of storage within which 850,000 feet of condensation pipe
would have a cooling capacity equivalent to 600 tons of melting ice per day. The cost of
constructing this massive building was projected to be $1,120,000. 35 Even without all the stock
sold, laying of the cornerstone proceeded as planned with the construction process divided into
equal sized parcels beginning at the Lake Street frontage on the bank of the river and continuing
back toward Randolph Street along a new alleyway called "Cold Storage Place" where the final
33 "For a Produce Market," Chicago Daily Tribune (March 29, 1890), 6.
34 "The Great Cold-Storage Plant," Chicago Daily Tribune (July 7, 1891), 4.
35 "Biggest in the World," Chicago Daily Tribune (November 14, 1890), 6 and "A Huge Warehouse Project," The
Economist. A Weekly Financial, Commercial and Real-Estate Newspaper 3 (March 29, 1890), 361. The total
investment is estimated to be $2,901,000 and yearly net earnings would be $815,400 with $530,440 in profits.
piece of the structure would be erected (Figure 3). The entire construction process was
anticipated to take two years.36 At the ceremony, General William Sooy Smith, a bridge engineer
who would later work with Adler and Sullivan on the steel structure for the Garrick Theater,
described this enormous enterprise as if it were at once a heroic and miraculous occurrence:
A company of wizards have put their heads together to plan and carry out this great
beneficent undertaking. Wizard No. I is Vice President and General Manager J. Ensign
Fuller. Wizard No. 2 is Engineer Osborne who has designed the methods and plant for
controlling the temperature of the various storerooms. Next come Adler and Sullivan, the
architects, who have planned the great building, the cornerstone of which we are about to
lay. It has been their rare privilege to pass from planning a building that superb temple-
the Auditorium building--devoted to the culture of our great city, to the design and
construction of this eminently useful structure that is destined to contribute much to the
health and comfort and employment of life of our whole community, rich and poor. 37
Wizardry, as General Smith described this "beneficent undertaking," captures the effectively
supernatural feature of this giant construction. Through the carefully calculated process of
environmental control within the cold storage warehouse, food seemed to change its very essence
from perishable to imperishable. Stabilizing low temperatures and reducing humidity in the
storeroom essentially slowed the effects of time. Concluding his cornerstone speech, Smith
dwelled on this conquest of decomposition in the new Cold Storage Exchange that was so close
at hand:
The active agents of decay are heat and moisture. Control these and you can convert the
perishable into the almost imperishable. The temperature in these storerooms is
controlled so that it can be made either that of the Polar Regions or of the burning tropics.
The perishable products of the whole earth can be brought together and placed in rooms
the temperature of which is reduced below the point at which fermentation and decay
take place, and they can be preserved until needed.38
36 See also "That Great Warehouse Enterprise," The Economist 3 (May 10, 1890), 577; "That Huge Warehouse,"
The Economist 4 (August 9, 1890), 215; "The Cold Storage Enterprise," The Economist 4 (November 15, 1890),
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38 Ibid.
The regulated storeroom environment gave cold storage the role of the universal guardian of the
world of perishables-its dynamically equilibrated atmosphere made the items gathered there
seem immutable.
Isolating his assets from the shifting patterns of weather would put the produce merchant
into a commanding position over the forces of nature. As one newspaperman put it, within the
confines of the storeroom the merchant could undertake a "practical inversion of the seasons at
his own volition." Thanks to the capacity to delay the decaying feature of time, it became clear
that large geographic distances would also be contracted into a microcosmic world within the
warehouse. General Smith's vision of cold storage as a Noah's Ark of perishable produce was
echoed in his celebration of the diverse diet of the consumer who could now "enjoy the bananas
of Yucatan, the watermelons of Georgia, the peaches of Michigan, the strawberries of Southern
Illinois, and the pears of California in midwinter, and enjoy all the year round many other of the
bounties of nature, the use of which has hitherto been limited to but a few weeks, each in its own
season, except as it may have been extended by the not always acceptable 'preserve' by liberal
employment of sugar." Preserving with refrigeration put fruit on a real life-support system as
opposed to "preserving" with sugar, which transformed the product so much that it was
essentially useless for the purposes of the produce dealer.39 After all, it was fruit, vegetables,
eggs and dairy that the merchants who invested in the Chicago Cold Storage Exchange aimed to
make legitimate commodities just "like wheat or corn which [could] be stored without damage
for two or three years in succession." 40 They hoped that their venture would make the perishable
commodity as liquid and as displaced from its physical origin as grain had become in the two
preceding decades.
39 For an explanation of how eggs were preserved by a process that sealed their shells see "Instructions for
Preserving Eggs," in Samuel Macauley Jackson, The Laws of the Trade, 133-135.
40 "The Great Cold-Storage Plant," Chicago Daily Tribune (July 7, 1891), 4.
But establishing a cold storage warehouse was more than a purely capitalist ambition; as
can be deduced from Smith's speech at the cornerstone ceremony, it also took on a rhetorical
social, even benevolent, purpose. Take the ambitions of the Secretary of the Chicago Produce
Exchange, Colonel Robert M. Littler, who projected a scenario in which the surplus produce in
the cold storage warehouse could be sold to build new public schools and pay off the national
debt. From this prominent dairy dealer's position it would seem that cold storage would benefit a
population far greater than the few who had gathered to celebrate the commencement of the
construction.41 Surely Littler's main interest in the project would have centered on the offices for
the commission merchants and the arcade that could house a new Produce Exchange. Such a
move would liberate the Chicago merchants from the overly cramped quarters of the South
Water Street market and bring a sense of order to the chaotic frenzy of exchanging perishables
(Figure 4). It is significant that by locating themselves in the Chicago Cold Storage Exchange,
they would become surrounded on all sides by their preserved assets-both the goods in storage
and those transferred by elevators onto the enormous distribution system directly beneath their
feet. Still, the Colonel's speech indicates that the organizers of the Produce Exchange maintained
a substantial interest in their public image-an image that they hoped would be different from
that which plagued the Board of Trade. Critics of the futures market in grain had cast the
speculative trader as a crook, entirely disconnected from the physical commodity that he was
supposedly trading.42 Accordingly, situating the dealers who belonged to the Butter and Egg
Board among the commodities within the cold storage warehouses would keep them
unmistakably connected to their merchandise. Most importantly, in forming the public image of
41 "Biggest in the World," Chicago Daily Tribune (November 14, 1890), 6.
42 House Committee on Agriculture, Fictitious Dealings in Agricultural Products: Hearings on H.R. 392, 2699, and
3870, 52nd Cong., 3r d sess., 1892. For more on the public understanding of the role of speculation in the form of
futures contracts see Jonathan Ira Levy, "Contemplating Delivery: Futures Trading and the Problem of Commodity
Exchange in the United States, 1875-1905," American Historical Review (April 2006), 307-335.
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these endeavors, the Chicago Cold Storage Exchange invested the added expense of hiring Adler
and Sullivan, the most prominent modem architecture firm in Chicago, which had taken on the
role as the city's public architects ever since the opening of the Auditorium Building in 1887. 43
Just as the Auditorium Building had become a public symbol of cultural life sponsored by
commerce, the executives of the Cold Storage Exchange hoped that the architecture of their
warehouse would become a public symbol of commerce sponsoring a modernized version of
social life in the city.
In the only published rendering of Adler and Sullivan's design, the public dimension of
the Cold Storage Exchange is deliberately foregrounded (Figure 5). The building opens onto
Lake Street through arched shop windows; they lift the massive structure off the street edge,
inviting consumers to enter the looming fortress. Paired rectangular windows wrap around the
second floor: here reside the commission merchants. Perched above Lake Street, they oversee the
hustle and bustle below; a grocer sweeps, a policeman regulates traffic, and a buyer leaves with
his goods on a carriage. Over the train tracks women with parasols and men with top hats
linger.44 What might have appeared to be a heavy building from far away, upon closer inspection
leaves the impression of being filled with the busy life of the city. The rendering presents to the
viewer a full cycle of a commodity's life on the market. The train delivers the goods; they travel
in elevators past the trading merchants to the storerooms. Graded, stored, and priced, they
descend again onto the produce stalls in the arcade. But the final clue indicating the public
dimension of the project is the missing hand-rail along the river's edge. Here a horse-drawn
carriage uneasily stands elevated above the river. In fact, it awaits a drawbridge, not yet designed
but already planned to connect Lake Street across the river and eventually extend the street-car
43 On the auditorium building see Joseph M. Siry, The Chicago Auditorium Building: Adler and Sullivan 's
Architecture and the City (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002).
44 "A Huge Warehouse Project," The Economist 3 (March 29, 1890), 361.
line onto the west side. The site was thus to be transformed from a dead end depot into a public
plaza, a nexus of numerous highly trafficked infrastructures. This was the image of a modem
metropolis: bourgeois shoppers and capitalist sellers brought together in monumental
architecture.
If the lower stories of building activated the modem plaza, then the five remaining floors
of storage, with their loophole windows and articulated dentil, must have given the impression of
a fortified armory packed to the point of total obscurity. For all its state-of-the-art technology,
the mechanism that allowed the Cold Storage Exchange to serve the function of preserving
perishables was designed to be completely hidden from view by the architecture. This was in
keeping with Dankmar Adler's ideas on the manner in which new technologies like mechanical
refrigeration ought to be incorporated into a building. In speeches to his fellow architects, he
frequently criticized the conservatism of many classical architects for not embracing new
technologies: "The contributions which modem science has made to our power to command and
utilize the materials and forces of nature, and the increased and expanded opportunities for the
creation of useful and beautiful works which modem society has given us have been looked upon
askance." Adler held that rather than ignoring recent developments as the academic architects
had, modem architects should appropriate historic forms and alter them to accommodate the
needs of modern society. "The new materials and processes, the new requirements, should not,
however, in their introduction into architecture and in their assimilation by our art, be treated as
things apart and by themselves, but as related to and part of all that has gone before in the long
history of human and artistic progress." Thus, an armory could be transformed into a cold
storage warehouse. The process of such a transformation was framed through a biological
analogy. As if picked out of the writings of the ecologist Ernst Haeckel, Adler's theory was
presented as a revision of his partner's famous aphorism into a quasi-evolutionary credo:
"function and environment determine form." Environment, Adler explained, refers to the current
techniques used to "command and utilize the materials and forces of nature."45 Thus the form of
the building, that is, its historic inheritance, needs to be remodeled and rethought to
accommodate the new functions and technologies of the present day.
"Function and environment" could not have been more aptly applied to a form than at the
Chicago Cold Storage Exchange, where the new technology, or what Adler called "the
environment," determined the literal environmental conditions of temperature and humidity.46
Starting from the choice of an armory, a depot for the storage of weapons and ammunition, the
Exchange appropriated the historic form of a storage building for its new function. Here,
protecting produce from the unpredictable effects of the exterior required the "environmental"
addition of mechanical refrigeration-in other words, architecture housed environment. While
the engineer of the Auditorium building, Eugene F. Osborne, installed the apparatus into the
warehouse, Adler and Sullivan coordinated all the architectural elements to hide the system from
public view. No Chicagoan would ever see the wizardry at work within the building. Rather, the
mechanism would be detailed only in the pages of the Tribune:
The principle is simply that of chilling the pipes that are conducted through the store
rooms by the expansion of anhydrous ammonia. This gas is forced in a highly
compressed, liquid state through small pipes and by a small orifice in a valve is admitted
45 Dankmar Adler, "Function and Environment," Roots of Contemporary American Architecture, ed. Lewis
Mumford (New York: Grove Press, 1952), 248-9. Taken from Dankmar Adler, "The Influence of Steel Construction
and Plate Glass Upon Style," The Proceedings of the Thirteenth Annual Convention ofAmerican Institute of
Architects (1896), 58-64. The term "environment" in this period seems to be up for grabs. In this text, for example, it
means something very different from what we take it to mean today. Adler uses the term as if it had a necessarily
active component: i.e. the environment is a force from the outside, an exogenous stimulus that makes things (in his
case, architectural practice) change and therefore adapt.
46 In 1896, a letter written by Adler to the Tiffany Pressed Brick Co. was published in which he described an
experiment to test the effect of "atmospheric moisture and temperature" upon their enameled bricks simulated within
the Cold Storage Exchange. It is evident that Adler thought of the store room as a perfect example of architecture
designed according to the principles of "modem science." See, "Enamelled Brick," The American Architect and
Building News (April 4, 1896), 52, 1058.
into the larger pipes in the store rooms where, by its expansion into a gaseous condition it
cools the pipes, thereby reducing the temperature of the room and precipitating and
congealing the moisture. These pipes are continually enveloped, in a mass of frost and are
intensely cold, often going 20 degrees below zero. The gaseous ammonia flows back
through the pipes into the still-room, where it is drawn into a water-tank and absorbed by
water. Then, through a succession of tanks and pipes it is distilled into the anhydrous
condition once more, heated and compressed into a liquid state, and sent out again to the
store-rooms to repeat the circuit.47
Behind the apparently stable exterior of the Cold Storage Exchange, there was flux-a constant
state of changes and changes of state from evaporation to condensation through distillation and
back to evaporation.48 In the closed circuitry of the pipes described, it was the thermostat that
occupied the center of the system making the cooling apparatus complete.
Of course thermostats were not new, but the integration of automatic regulation to control
the temperature of a building interior was no more than five years old, making it understandable
why a newspaperman would describe the automatic regulator as "a most ingenious device." 49
The particular regulator used in the cooling process at the Exchange was a newly patented design
by Albert M. Butz, the inventor of the early domestic thermostat known as the "damper flapper."
This was a simple transformation of his original invention. Whereas the damper flapper used the
bimetal strip to regulate the quantity of air that entered a furnace maintaining interior conditions
47 "Biggest in the World," Chicago Daily Tribune (November 14, 1890), 6.
48 In the ice manufacturing industry, which arose in parallel to the cold storage warehouse, ammonia-compression
equipment was used in 74% of the establishments in 1900 and ten years later by 86%. See Oscar Edward Anderson,
Jr., Refrigeration in America: A History of a New Technology and Its Impact. (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1953), 105. There were two common types of machines: one was designed by Carl von Linde who patented
his machine in 1876 and sold U. S. manufacturing rights to the Fred C. Wolfe Company of Chicago a designer of
breweries and sugar factories; the other machine was developed by John C. De La Vergne, a New York City brewer,
who patented a system of oil sealing to prevent the compressors from leaking. Linde AG (known in America as the
Linde Hydraulics Corporation) still exists and manufactures high-pressure pumps and motors. See Hans-Liudger
Dienel, Linde: History ofa Technology Corporation, 1879-2004 (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004). The
machines of Linde and De La Vergne are described in detail in J. A. Ewing, The Mechanical Production of Cold
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1921), 86-94. However, neither of these systems was used at the Chicago
Cold Storage Exchange. Rather, Fuller used a process of distillation that he claimed to be both more economical as
well as safer. See "Cold Storage Exchange," Chicago Daily Tribune (February 15, 1891), 19. On the question of
safety in ammonia compression systems see Jonathan Rees, "'I Did Not Know...Any Danger was Attached': Safety
Consciousness in Early American Ice and Refrigeration Industries," Technology and Culture 46 (July 2005): 541-
560.
49 "Biggest in the World," Chicago Daily Tribune (November 14, 1890), 6.
at a uniform heat, the new "thermostatic valve" used the same sensory device to control the
quantity of liquid ammonia circulating through the cooling system. Butz's patent was bought by
the Exchange and integrated into the building's apparatus by Eugene Osborne so effectively that
even the combined body heat of twenty people standing in a single chamber holding gas lanterns
did not throw the system off by a single degree.5°
As the first of the two planned warehouse buildings neared completion, the officers of the
Exchange added an ice plant into the basement of the structure. At full capacity this facility
produced 200 tons of ice per day. The officers invested in this new machinery as a backup for the
distributed ammonia. The new ice factory, the investors believed, would serve as "a means of
insurance for the goods in storage."' '51 The reuse and reinterpretation of the powers of a reserve
by the officers of the Exchange, a concept that had laid the basis for building the Exchange in the
first place, brought a surplus into the very working method for the plant. In other words, now that
a reserve of cooling capacity could be established, the officers advertised the twenty-four-hour
stable operation of their warehouse even in the event of unexpected accidents in the cyclical
delivery of the coolant. However, despite their plans for averting the risks of such technical
mishaps, the company was still uninsured against the complex sequence of contingencies that led
to its bankruptcy. It was the opinion of Justice Pam, who recounted the company's struggles in
court at the end of October 1891, that the Exchange was "desperately involved, largely in debt
and in fact insolvent." 52 The battle against risk on the produce market in Chicago and in the
nation more generally had begun with this early failure.
5o"Biggest in the World," Chicago Daily Tribune (November 14, 1890), 6. For Osborne's improvement see his
"Automatic Expansion-Controlling Valve," (740,170).
51 "To Make Artificial Ice," Chicago Daily Tribune (January 3, 1891), 3.
52 Leo Fox et al., Appellees, v. Produce Cold Storage Exchange et al., on appeal ofErnest V. Johnson. Same v.
Produce Cold Storage Exchange et al., on appeal ofDaniel F. Crilly. Same v. Produce Cold Storage Exchange et
al., on appeal of Susan L. Markley and Frances E. Baker, Executors, 192 Ill. App. 301 (1915), 314. See also,
"Produce Cold Storage Fails," Chicago Daily Tribune (October 2, 1895), 8.
As the Cold Storage Exchange was failing, a debate arose about how to prevent such
disasters in the future. Produce commission merchants argued that the companies in the city
should unify into a single cold storage system. According to dairy dealer S. T. Fish, a frequent
user of the city's cold storage facilities, the lack of cooperation among the companies was the
cause of a debilitating price war:
So keen has been the competition between these houses that they have vied with each
other in advancing money to insignificant country speculators on consignments put into
cold storage. In the event of marked declines these speculators lost nothing and the
storage people were out. When these concerns unite and stop advancing money it will put
business back on a normal basis.53
Fish's objection to the competition between the cold storage firms stemmed from the fact that it
allowed non-creditworthy customers from outside the city to leverage their holdings as collateral
for loans. While storing perishables apparently protected the seller who had deposited his goods,
opening a line of credit on goods to farmers brought unanticipated risks onto storage companies.
Fish suggested that this risk could be eliminated if the three largest cold storage houses of the
city, the Western Refrigerator. Co., the Cold Storage Exchange and the Union Cold Storage Co.,
combined into an internally regulated system that could guard against such menacing risks of
competition. In other words, to build a safety valve between the seller and the market, it would
not be enough for the commission merchants of Chicago to invest in the "world's largest" cold
storage warehouse. Only a network of such buildings, possibly smaller in their individual scale
but more extensive in their hold on the market, could achieve their goals.
Cold as a Public Utility
An industry that would be unsustainable unless all business were concentrated in a single firm
became known as a "natural monopoly." In 1891 William Cook, a lawyer from New York and an
53 Fish is quoted in "Want the Storage Houses Combined," Chicago Daily Tribune (March 16, 1894), 12.
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author of numerous books on the emerging field of corporate law, illustrated the concept of
natural monopoly by naming the following examples: "railroad, street railroad, telegraph system,
telephone system, water-works, gas works, electric lights, irrigation reservoirs, wharves, and
ferries." A natural monopoly, he explained, differed from other businesses in that "the people
give to it the right to take private land and public streets for its use; it charges a toll instead of a
profit; it is free from permanent competition, etc." 54 Being isolated from the problem of
competition required that a company (or a group of merged interests) take on a quasi-public role
in which the business model was no longer strictly profit-driven but also accountable to a notion
of the "public interest."55 Natural monopolies, as can be observed from reading Cook's list,
would eventually become imbedded in the notion of public utility.56 Refrigeration was added to
the list in the closing years of the nineteenth century as cold began to be distributed through a
centralized pipeline network to businesses and private homes. Parallel to the construction of
large-scale cold storage facilities like the Chicago Cold Storage Exchange, where the cooling
apparatus was integrated into the building, pipeline systems were being developed that connected
buildings to one another through conduits running beneath the streets of the city.57
54 William W. Cook, The Corporation Problem: the public phases of corporations, their uses, abuses, benefits,
dangers, wealth, and power, with a discussion of the social, economic, and industrial questions to which they have
given rise (New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1891), 182.
55 "Public interest" is a legal term that brought governmental involvement in protecting the health and safety of the
American public. It was first formulated in 1877 in the U.S. Supreme Court's famous ruling in Munn v. Illinois. The
problem stemmed from the regulation of the grain elevator system which the court claimed was "clothed with public
interest." For a summary of the case see Edmund W. Kitch and Clara Ann Bowler, "The Fact of Munn v. Illinois," in
Philip B. Kurland and Gerhard Casper, eds., 1978: The Supreme Court Review (1979), 313-43; and Harry N.
Scheiber, "The Road to Munn: Eminent Domain and the Concept of Public Purpose in the State Courts,"
Perspectives in American History 7 (1971): 327-402.
56 For an example of an urban utility understood as a natural monopoly see George Thomas Brown, The Gas Light
Company ofBaltimore; a study of natural monopoly (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1936). For more
on the power grid see Thomas P. Hughes, Networks ofPower: Electrification in Western Society (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1983).
57 The Chicago Cold Storage Exchange, because of its involvement of J. Ensign Fuller who worked for one such
pipeline company, "obtained a license to lay pipe from the plant at the west end of Lake street bridge to Halsted
street, returning by Randolph street," but no work had been done by July 1891--and by then the company was near
failure. See "Puts a Freezing Atmosphere on Tap," Chicago Daily Tribune (July 18, 1891), 5.
There were two methods of distributing refrigeration through a pipeline: brine circulation
and the direct expansion of ammonia. By 1905 Boston, New York and Philadelphia had
developed a significant service of brine circulation while direct expansion systems had been
installed in St. Louis, Atlantic City, Baltimore, Norfolk, and Los Angeles, among others.58 Brine
systems were often assembled and managed by one cold storage company that conducted the
cooled liquid from a central plant into other warehouses in the surrounding neighborhood. This
established a system of buildings that could be centrally regulated according to the needs of
commodity dealers or the desires of any other user for that matter. One of the earliest and most
elaborate systems of this sort was developed by the Quincy Market Cold Storage Company in
Boston. The publishers of the trade journal Ice and Refrigeration wrote in 1895 that it was with
"no little pride" that they submitted to their readers "the most complete and valuable description
of a great plant," a place whose "liberal expenditure of Boston capital has grafted upon one
corner of that ancient burgh what may be described as a segment of the Arctic Circle." 59
When it was incorporated in 1881, the company was just a small outfit with a capital
stock of $100,000. After acquiring 13,000 square feet at the comer of Commercial and
Richmond Streets in the market district, the officers had a sizable brick warehouse constructed.
The rather modest building was profiled in the journal American Architect and Building News
(Figure 6).60 The architect was William Gibbons Preston, a graduate of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts
in Paris. He not only designed the original structure but also remained the architect of record for
the company's many subsequent additions.61 Unlike the Cold Storage Exchange, where the first
58 John E. Starr, "Pipe Line Refrigeration," Transactions of The American Society of Refrigerating Engineers 1
(December 1905), 41-54.
59 "Boston's Cold Corner" Ice and Refrigeration 9:6 (December 1895), 375-6
60 "Quincy Market Cold Storage Warehouse in Boston, Mass.," The American Architect and Building News 12:348
(August 26, 1882), 98.
1 For more on the professional life of William G. Preston see Jean Ames Follett-Thompson, "The Business of
Architecture: William Gibbons Preston and Architectural Professionalism in Boston during the Second Half of the
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floor was open to street traffic and functioned as a storefront, Preston's design for the Boston
warehouse was reserved, keeping most of the decorative masonry in the upper stories. A five-
bay-wide motif with a central stepped arch surrounded the structure on the third, fourth and fifth
levels but the first two floors remained relatively bare despite their inclusion of public functions
of the receiving room and the manager's office. Beyond these choices, the very manner in which
the building was illustrated in the journal, free from the busy life of the market district, proves
that unlike the Adler and Sullivan warehouse in Chicago, it was not intended for public life.
One of Preston's cross-section through the warehouse reveals that the storerooms were
cooled with blocks of ice stored in the fifth floor "ice-loft" (Figure 7).62 The chilled air from the
loft was forced to the floors below through a system of ducts that ran along an interior corridor
cutting through the center of the entire structure lengthwise. Each floor was, in turn, insulated
from those above and below by a system of raised floors that contained "a very large quantity of
one-inch-thick hair-felt." The journal's blurb elaborated the details of construction:
the walls are built hollow, and a portion with double air spaces; windows are in triplicate,
doors felted, and special precautions taken with rendering the roof non-conducting. Three
freight elevators are provided within the packing-rooms for the delivery of goods and
also for raising the five thousand tons of ice to the upper floor each winter for the year's
supply.63
Without any means for precise temperature calibration, however, the warehouse could maintain
only a roughly graduated interior climate from the top to the bottom, with the highest floor
closest to freezing and the bottom the closest to the outside temperature. After only ten years of
operation in this building and a significant increase in demand for storage space, the company
Nineteenth Century," (Ph. D. Dissertation, Boston University, 1986). Follet-Thompson describes Preston as "a
prolific but by no means brilliant Boston architect, who executed over 700 commissions between 1862 and 1910."
Ibid., vi.
62 According to the Sanborn maps, the nineteen foot tall loft had a storage capacity of 45,000 tons ice. See Insurance
Maps, "Boston, Massachusetts," (New York: Sanborn Map Company, 1885), 2.
63 "Quincy Market Cold Storage Warehouse in Boston, Mass.," The American Architect andBuilding News 12:348
(August 26, 1882), 98.
increased its capital stock five-fold and acquired 20,000 square feet of land further down
Richmond Street. Given the advantages of mechanical refrigeration over the simple ice system,
the directors chose to use the newly acquired land for the construction of a second warehouse
with an attached engine and boiler house, cooling their storage space through an ammonia-driven
brine system.64
The company assessed that there was enough demand in the city to justify not only
converting the original warehouse to the new system but also establishing a brine pipeline that
would branch out of the building and into neighboring structures. After receiving a permit from
Boston's municipal agencies to lay and operate the pipeline in the market district, the Quincy
Market Cold Storage company initiated the construction of its network of temperature-regulated
brine. Thus, authorized by the city's political machine, the brine system took on the character of
what William Cook had defined as a natural monopoly.65
The network's growth was further aided by the relatively intimate market for perishables
in Boston and the directors' close relations to the most important marketing institutions in the
city. The president, J. V. Fletcher of J. V. Fletcher & Son, was one of the most longstanding
occupants of Faneuil Hall, and James C. Melvin, the treasurer, was also the director of the
Clinton Market Co., the company that owned the largest meat market in country. With all this
technological improvement, the directors decided that the manager of the warehouses could not
be a produce merchant-this job required the expertise of an engineer. George H. Stoddard's
studies at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology made him the ideal choice for laying out,
updating and maintaining the machinery related to the new ammonia plant. Working with the
64 For some technical details of the arrangement in the boiler house see Lawrence Lee Gaillard and Royal Hobart
Hayward "Test on the quarter phase generating plant of the Quincy Market Cold Storage Co. of Boston, Mass."
(B.S. Thesis in Electrical Engineering, MIT, 1897)
65 "Boston's Cold Corner" Ice and Refrigeration 9:6 (December 1895), 393.
prominent Boston engineer Gardner T. Voorhees, Stoddard assembled the heart of the network in
the engine and boiler houses behind the new warehouse building (Figures 8 and 9).66
As of 1895, at a height of twenty-four feet and a length of forty-five feet, "The Largest
Refrigerating Machine Ever Built" was the company's greatest investment (Figure 10).67 This
two-hundred-ton "Boyle machine" was lit from above by sky lights and surrounded by catwalks
and ladders to allow for its maintenance. Within a year, Stoddard was able to convince the
directors that a second machine of the same design, powered by additional steam boilers, ought
to be added to the facility. With these two engines in place, the cold storage company could
produce the equivalent effect of 860 tons of ice melting every twenty-four hours, a quantity of
cooling power that the directors had not originally planned for. Over the next twenty years, with
its cooling capacity doubled and then doubled again, the company's service of cold brine would
be distributed to seventeen nearby warehouses, several market companies and as many as five
hundred independent concerns.68
Given Melvin's relationship to the Clinton Market, the first pipeline was immediately
designated to connect his meat market to the cooling apparatus in the engine house (Figure 11).
Running in the opposite direction, up Richmond and along Commercial streets, a long trench was
dug toward a new 1,000,000 cubic foot warehouse on Eastern Avenue. According to one
observer's description, "The trench for the pipe line was seven feet wide, and at places nine feet
deep, and the pipe line had to dodge sewers, gas, and water pipes, telephone, telegraph, electric
66 Gardner published many books on refrigeration technology: e.g. Indicating the refrigerating machine: the
application of the indicator to the ammonia compressor and steam engine, with practical instructions relating to the
construction and use of the indicator and reading and computing indicator cards (Chicago: H.S. Rich & Co., 1899);
The absorption refrigerating machine, advanced practice and theory (Chicago, Nickerson & Collins Co., 1924).67 "Boston's Cold Corner" Ice and Refrigeration 9:6 (December 1895), 374, 384.68 "Boston's Biggest Ice Chest," Boston Daily Globe (January 17, 1915), 45.
light and electric power conduits and manholes of every description."69 A photograph taken
during construction shows the long gash in the market district with three white conduits of brine
running along the bottom of the trench under bridges connecting one side of the street to the
other (Figure 12). By 1897 enough length of brine conduit had been laid from the engine house
to surrounding buildings that guaranteeing a temperature became an almost impossible task.
How would George Stoddard know if onions on the third floor of the warehouse on Eastern
Avenue were being held at 32 or 33 degrees? In matters of preservation, even one degree of
inaccuracy could be a cause of spoilage. It was not enough to install a thermostat in each
storeroom; control needed to be centralized.
As a solution, the company installed a surveillance instrument called a "thermophone" in
their engine house. The name, a combination of the Greek words for heat and voice, evokes the
function of this novel technology. By "speaking the temperature," the thermophone transformed
an unknown, uncontrolled environmental condition into an utterance of meaningful data that
could be continuously governed. The journal Ice and Refrigeration described the apparatus
(Figure 13):
We illustrate herewith the recently invented Thermophone, an instrument which seems to
come into general use in large modem refrigerating plants. For a long time there has been
a call for some form of apparatus, which should enable the engineer or manager of a cold
storage warehouse to instantly inform himself of the temperature of individual rooms or
of circulating pipes and ducts in distant or inaccessible parts of the building. 70
The thermophones of the Quincy Market Cold Storage Co. were a network of forty sensitive
coils situated in disparate parts of their storage warehouses that all linked to one temperature
indicator hanging on the wall of the engine room. The distributed coils transferred an electrical
69 Ibid., 394. For more on the tunnel construction and insulation of the pipeline see Madison Cooper, Practical Cold
Storage (Chicago: Nickerson & Collins Co., 1905), 105.
70 "The Thermophone Installation of the Quincy Market Cold Storage Co.," Ice and Refrigeration 12:1 (January
1897), 34.
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impulse of the storeroom temperature to the two rows of brass buttons running along the bottom
of the apparatus. Bringing the small rubber handle attached to the indicator into contact with one
of these buttons, Stoddard or any one of his assistants would receive an instantaneous reading of
the temperature corresponding to a particular coil location. This switchboard of storeroom
temperatures contained up to one hundred such connections, all gathered within an arm's length,
bringing together "the temperature of air ducts in the seventh story of the building, of pipes
under floors and on high ceilings, and of others in deep and dark brine tanks." 71
While six miles of brine pipeline physically connected the compression engines to
surrounding warehouses in 1915, it was the thermophone that worked as the master regulatory
apparatus making the system at once unified and governable. Imagine George H. Stoddard
standing beside this switchboard: here he occupied the center of the network in which change
was constant and danger always imminent. All the assets of the commission merchants in Boston
relied upon the correct functioning of his machines, of his pipeline-in the end, of his
thermophone. His job was the final link and the most important step in unifying the cold storage
system in Boston's warehouse district.
The Quincy Market Cold Storage Co.'s control over the piped brine system in Boston
established its dominance in the cold storage industry throughout the United States, and therefore
the world.72 And the steady growth of the pipeline network governed by Mr. Stoddard generated
nearly twenty million cubic feet of temperature-regulated storage space by 1928. 73 Unlike the
struggle just a few years earlier to construct singular, massive and monumental building in
71 Ibid.
72The president of the company in 1910 boasted that "at the present time we cool more space than any other
company in this country, and this means more than any company in the world." At that point they controlled
9,500,000 cubic feet of cooled space. Senate Committee On Manufactures, Foods HeldIn Cold Storage, 6 1 st Cong.
3rd sess., 1911, 140.73 Ice and Refrigeration Blue Book and Buyers' Guide: A Directory of the Ice Making, Cold Storage, Refrigerating
and Auxiliary Trades (Chicago: Nickerson & Collins Co., 1928), 844.
Chicago that would house all aspects of the produce market, Boston's transformation of cold
storage into a public utility serving buildings interconnected by a centrally regulated pipeline
presented an alternative approach (and a far more effective one) to controlling the market in the
city. In 1910, the president of the company explained the public necessity of the cold storage
system under his control:
[It] is very much like a community dependant for its water supply upon a stream-when
there is a great over abundance of water during the spring months and a scarcity at other
times, the only method to secure a sufficient supply [is] to hold back some portion of the
water in a reservoir...cold storage...simply acts as a reservoir, so far as the perishable
articles therein are concerned. 74
The perishable commodity within the cold storage system was like water in a reservoir, and with
its expansion, the system would act as an ever more secure guarantor of this reserve to the
public. And as networks of cold storage patterned on the model developed in Boston took hold in
a greater number of cities throughout the nation over the following decade, the network-based
method presented a physical precedent for integrating the entire nation's cold storage into a
single, centralized, regulated network.
Indeed, with the system's expansion, there emerged a notable increase in demand for
architects who could coordinate the temperature-control technologies, insulation requirements
and infrastructural complexities involved in building new as well as retrofitting existing
structures for cold storage. One group of architects who regularly advertised their specialized
services in trade journals like Ice and Refrigeration began to describe their expert practices as
the disseminators of the "theory, design and construction" of temperature-controlled buildings.
One was the architect and refrigeration engineer Madison Cooper, whose treatise on Practical
Cold Storage was published in 1904 and reissued again with additional technical specifications
74 "See Things in Storage," Boston Daily Globe (February 11, 1910), 1.
in 1914."7 The book covered all the aspects of the business: the initial chapters mapped out the
geometry of a storeroom, its proper ventilation and a number of alternative systems for
insulation. Hidden among the ventilation diagrams and the tables giving optimal temperatures for
hundreds of perishables were occasional reference to the growing regulatory code that began to
enter into defining the future of cold storage.
Hans Peter Henschien, whose primary expertise lay in meatpacking-house construction,
published an even more applied text on the complex process of warehouse assembly. He
carefully outlined the emerging rules defining the parameters for cold storage buildings and
included an entire chapter on the insulation systems available for these structures. He
deterministically (and incorrectly) asserted that the new technologies of refrigeration had given
cold storage the public functions requiring its regulation: "mechanical refrigeration has made
possible the present development of the cold storage industry as a public utility in the
preservation of food products. It has opened up a new field for an industry, which is destined to
become of more and more importance as long as man must eat." 76 But it was not the technology
that made cold storage into a public utility; it was the warehousemen's own commercial savvy
that brought this infrastructure into the surveillance of a growing regulatory state. Importantly, it
was not the case that these institutions were absorbed into an existing Leviathan that functioned
to the benefit the public interest. It was through the work of experts who considered it their
responsibility to be the shepherds of the nation's food supply that the constitution of such a
function for government was made possible.
75 Madison Cooper, Practical Cold Storage: The theory, design and construction of buildings and apparatus for the
preservation ofperishable products, approved methods of applying refrigeration and the care and handling of eggs,
fruit, dairy products, etc. (Chicago: Nickerson & Collins Co.,1914).
76 Hans Peter Henschien, Packing House and Cold Storage Construction: A general reference work on the planning,
construction, and equipment of modern American meat packing plants with special reference to the requirements of
the United States Government and a complete treatise on the design of cold storage plants including refrigeration
insulation and cost data. Fully Illustrated. (Chicago: Nickerson & Collins Co.,1915), 115.
The Cold Storage Debates
While the expansion of the cold storage system necessitated experts in its construction and
regulation, the claim to unique knowledge did not proceed without resistance. A cartoon
published in the magazine Puck in 1910 depicts a food speculator as a masked bandit holding
two loaded guns that are each labeled "cold storage."" One is aimed at the producer, the farmer
carrying butter, milk, eggs and a slaughtered pig on his back. The other is aimed at the consumer,
the urbanite, who is clenching his money out of fear and suspicion of this unanticipated
interruption (Figure 14). The three characters have been assembled on the "road of supply and
demand" where they are now stuck at a violent impasse. The cartoon's caption, "A Double Hold-
Up," admits of two readings: one as a theft in which money is stolen by the imposing bandit and
the other as a stoppage in the moment of meeting between the buyer and the seller. It was the
food speculator who "held up" the movement of food from its origin to its destination, in other
words, into the urbanite's empty basket. Critics of the cold storage system claimed that through
manipulations of time--time banditry-food speculators hoodwinked a naive public, raising
prices and in turn giving them spoiled goods. In keeping with the pure food movement that had
only recently prompted the establishment of the Food and Drug Administration, butchers like
Herman Hirschauer complained that "cold-storage warehouses have cases of poultry yet in stock
that were killed and packed more than two years ago." Within these forgotten bodies he
described what he understood to be a "nasty, greenish mess" of rotting entrails. Only with
interventions upon their release from storage, "by the use of chemicals and dopes and the
cleaning process," Hirschauer imagined, could cold storage fowl be considered anything but
77 "A Double Hold-Up," Puck (October 6, 1910), 8-9.
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foul. 78 Yet the Puck cartoon follows with a more hopeful second caption, "Good Guns, Bad
Hands." It was not the cold storage system that was causing problems; it was the abuses of the
system by greedy capitalists.
With these concerns becoming the center of a fierce public debate, it is no surprise that
the U.S. Senate quickly responded with hearings dealing with the quality of foods held in cold
storage. Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, Chief of the Bureau of Chemistry in the Department of
Agriculture, began the proceedings by presenting his findings on the proper restrictions on time
and conditions for the storage of poultry and eggs. The questions asked in the hearings centered
on the issues of "wholesomeness" and "adulteration." Consistently, the senators reinforced their
belief in a need to introduce and amend legal regulations that could ensure that the products held
in storage would remain "pure" and unadulterated. Establishing rules, they believed, would turn
the general tide of consumer dissatisfaction into a public trust in the reliability of the system."
However, in trying to advertise the findings of the cold storage investigations a few years later,
Mary Pennington, the chief of the Food Research Laboratory in the Department of Agriculture,
wrote about the trouble of relaying her findings to greater audiences: "The question of
wholesomeness is, of course, the most important, and the phase of the subject that has received
the greatest amount of study. Fortunately for the public health the majority of these researches
have been made by chemists and bacteriologists in the quiet unconcern of their laboratories;
78 Herman Hirchauer, The Dark Side of the Beef Trust: A treatise concerning the "canner" cow, the cold storage
fowl, the diseased meats, the dopes and preservatives (Jamestown: Theodore Z. Root, 1905), 92-93. Compare to
Upton Sinclar, The Jungle (New York: Doubleday, Page & Company, 1906). In June 1906, President Theodore
Roosevelt signed the Food and Drug Act, or the "Wiley Act." See Oscar E. Anderson, Jr., "The Pure-Food Issue: A
Republican Dilemma, 1906-1912," The American Historical Review 61:3 (Apr., 1956), 550-573.
79 Senate Committee On Manufactures, Foods HeldIn Cold Storage, 61S" Cong. 3 rd sess., 1911.
unfortunately for the education of the public the results have been published only in the scientific
journals; or, in abstract, in the trade publications of the industries involved.""8
Within a year of these hearings, states with significant cold storage holdings began their
own process of public inspections. The House of Representatives of Massachusetts, for example,
initiated inspections of the cold storage facilities throughout the state by appointing five public
authorities to collect data.81 As evidenced in the Puck cartoon, the aspect of the system that most
troubled the urban public went beyond the possibility of adulteration and focused on the
speculative practices that were attributed to be the cause of an unprecedented increase in the cost
of living.82 Contrary to the expectation of the detractors of food speculation, however, the
members of the Massachusetts committee found that futures in perishables had a positive
(regulatory) effect on price. Even if the prevailing effect was an overall increase the price over
the span of the whole year was far more consistent. They appealed to the testimony of Harvard
economics professor F. W. Taussig, who explained the deeper significance of the rise:
the influence of speculation is to lessen fluctuations in price and promote "the expedient
rate of consumption." This is its tendency under the modern conditions of wide markets,
full information, active competition. Cold storage has extended the field of speculation to
include perishable food products. "The development of cold storage in recent times...has
led to precisely this sort of even distribution of supply under the influence of dealings
that are essentially speculative. Fruit, meat, fish, eggs, no longer come on the market in
spasmodic and irregular amounts. Supplies that are heavy at one time are brought by
dealers, put in storage, and held for sale at a later period of scantier supply. Prices are
more equable, and on the whole the profits of the dealers are probably less. There is less
risk to them, and the community gets its supplies at a smaller charge for their services as
middlemen."83
80 M. E. Pennington, "Relation of Cold Storage to the Food Supply and the Consumer," Annals of the American
Academy of Political and Social Science, 48 (July 1913), 156.
81 House No. 1733. The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Report of the Commission to Investigate the Subject of
the Cold Storage of Food and ofFood Products Kept in Cold Storage (January, 1912). Members of the Commission
included Arthur L. Nason, Chairman; F. Spencer Baldwin, Secretary; George F. Mead; Francis Batchelder; David
W. Murray.
82 Eric Rauchway, "The High Cost of Living in the Progressives' Economy," The Journal ofAmerican History 88: 3
(December, 2001), 898-924.
83 House No. 1733, p. 93. The same report also held that the practice of borrowing on cold-storage holdings could
contribute to the inflation of costs: "One feature of the cold-storage business should be mentioned in this connection,
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George K. Holmes, chief of the division of production and distribution in the Department of
Agriculture and a statistician, was also asked by the Bureau of Statistics to determine what had
happened to prices of foods held in cold storage on a national basis from 1890 to 1911. Had they
equalized as was written in the Massachusetts report? Or were the detractors of the system right?
Had the prices of perishables in fact gone up due to speculation? After collecting and analyizing
data from warehouses around the nation, Holmes concluded that cold storage did in fact
redistribute relative monthly consumption and relative monthly prices to such a degree that both
had increased. But, he added, the variability of price itself was a product of so many more factors
than just cold storage. No correlation could accurately be made. Thus, his reply to the critics of
the system turned out to be a non-economic one. He explained that cold storage was simply no
longer a choice; with its expansion, it had become a universal necessity.84
Through the work of statisticians like Holmes, the engineers of network technologies, and
formations of architectural expertise, the constitution of a state regulatory apparatus had been
formalized. In parallel to these activities, the public regulation of cold storage was being made
into law through the Uniform Warehouse Receipts Act of 1906 designed by the American
Warehousemen's Association.85 The law initiated a process of shifting the administrative power
which has some bearing on the question of speculation; that is, the practice of negotiating loans for customers on
warehousemen's receipts. Most of the large public warehouse companies either lend money directly to their
customers, or assist the latter in obtaining loans from banking institutions. The ability to borrow on goods in cold
storage enables dealers to carry larger amounts of commodities than they would otherwise be able to hold, and to
carry the goods for a longer time. The system of borrowing on warehousemen's receipts tends in this way to inflate
the volume of speculative operations in foodstuffs. It thus creates a situation of financial insecurity. The calling of
loans on warehousemen's receipts may at a time of overstorage and low prices cause a disturbance in the market.
The collapse of the egg and butter markets in the spring of 1911 was due in part to this cause," Ibid., 98.
84 George K. Holmes, "Cold-Storage Business Features: reports of Warehouses," U.S. Department ofAgriculture,
Bureau ofStatistics-Bulletin 93 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1913); George K. Holmes, "Cold
Storage and Prices," U.S. Department ofAgriculture, Bureau ofStatistics-Bulletin 101 (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1913); George K. Holmes, "Prevention of Waste and Seasonal Price Fluctuations through
Refrigeration," Annals of the American Academy ofPolitical and Social Science 50 (November 1913), 48-56.
85 For the legal statues of each state from 1903 see, Barry Mohun, A Compilation of Warehouse Laws and
Decisions: containing the statutes of each of the states and territories pertaining to warehousemen: together with a
over warehouse conditions from isolated groups of merchants and business associations to the
regulatory agencies of the federal government. As states gradually passed laws conforming to the
act, owners of stored goods could use their "uniform receipts" to transform the value of their
holdings from their use as objects into instruments of exchange. In his treatise on Public
Warehousing, John H. Fredrick explained this aspect of the law:
The fundamental purpose of the Uniform Warehouse Receipts Act was to increase the
integrity of all types of public warehouse receipts in order that they might be more highly
regarded by storers as evidence of their ownership of the goods deposited, and by bankers
as collateral for loans. Uniformity of rules and regulations governing the issuing of public
warehouse receipts and the responsibilities of public warehousemen for the storage and
delivery of goods in their custody is necessary in order that the receipts of a warehouse in
one state, or section of the country, may be acceptable as collateral or as delivery of the
goods in another part of the country.86
The uniform receipt became a legally binding negotiable instrument (i.e., a contract available for
transfer or sale) allowing for a complete separation of an object's utility in storage from its
relative value on the market (Figure 15). In order to guarantee the receipt as negotiable, the
warehouseman was required to print a statement on it certifying that he was responsible for the
safe delivery of the goods in his custody. Thus, the act also established the uniform receipt as a
regulatory apparatus that protected speculative traders from the risks of theft, loss or damage of
the goods they were trading. It was the passage of this first uniform law in the states that began
the process of bringing every public warehouse in the nation under the control of law. As the
regulatory code grew, it also transformed the industry into a more unified and centrally regulated
public service.
digest of the decisions of the state and federal courts, in all cases affecting warehousemen (New York: Banks Law
Publishing Co., 1904). A Draft of the Uniform Warehouse Receipts Act was published by the National Conference
of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws as, Draft of an act to make uniform the law of warehouse receipts
(Cincinnati: The Gibson & Perin Co., 1906). For legal reviews of the issue see, Francis Bacon James, "Practical
suggestions on codifying the law of warehouse receipts," Michigan Law Review 3:4 (February 1905); Barry Mohun,
"The Effect of the Uniform Warehouse Receipts Act," Columbia Law Review 13:3 (March 1913), 202-212.
86 John H. Frederick, Public Warehousing, its Organization, Economic Services and Legal Aspects (New York: The
Ronald Press Company, 1940), 144.
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The produce industry took a deep interest in these developments. After all, the early
ventures in temperature-regulated storage were intended to avoid the risks of the market and
transmute the commodity into pure utility. Now, with the uniform receipt, all the cold storage
warehouses in the nation were becoming integrated into a single centrally regulated system. Safe
from the unpredictable risks that could destroy their value, perishables had finally entered into a
network of capitalist speculation. However, only a few cold storage companies agreed to the
stipulations that would give their receipts the uniformity legally required. Thus, in 1914
Congress proposed a Uniform Cold Storage Act that would forcibly bring the industry under one
legal code. The Hutchinson bill, as it was called, stipulated that all cold storage owners were
required to receive licenses from the Department of Agriculture to ensure that their warehouses
were kept in sanitary condition and were properly equipped. 87 In addition, the law required that
any '"article of food unless said food or the package containing the same is branded, stamped, or
marked in some conspicuous place, upon the receipt thereof, with the day, month, and year when
the same was received for storage or refrigerating'-showing the date of the receipt."88 Thus the
amount of time that any item of food was held in storage was itself regulated by a central agency.
It is telling that at the very moment that most of the food consumed in America was first
spending some time in storage, an anxiety emerged about freshness. What did it mean? Would
anything be fresh again? Until cold storage was a universal reality, food was either fresh or not
fresh. With the integration of a national system, representatives of the industry wanted to extend
the time associated with the concept of freshness to include any time a product was held in
storage. The position held by one warehouseman in the hearings was indeed surprising to the
87 The Hutchison bill was named for the Congressman Elijah Cubberley Hutchinson (1855 - 1932) of New Jersey, a
Republican.
88 This is Section 3 of the bill, as quoted Chester Morrill, Assistant to the Solicitor, Department of Agriculture in
House Committee on Agriculture, Cold Storage Legislation, 66 th Cong. 1st sess., 1919, 6.
inquiring Congress: "The word 'fresh' is not as an offset against cold storage, but it is as against
preserving by other processes. That is the meaning of the word 'fresh,' in my judgment." One
could call anything that was not pickled or frozen "fresh," including a vegetable that had been
picked some months ago or an egg that had been laid last year.89
The historical fact exposed by the development of the cold storage system in the U.S. is
the emergence of a series of acceptable temperature ranges that allowed perishable commodities
to retain their identities. Significantly, these were formed simultaneously with a limited number
of socially acceptable price ranges that were associated with those commodities. By 1920 every
object in storage, or to be more accurate, every population of objects, animal or vegetable,
chicken or egg, was given an acceptable range in which it could be "preserved" as both a
consumable commodity and a negotiable instrument. The infrastructure of cold storage that
included buildings, new technologies of control, speculators and eventually the State, had been
assembled into a system of agencies that legally defined the interior environment as a regulatory
instrument.
"
8The issue of"freshness" in the hearings is discussed throughout, for a few exchanges see Ibid., 125, 181, 384.
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Figure 1: From "The Chicago Public Produce Exchange," (Chicago, 1879), 2 in the Chicago Historical Society
Research Center (F38MA.C51).
CEICAGO COLD STORAGE ICHANGOE BUILDING.
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Figure 2: Sketch of the Chicago Cold Storage Exchange as it
appeared in the article "It Will be a Big One," Chicago Daily
Tribune (August 9, 1890), 8.
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Figure 3: The property leased by the
Chicago Cold Storage Exchange, from
"The Biggest in the World," Chicago
Daily Tribune (November 14, 1890), 6.
Figure 4: South Water Street, 1904. DN-0000890, Chicago Daily News negatives collection, Chicago HistoricalSociety.
Figure 5: Adler and Sullivan's rendering of the two warehouses and arcade on West Water Street. From "Chicago
Cold Storage Exchange," The Inland Architect and News Record 16:3 (1890).
Figure 6: The original cold storage warehouse designed by William G. Preston profiled in American Architect and
Building News on August 22, 1882.
Figure 7: Preston's section through the structure showing the ice loft on the fifth floor and details of the post and
beam system within. (Preston Collection, Boston Public Library, Vol. 22 No. 8)
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Figure 8: (Above) Section through Engine and Condenser
Rooms, from "Boston's Cold Comer" Ice and Refrigeration
9:6 (December 1895), 387.
Figure 9: (Right) A plan of the first floor of the warehouses,
including the engine and boiler houses, from Ibid., 375-6.
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Figure 10: "The Largest Refrigerating Machine Ever Built," from Ibid., 373-4.
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Figure 11: Plat showing property owned by the Quincy Market Cold Storage Co. in 1895. The solid black hatch is
the property owned by the company, shaded black hatch is property cooled by the company, the black line is brine
pipe, and the dotted line is water pipe, from Ibid., 376.
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Figure 12: (Left) Photograph of the trench along Commercial
Street in which the brine conduit is being laid, Ibid., 387
Figure 13: (Above) The thermophone at the Quincy Market Cold
Storage Co., hanging on the wall of the engine room, from "The
Thermophone Installation of the Quincy Market Cold Storage
Co.," Ice and Refrigeration 12:1 (January 1897), 34.
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Figure 13: "A Double Hold-Up," Puck (October 6, 1910), 8-9.
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Figure 14: A negotiable uniform warehouse receipt, from John H. Frederick, Public Warehousing, its Organization,
Economic Services and Legal Aspects (New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1940), 149.
Chapter Three: Nature's Economy
The modem regulated interior was essential for the invention of ecology. Attempts to physically
realize ecological research in the laboratory as well as represent its scientific claims to the
general public through the natural history diorama were anchored in a need for architecture to
both enact and display environmental control. Translating natural systems into political systems,
a relationship that lies at the philosophical heart of this science, depended upon giving form to
two fundamentally different and seemingly opposite assemblies of nature's economy. On the one
hand, in ecological dioramas nature was represented as external and homogenous-as a
harmonious non-human unity that could be accessed by the spectator only through a pane of
glass-and on the other hand, in the laboratories known as vivaria, the environment was made
heterogeneous and explicit through its decomposition and technological manipulation.
Both of these representations of the natural world were equally necessary for the
development of modem ecological thought. Nature needed to be understood as a self-regulating
stable unity while, at the same time, it needed to be mechanically broken apart by systems that
exposed an intricate network of interdependency. This duality closely corresponded and fed off a
homologous duality in the political rhetoric of American Progressivism. While ecology
simultaneously unified and fragmented the environment through the notion of an "economy of
nature," reform-minded Americans set forth an ideal organic image of social relations that, all
the while, inscribed the nation in an ever-deeper host of legal and technical regulatory networks.1
Bruno Latour, "Air," Sensorium: Embodied Experience, Technology, and Contemporary Art (Cambridge: The MIT
Press, 2006), 105-107. He writes, "You are on life support, it's fragile, it's technical, it's public, it's political, it
could break down-it is breaking down-it's being fixed, you are not too confident of those who fix it. Our current
condition merely relies on our more explicit understanding that this tentative technological system, this 'life
Descriptions of nature's economy in the architecture of display and in laboratories for
experimentation begin to fill the gap between scientific explanations of natural interdependency
and emerging notions of societal cohesion. This chapter presents the architecture of ecology as
evidence for a historical rapprochement between modem constructions of nature's (non-human)
economy and understafndings of the place of the human organism in its own social milieu.
The early development of this discursive territory can be traced to the University of
Chicago near its founding in 1890 by John D. Rockefeller (Figure 1). More accurately, it can be
traced to the heavy limestone building, built in 1897 to house the Hull Botanical Laboratories,
that was provocatively crowned by a small greenhouse (Figure 2). The steel frame on the
rooftop, adorned with vegetal ornaments, held panels of glass over a variety of living plants:
ferns, cacti, palms among others. By the time the laboratory was constructed, it had already
become clear that the efforts of innovators like John Claudius Loudon and Joseph Paxton to
standardize systems for greenhouse construction during the middle of the century secured a place
for these glass structures as trademarks of botanical research.2 Botanists had studied plants as
living organisms for nearly a century but only in the closing decades did the greenhouse become
a reserve of living material for the development of experimental physiology in plants.
One of the ceremonial speakers who arrived to deliver a dedication speech at the new
laboratory complex was William H. Welch, the first dean of the Johns Hopkins Medical School.
He took the opportunity to publicly announce a shift away from taxonomy and toward
experimentation in biological research. Praising the University on the completion of these new
buildings, he described a future in which such high-caliber facilities would bring the rigor of
support,' entails the whole planet-even its atmosphere." Ibid., 106. See also Latour, "A Plea for Earthly Sciences,"
keynote lecture for the annual meeting of the British Sociological Association, East London, April 2007.
2 John Claudius Loudon, An Encyclopedia of Gardening; Comprising the Theory and Practice ofHorticulture,
Floriculture, Arboriculture, and Landscape Gardening (London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1850).
For more on the history of greenhouse design see also John Hix, The Glass House, (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1974).
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modem laboratory methods to the fields of botanical and zoological studies. "In these
laboratories in unusual measure," he predicted, "will knowledge of the forms and activities of
living things grow and hence be diffused." 3 Hereafter, the objects of biological inquiry would be
understood through the closer study of their forms and behaviors in the controlled setting of the
laboratory. Such knowledge, he explained, would establish the three buildings that constituted
the Hull complex, housing the departments of botany, zoology, anatomy and physiology, as a
"fortress of sound biological thought and education."4 Welch's observation about this new trend
in the life sciences was visibly confirmed by the choice to add a greenhouse on top of the botany
building, announcing the department's commitment to the study of plants as living organisms.5
By themselves, however, the Hull Laboratories did not serve as a source for establishing
any new research directions in biology. The role of the greenhouse perched above the botany
building symbolized a commitment to experimentation but did not result in a functionally novel
approach to laboratory work. Thus, the glass structure represented a general image of knowledge
that the Chicago botanists wished to project beyond the stoic neo-gothic walls of their campus
building. As the head of the department, John M. Coulter announced at the cornerstone
ceremony, "This building is to stand for Botany in all its wide range.... The equipment of a
3 The dedication speech was given on July 2, 1897. William H. Welch "Biology and Medicine," The American
Naturalist 31:361 (September 1897), 755.
4 Ibid., 766. "The domain of biology embraces all living things, both vegetable and animal. Of vital manifestations it
is only some of the mental operations and doings of human beings which the biologist at present excludes from his
survey, and even this self-sacrificing curtailment of his province may not be enduring." Ibid., 758. The absence of
the human being in the formation of a biological and eventually early ecological theory of nature is conspicuous.
This is not a sign that it was not thought about, quite the contrary, human life as it became understood through
medical biology, urban ecology and social psychology would later learn much from this early work in botany and
zoology. See Gregg Mitman, The State ofNature: Ecology, Community, and American Social Thought, 1900-1950
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1992).
5 Henry Ives Cobb (1859 -1931), the architect of the Hull Complex, had just completed the Fisheries Building at the
World Columbian Exposition which held live fish in ten different sized aquaria. "In the salt and fresh-water aquaria,
which are ten in number, are displayed nearly all the known varieties that people sea or river. As to the dimensions
of these aquaria, it need only be said that their capacity ranges from 7,000 to 27,000 gallons, and with a total of
140,000 gallons, apart from reservoirs and water circulation." From Hubert Howe Bancroft, The book of the fair : an
historical and descriptive presentation of the world's science, art, and industry, as viewed through the Columbian
Exposition at Chicago in 1893 (Chicago: Bancroft Co., 1895), 512.
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building, designed to provide for all phases of the subject, represents an important epoch in the
history of science. This building is to be a center of botanical instruction, but is also to be a
center of botanical research... To the service of its students and to the service of the world is this
building founded." 6 Coulter's speech emphasized the social and symbolic role of the botany
building but remained vague about its function for scientific research. If the building and its
equipment were assembled to cover "all phases of the subject," then both instruction and
research could presumably take place everywhere within it. In fact, many of the early research
projects formed in the Hull complex remained uncertain about the role of laboratory techniques
in collecting their data as well as the very definition of the term "laboratory." 7 Early on, more
geographically inclined students argued that it was necessary to move beyond the glass interior
of the greenhouse and return to the field for in situ observations of the complex interaction
between an organism and its surroundings. Others attempted to apply the discoveries made in the
field to update the laboratory apparatus for the simulation of a dynamic changing environment.8
Two of the most outspoken naturalists emerging from the earliest generations of students
in Chicago's biology complex pursued work in both field and lab to establish the foundations of
a new dynamic theory of the interaction of the organism with its surrounding environment-a
theory that has remained the basis of the modem field of ecology. The botanist Henry Chandler
Cowles was the first graduate to join the department's faculty, and he dedicated himself to field
6 Quoted in Thomas Wakefield Goodspeed, A History of the University of Chicago, Founded by John D.
Rockefeller: The First Quarter-Century (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1916), 304.
7 For more on the nineteenth-century definition of the laboratory in botanical science, see Eugene Cittadino, Nature
as the Laboratory: Darwinian Plant Ecology in the German Empire, 1880-1900 (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1990). The media coverage given to the laboratories seems disproportional to their actual value for the
biological sciences in the United States, see "Plans for Splendid Buildings," The Chicago Tribune (June 14, 1896),
43; "Students in a Squall," The Chicago Tribune (July 3, 1897), 2; George L. Goodale, the Harvard botanical
physiologist, gave an address at the laying of the cornerstone entitled, "Some of the relations of the new natural
history to modem thought and modem life," summarized in "News" Botanical Gazette 22:1 (July 1896), 78-79.
8 For more on the lab-field border see Robert E. Kohler, Landscapes and Labscapes: Exploring the Lab-Field
Border in Biology (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2002).
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research by performing physiographic studies of dune formations in Indiana explaining the
distribution of plant life in this dynamic landscape. And one of Cowles' first students, the
zoologist Victor E. Shelford, moved to the University of Illinois to engineer an unprecedented
laboratory apparatus that simulated the exchanges between dune organisms and an artificial lake
shore within an architectural setting that he termed a "vivarium." These seemingly divergent
approaches to research in the field and in the lab were in fact both products of a robust new
understanding of dynamic systems that was being developed during the late nineteenth century.
Departments of geology, economics, sociology and philosophy at a number of American
universities, and at Chicago in particular, maintained a common interest in defining the behavior
of unstable systems and often attempted to characterize them as non-chaotic and cyclical. 9
One example of this convergence was the "Conference on Cycles," an interdisciplinary
gathering held at the Carnegie Institute.'l The economists and naturalists who participated
discussed their common interest: cycles. The conference papers covered a range of topics from
studies of sun-spot periodicities to their reflection in tree-rings and the overall effect of climatic
cycles on crop prices. During the conference, the economist Henry Ludwell Moore reflected on
the goals of the "cycles-movement" and the interdependence of recurrent patterns in both nature
and society:
9 For example, see John Dewey, "The Reflex Arc Concept in Psychology," Psychological Review 3 (July 1896),
357-70. For more on the research in business cycles during this period see Henry Ludwell Moore, Generating
Economic Cycles (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1923); Warren M. Persons, Forecasting Business Cycles
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1931).
0o This conference was organized by Frederick Clements, a student of Charles E. Bessy at the University of
Nebraska, who became associated with the Carnegie Institution of Washington after 1917. Clements was the leader
of the botanical ecology called "Clementsian Ecology." For more on this school of research see Ronald C. Tobey,
Saving the Prairies: the Life Cycle of the Founding School ofAmerican Plant Ecology, 1895-1955 (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1981) and "Theoretical Science and Technology in American Ecology," Technology
and Culture 17:4. (October 1976), 718-728; also see Joel B. Hagen, "Clementsian Ecologists: The Internal
Dynamics of a Research School," Osiris 8 (1993), 178-195; as well as his "Organism and Environment: Frederic
Clements's Vision of a Unified Physiological Ecology," The American Development ofBiology, eds. Ronald
Rainger, Keith R. Benson, Jane Mainenschein (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1988), 257-281.
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In the quest for regularities it is allowable to entertain the hypothesis that both natural and
social causes are at work. If the natural causes are partly responsible, they must operate
primarily through agriculture, which in turn affects general prices not only through the
prices of food and clothing but also through the prices of organic raw materials of
manufacture. If agricultural variability is a responsible fact, the fluctuations in
agricultural productivity will be traceable to meteorological fluctuations. If these last are
cyclical, than a constituent in the movement of general prices will be proved to be
cyclical, and its origin will be traced to a natural cause.Il
Just as the members of the cycles group based their research on periodic correlations, ecologists
attempted to define periodicities in the behavior of an organism or a group of organisms and the
surrounding milieu. To proceed along these lines, they required an interpretive framework that
could help them determine how to decipher the fluctuations that they observed. In other words,
before any experiments could take place, ecologists needed to set up the theoretical possibility of
thinking about the organism and its surroundings as a single unified observable subject whose
overall behavior was internally governed by a distinguishable and testable set of regulatory
systems.
The two scientists that dominate the discussion in this chapter, then, represent these
related and equally necessary positions in the formation of this new discipline. Cowles
imbedded his ideas about plant distribution into large scale geological and climatic changes that
he understood to be total, while Shelford mechanically reproduced the natural systems that
surrounded the organism within a sophisticated laboratory apparatus. Cowles formed the unit of
organism plus environment and Shelford analyzed that unit by using a set of patterns that he
called "behaviors." By constructing each of their unique "fortresses of sound biological thought"
in the architectural assemblies of the diorama and the vivarium, these scientists situated their
work in the prevailing discourse of dynamic systems while taking full advantage of the increased
" H. L. Moore, "Economic Cycles," The Geographical Review: Special Supplement, Report of a Conference on
Cycles (October 1923), 662.
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value that commercial and governmental interests were giving to scientific research on the
environment.
At the end of the nineteenth century, Federal programs sponsored a fundamental shift in
the paradigms of botanical science. As Eugene Cittadino has shown, the academic field of botany
grew immensely thanks to large-scale governmental investments in agricultural research. 12 The
establishment of a national network of agricultural experiment stations and colleges, for instance,
brought an unprecedented level of funding for research focused on the relationship between
plants, animals and the environments in which they lived. 13 While Chicago ecologists seemed to
be free from these practical motives, it was largely due to the proceeds derived from these public
programs that allowed the expansion of a small sub-branch of botany into a discipline of its
own. 14 Further, despite its apparent independence from useful applications, economics remained
the central driving metaphor in the theoretical framing of ecological research. It is for this reason
that this chapter proceeds from the perspective that underlying the metaphorical connection
between business and science was a physical infrastructure common to the interests of American
12 "Field-oriented botanists, aware of the possible practical limitations of traditional botany and anxious to take part
in the development of a viable plant science in America, found ecology a natural outlet for their interests and
abilities. To a large extent, then, plant ecology was a consequence of the maturation and professionalization of the
science of botany in America." From Eugene Cittadino, "Ecology and the Professionalization of Botany in America,
1890-1905," Studies in History of Biology 4 (1980), 174. For more on the professionalization of academia at the end
of the 19 th century see Andrew Abbott, The System ofProfessions: An Essay on the Division of Expert Labor
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988).
13 For example, John M. Coulter, "The botanical work of the government," Botanical Gazette 20:6 (Jun., 1895),
264-268. See also, Cittadino, op. cit.; Barbara A. Kimmelman, "A Progressive Era Discipline: Genetics at American
Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations, 1900-1920," (Ph.D. diss., University of Pennsylvania, 1987). For
more on agricultural education see Gary E. Moore, "The Involvement of Experiment Stations in Secondary
Agricultural Education, 1887-1917," Agricultural History 62:2 (Spring 1988) and Gould P. Colman "Pioneering in
Agricultural Education: Cornell University, 1867-1890," Agricultural History 36 (October 1962), 200-206. For the
relationship of agricultural experiment stations to economic development see Charles E. Rosenberg, "Science,
Technology, and Economic Growth: The Case of the Agricultural Experiment Station Scientist, 1875-1914,"
Agricultural History 44 (1971), 1-20.
14 By 1915 the Ecological Society of America had been established and the first issue of the journal Ecology was
published in 1920 "The interests and activities of this society will be of the broadest character, embracing every
phase of the relation of organisms to their environmental conditions, including the study of animal and plant
geography." See "Organization of the Ecological Society of America," Geographical Review 1:3 (1916), 224.
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ecologists and capitalists alike. While the latter preserved their assets in cold storage, ecologists
investigated the regulatory machinery of nature's economy.
The goal is therefore to explore how the architectural necessities that made ecology
testable in the laboratory and viewable to the general public served to structure the scientific
theories of environmental dynamics and to examine whether the economic metaphors in ecology
can be tied to the broader material history of the modem architectural interior. While the vast
historiography of ecology has traced its intellectual lineage through biological thought, the
perspective provided here makes it possible to closely examine the foundational claims and
methodologies of this science by examining its technological and political reliance on regulation
in architecture. 15 This chapter argues that at the turn of the century, science, in an even more
exacting way than capital, transformed the modem interior from a casually controlled
"atmosphere" into a precisely regulated environment. 16
Life as Exchange
After Charles Darwin's reinterpretation of the phrase "economy of nature" in Origin of Species,
the task of uncovering the laws and regulatory mechanisms guiding this metaphorical economy
would bring his figurative language under careful scrutiny.17 The economic metaphor had helped
15 The most recent contribution to this growing field is Sharon Kingsland, The Evolution of Ecology (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2005); older but still valuable are Donald Worster, Nature's Economy: An History
of Ecological Ideas (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995) and Robert P. McIntosh, The Background of
Ecology: Concept and Theory (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985). See also, Peter Galison, Image and
Logic: Microphysiscs (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1990).
16 For more on the discourse on atmosphere see John Claudius Loudon, "Of Atmosphere," in An Encyclopedia of
Gardening; Comprising the Theory and Practice ofHorticulture, Floriculture, Arboriculture, and Landscape
Gardening (London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1850), 431-449. See also, Robert Kerr "Light and
Air," The Gentleman's House: Or, How to Plan English Residences, from the Parsonage to the Palace (London:
John Murray, 1865), 78.
17 This phrase is famously borrowed from Linnaeus' Oeconomia naturae (1749) which can be found in its 18 th
century translation by Isaac Biberg in the collection Miscellaneous tracts relating to natural history, husbandry, and
physick, ed. Benjamin Stillingfleet (New York: Arno Press, 1977), 37-130. According to Robert Clinton Stauffer,
Darwin made frequent use of this Linnaean dissertation but the phrase can be traced back even further to William
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Darwin explain the struggle for existence as a network of competing needs operating in steady-
state equilibrium. Despite its apparent stasis, he explained, limited resources put nature into a
constant process of self-digestion:
Yet unless it be thoroughly engrained in the mind, I am convinced that the whole
economy of nature, with every fact on distribution, rarity, abundance, extinction, and
variation, will be dimly seen or quite misunderstood. We behold the face of nature bright
with gladness, we often see superabundance of food; we do not see, or we forget, that the
birds which are idly singing round us mostly live on insects or seeds, and are thus
constantly destroying life; or we forget how largely these songsters, or their eggs, or their
nestlings are destroyed by birds and beasts of prey; we do not always bear in mind, that
though food may be now superabundant, it is not so at all seasons of each recurring
year. 18
Patterns of continuous violent destruction in Darwin's description reinforce the etymological
inheritance of the term economy (Oikonomia is household management). In this passage, the
logic of oikos presents a cycle of intermittent life and death as the everyday drama of nature's
household. 19 Darwin's domestic theory of nature, formulated through explicitly economic
Derham's Physico-theology: or, a demonstration of the being and attributes of God, from his works of creation
(1714). Here, Stauffer finds the following passage: "how is it possible that so vast a World of Animals should be
supported, such a great variety equally and well supplied with proper Food, in every Place fit for Habitation, without
any especial Supertendency and Management, equal to, at least, that of the most prudent Steward and Householder?"
See Stauffer, "Ecology in the Long Manuscript Version of Darwin's 'Origin of Species' and Linnaeus' 'Oeconomy
of Nature,"' Proceedings of the American Philosphical Society 104:2 (April 19, 1960), 235-242. For more on
Linnaeus's political use of the phrase see Lisbet Koerner, Linnaeus: Nature and Nation. (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1999).
18 Charles Darwin, The Origin of Species by Means ofNatural Selection, or the Preservation ofFavored Races in
the Struggle for Life (London: John Murray, 1882), 49. The "struggle for existence" was an explicit analogy to
Thomas Malthus's 1798 An Essay on the Principle of Population; or, a View of its Past and Present Effects on
Human Happiness; with an Inquiry into our Prospects Respecting the Future Removal or Mitigation of the Evils
which it Occasions (Washington City: Roger Chew Wrightman, 1809). The literature on the transfer of this concept
is vast, see Thomas Cowles, "Malthus, Darwin, and Bagehot: a Study in the Transference of a Concept," Isis 26
(1936), 341-8; Gertrud Himmelfarb, "The Specter of Malthus," Victorian Minds: A Study of Intellectuals in Crisis
and Ideologies (Chicago: Ivan R. Dee, 1995), 82-110; Robert Young, "Malthus and the Evolutionists: The Common
Context of Biological and Social Theory," Past and Present 43 (May 1969), 109-145. For more on the genealogy of
the concept of an economy of nature see Robert C. Stauffer, "Haeckel, Darwin, and Ecology," The Quarterly Review
ofBiology 32:2 (June 1957), 138-144.
"And yet the oikos in the Greek tradition (domus in the Latin tradition), is not, and I insist on this, the place of
safety. The oikos is above all the place of tragedy. I recall that one of the conditions of the tragic enumerated by
Aristotle is precisely the domestic condition: relationships are tragic because they occur in the family; it is within the
family that incest, patricide, and matricide occur. Tragedy is not possible outside this ecologic or ecotragic
framework." Jean-Francois Lyotard, "Oikos (1988)," Political Writings, trans. Bill Readings and Kevin Paul
Geiman (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1993), 97. For more on oikos and its architectural significance
in Vitruvius see Clarence J. Glacken, Traces on the Rhodian Shore, op. cit., 106-109.
language, dominated the research of ecologists like Cowles and Shelford. They approached
living systems with the aim of finding both micro- and macroscopic evidence of household
management; that is, they sought to analyze the conditions of "distribution, rarity, abundance,
extinction, and variation" in their particular subjects of research. For these scientists, it was no
longer sufficient to consider the household of nature as a chain of living beings devouring one
another as in Darwin's use of the Malthusian language of inevitability.20 Rather, the definition of
the organism's relation to the manifold of stimuli, far greater than any narrow definition of the
"resources," became a structuring yet troubling question. 2 1 After one full century of biological
analysis of the internal organization of the organism, researchers in the early twentieth century
recognized that the problem of studying life needed to expand in order to include living and non-
living things as a whole unit, one that could be observed as a single dynamic subject.22 Because
the organism was now taken to be the structuring center of its own milieu, its life was understood
as the plan, a blueprint by which the environment was organized.
20 Shelford wrote in the introduction to his dissertation: "The succeeding papers will deal with the following
topics:--distribution, variation, the effects of varying environmental conditions during development, an analysis of
the colour patterns, a discussion of race tendencies of the genus Cicindela, and the bearing of the whole on the
problem of evolution." From his thesis "The Life-Histories and Larval Habits of Tiger Beetles" republished in the
Journal of the Linnean Society ofLondon, Zoology 30 (1908), 157.
21 The literature on Darwin's relationship to and divergence from the future work in ecology is very broad and
cannot be summarized in one sentence as I have just done, but for further reading see Dov Ospovat, The
Development ofDarwin's Theory: Natural History, Natural Theology, and Natural Selection, 1838-1859
(Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 1981), 191-209. Also see Peter Vorzimmer, "Darwin's Ecology and Its
Influence on His Theory," Isis 56 (1965), 148-155.
22 Interestingly, despite Goethe's central role in defining the concept of "organization" as the basis for a vital force
that guides the life of an organism, he did not think of life as dependant on the wholeness and unity of that organism.
"No living thing is unitary in nature; every such thing is a plurality. Even the organism which appears to us as
individual exists as a collection independent living entities. Although unlike in idea and predisposition, these
entities, as they materialize, grow to become alike or similar, unalike or dissimilar. In part these entities are joined
from the outset, in part they find their way together to form a union. They diverge and then seek each other again;
everywhere and in every way they thus work to produce a chain of creation without end." Johann Wolfgang von
Goethe, Scientific Studies, ed. and trans. Douglas Miller (New York: Suhrkamp Publishers, 1988), 64. See Francois
Jacob, The Logic ofLife, trans. Betty E. Spillmann (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993). "The milieu on
which the organism depends is structured and organized by the organism itself. What the milieu gives to the living is
a function of its demand." From Georges Canguilhem, "The Living and Its Milieu," Grey Room 03 (Spring 2001),
22.
Organization, in other words, was no longer strictly isolated to the interior of the living
being but now included the immediate and intimate surroundings of the organism, a space
defined generally enough to absorb the lives of other organisms within it as well. 23 Thus,
studying the economy of nature became a complex problem of notating a pattern of bi-directional
and dynamic exchange between the organism and its environment. With the expansion of the
subject of biological inquiry from the organism to an aggregate of multiple biotic and abiotic
elements, it would now become possible for ecologists to explain the behavior of populations of
organisms such as plant societies or animal communities within particular environmental
conditions.24 The very term behavior, an explicitly relational quality unlike the isolated
physiological processes of metabolism, now occupied the center of these scientists' research. The
underlying metaphor of nature's economy thus became a complex logistical enterprise that was
multiplied by the range of relations within living communities and the non-living "conditions"
that sponsored them. In many cases, the expansion of the subject of scientific observation made
the very collection of data into an unwieldy problem of information management requiring
entirely new forms of experimental bookkeeping.
23 See Michel Foucault's analysis of the two spaces demarcated by the identification of life in Cuvier's theory, The
Order of Things: An Archeology of the Sciences (New York: Vintage Books, 1994), 263-279.24 Ernst Haeckel, who coined the term ecology as early as 1866, marked out the territory for an expanded subject, a
territory where the influence of the environment, especially the biotic environment, dictatetd what he called "the
conditions for existence." This is the earliest mention of a field of science called ecology: "With regard to the
character of the conditions of existence, these are for each separate species extremely complex and in most cases are
quite insufficiently or altogether unknown. Where earlier we spoke of the conditions of existence, we considered
especially inorganic conditions, factors such as the influence of light, heat moisture and inorganic nutrients. Far
more important than these, however, and exerting a much more powerful influence on the transformation and
adaptation of species are organic conditions of existence, that is, the mutual relations of organisms to one another...
That the interactions between all neighboring organisms are extraordinarily important and that they exert far more
influence on the change and adaptation of species tan do the inorganic conditions of existence was first emphasized
with due clarity by Darwin. Unfortunately, the very complicated relationships between organisms remain for the
most part unknown, and this is because we have so far failed to attend the question. Here, in fact, these exists a huge
and interesting as well as important area of future inquiry. Ecology or the theory of the economy of nature, this
being a division of physiology and one which our textbooks have totally ignored, when seen from this perspective
promises to reward us with splendid and surprising discoveries." From Generelle Morphologie der Organismen
(Berlin: George Reimer, 1866), II, 234, 236. For more on the history of early population ecology see Sharon E.
Kingsland, Modeling Nature: episodes in the history ofpopulation ecology, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1995).
While economic metaphors have continuously appeared in scientific descriptions of
nature's workings, the particular economic terms employed in ecology-cycle, crisis,
management-were, as we have seen, distinctive to this period of corporate consolidation.25
These borrowings were by no means unidirectional; economists in this period also made frequent
use of terms derived from the natural sciences. Philip Mirowski has located, for example, an
extensive metaphoric exchange between the writings of the neo-classical economists and
descriptions of energy in late nineteenth-century physics.2 6 Further, as noted in the previous
chapter, bankers such as Charles Conant, who theorized economic crises, often boldly leapt into
biological analogies between the regulatory process built into the physiology of organisms and
the management of economic crises on a national scale. 27 And recently, Peder Anker has shown
in his study of early British ecology that comparing the expansion of the biological subject in
ecology with the expansion of the subject of economic research during this age of global
imperialism is more than a mere speculation. 28 The usefulness of economic thought for scientific
research remained a powerful motivating undercurrent in ecology for the remaining century and
in the context of this study it is certainly one that is useful for interpreting its architecture.
"Everything is in a State ofFlux"
25 M. Norton Wise and Crosbie Smith, "Work and Waste: Political Economy and Natural Philosophy in Nineteenth
Century Britain," History of Science, 27 (1989), Pt. I, 263-301; Pt. II, 391-449; Pt. III, 28 (1990), 221-261. Georges
Canguilhem, Ideology and Rationality in the History of the Life Sciences, trans. Arthur Goldhammer (Cambridge:
The MIT Press, 1988), 89. "Metaphors from economic management and steam-engine technology were widely
accepted in physiology in part for reasons having to do with the history of physiology itself."
26 Philip Mirowski, More Heat than Light, Economics as Social Physics: Physics as Nature's Economics
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989); see also Natural Images in Economic Thought: "Markets Read in
Tooth & Claw, " ed. Philip Mirowski (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994); and Non-Natural Social
Science: Reflecting of the Enterprise of More Heat than Light, ed. Neil de Marchi (Durham: Duke University Press,
1993).
27 Charles Conant, "Crises and their Management," The Yale Review 9 (February 1901), 374-398.
28 Peder Anker, Imperial Ecology: Environmental Order in the British Empire, 1895-1945 (Cambridge; Harvard
University Press, 2001). On imperial economics in America see Carl P. Parrini and Martin J. Sklar, "New Thinking
about the Market, 1896-1904: Some American Economists on Investment and the Theory of Surplus Capital," The
Journal of Economic History 43:3 (September 1983), 571-578.
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The two fields of nineteenth century science that laid the groundwork for the research in ecology
were physiology and physiography. The first was a dynamic theory of the organism's interior
and the second, equally dependant on the notion of flux, dealt with physical transformations
everywhere surrounding the organism. The two fields, when brought together by ecology,
coordinated theories of an organism's life based on microscopic observation of its inner
workings on the one hand, and the immense changes that shape the layers of the earth and its
atmosphere on the other. While physiological theories that analyzed organisms established the
phenomenon of life through the language of freedom and independence, ecology borrowed from
physiography to deduce the regulatory mechanisms operating on the environment, thus learning
the range of environmental factors that would challenge this so-called freedom. 29
According to Claude Bernard's famous lectures on the phenomena of life, delivered just
before his death in 1878, the goal of the science of physiology was to explain biological life
through an organism's relation to its changing ambient conditions. 30 Bernard's hypothesis was
that the interior environment of an organism, "la milieu intirieur," gave it freedom or "constant
life" within certain defined limits. 31 These limits were the rules that bound life; they were the
codes that regulated it and thus maintained its resistance to the chaos of the exterior medium. As
Bernard's biographer J. M. D. Olmsted has written:
29 For a discussion of the formalization of the term "ecology" in the American academy see Proceedings of the
Madison Botanical Congress: Madison Wisconsin August 23 and 24 (Madison: Tracy, Gibbs & Co., 1894), 35-38.
The topic is introduced by A. S. Hitchcock, a professor of botany in Kansas Agricultural College: "It concerns itself
with the adaptive processes of the plant, and with what the Darwinian school has brought forwards and made
popular. What we want is a term for this latter part of the science. Shall we use ecology which the committee
recommends, or some other term? If ecology is used the recommendation of the committee is that it shall be spelled
with an initial E, instead of(E." Ibid., 36.
30 Claude Bernard, Lectures on the Phenomena ofLife common to Animals and Plants, trans. Hebbel E. Hoff, Roger
Guillemin and Lucienne Guillemin (Springfield: Charles C Thomas, 1974).
31 Georges Canguilhem, A Vital Rationalist, ed. Francois Delaporte, trans. Arthur Goldhammer (New York: Zone
Books, 1994), 261-284. See also his preface to Claude Bernard, Lecons sur les phinomines de la vie communs aux
animaux et aux vigitaux, (Paris: Librarie Philosophique J. Vrin, 1966), 7-14. Annie Petit, "Claude Bernard and the
History of Science" Isis 78:2 (Jun., 1987), 201-219.
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The essence of the idea of the internal environment is that the cells within living bodies,
particularly of the higher organisms, are bathed by fluids which constitute an inner
environment. Life is possible only if the composition of these fluids varies within
extremely narrow limits. The tendency of the living body is to maintain as constant as
possible the composition of this internal environment, and if the dynamic equilibrium is
slightly upset in one direction, reactions take place which tend to restore balance. A
higher organism is, therefore, virtually independent of its external environment. It is, as it
were, "enclosed in a hot house," so that "the perpetual changes of its cosmic environment
do not reach it; it is not chained to them; it is free and independent." 32
Bernard's invocation of this architectural image to compare the internal regulatory systems of an
organism to a hot-house is deeply significant. Higher organisms are depicted as enveloped in
well-regulated buildings; they are "free" because they are housed in structures that are internally
controlled and capable of maintaining the functions of life throughout the manifold of changes of
the environment in which they exist. But a hot house is admittedly not as sophisticated as an
organism's internal regulatory system: it lacks the capacity to actively respond to exterior
conditions. For Bernard, the sophistication of higher organisms consisted in precisely the fact
that they are able to employ the equipment of their "enclosure" to keep themselves warm in
colder temperatures, hydrated in dry conditions, and so on. The activity of life is thus held within
the envelope that houses the organism; outside this boundary is the abotic, non-living chaotic
exterior. By separating the inside from the outside environment in order to demarcate an edge for
life, Bernard treated both the living and non-living as bounded yet interrelated spaces. The
former was highly ordered and responsive while the later was chaotic, irregular and disruptive.
A German textbook from the decade following Bernard's lectures rehearsed his theory in
a single sentence: "Vital manifestations result from a conflict between two factors-the
32 J. M. D. Olmsted, Claude Bernard, Physiologist (New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1938), 252. The end
of the passage quotes from the first volume of Bernard's lectures on the phenomena of life.
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organized living substance and the [disorganized/chaotic] medium." 33 For Bernard, the'interior
and the external medium of the organism are in a constant conflict: the exterior presenting
contingencies and the interior reacting to them, keeping the organism's vital functions stable
enough to maintain its continuous life. The American plant physiologist and director of the
Harvard Botanical Museum, George Goodale, also borrowed from Bernard in order to explain
his experiments in plant injury. Extreme temperature, intense light, improper food, poisons, and
mechanical agents, he explained, were all threats to the "free life" of the plant.34 In order to put
the internal responses of the plant to these external stimuli under direct observation, Goodale
studied the effects of these injurious forces on the whole organism through "opportune
microscopic dissections" of plants-studying their built-in hothouses. This continued interest in
the dynamic exchange between the inside and the outside of an organism would lead one
German plant physiologist to call upon the famous Heraclitian dictum to describe the science of
living organisms: "The saying of the Greek philosopher-7ravra pel-'everything is in a state of
flux,' is in the highest degree applicable to the living organism, for continuous changes, both
physical and chemical, are the inseparable characteristics of life."35
It was with the emergence of ecological discourse that the scale of these physiological
inquiries radically expanded to include the organization of the medium surrounding the organism
within the domain of observation. Suggesting that regulatory systems existed on every scale in
nature and encompassed far more than the highly structured world of the organism, ecology
33 Max Verworn, General Physiology: An Outline of the Science ofLife, trans. Frederic S. Lee (London: Macmillan
and Co., 1889), 297. See also Karl Semper, The Natural Conditions of Existence as they affect Animal Life (London:
Kegan Paul, Trench, & Co., 1883).
34 George L. Goodale, Gray's Botanical Text Book, Volume II: Physiological Botany (New York: Ivison, Blakeman,
Taylor, and Company, 1885), 470.
35 Ludwig Jost, Plant Physiology, trans. R. J. Harvey Gibson (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1907), 1. He is referring to
Heraclitus' famous dictum, "Panta Rhei." For the original context see the Charles H. Kahn, The art and thought of
Heraclitus: an edition of the fragments with translation and commentary (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1979).
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made it possible to conceive of each of these systems as reducible to the functions of a few rules.
Ecologists speculated that a superimposition of regulatory scales could explain the ongoing shifts
in the relations between the organism and its non-living surroundings. Smoothly extending from
the interior of the organism into its habitat, ecologists would interpret everything through a
theory of regulated dynamic change. The scale of the subject of physiography, then, perfectly
suited scientists interested in extending the boundaries of the ecological subject beyond the
immediacy of the organism. The geologist Rollin D. Salisbury thus defined physiography
through a reformulation of the ancient triad of earth, water and air: "If physiography be regarded
as another name for physical geography, it has to do with (1) the solid part of the earth, the
lithosphere, (2) the water of the earth, the hydrosphere, and (3) the air or atmosphere." 36 In each
element that composed the earth, a separate set of laws needed to be deduced. Like physiology's
approach to the organism as a dynamically regulated interior environment, physiography aimed
to develop a logic for the whole earth as an ever-changing assembly of rule-governed systems.37
One advocate of absorbing this approach into the study of plant ecology was Eugen
Warming, a botanist based in the University of Copenhagen. In his book Plantesamfund, or
"Plant Geography," Warming brought the issue of plant distribution to the scale of the
physiographic region.38 His neologism, "plant societies," replaced the more descriptive term,
"plant formation," shifting the emphasis from the formal characteristics of plants in their
36 Rollin D Salisbury, Physiography (New York: Holt, 1907), 3. Aristotle, History ofAnimals; Hippocrates, "Air,
Waters, Places"
37 The first textbooks on the subject were T. H. Huxley, Physiography: An Introduction to the Study ofNature
(London: Macmillan and Co., 1878); and Alex MacKay, Physiography and Physical Geography with Special
Reference to the Instructions Recently Issued by the Science and Art Department (Edinburgh: William Blackwood
and Sons, 1877).
38 Plantesamfund: Grundtraik afden ikologiske Plantegeografi (1895) was translated by Knoblauch into German as
Lehrbuch der okologischen Pflanzengeographie (1896) and then into English as Oecology ofPlants: An
Introduction to the Study of Plant Communities (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1909). For a good summary of
Warming's relationship to evolutionary theory see William Coleman, "Evolution into ecology? The strategy of
Warming's ecological plant geography," Journal of the History of Biology 19:2 (June 1986), 181-196.
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formation of groups to their functional interrelations derived from the surrounding environment.
Each plant society, for example, could be identified by the water content of the soil in which it
was found. The taxonomic aim of the plant ecologist, in this case, would be to assign plants to
categories that defined a society according to its need for water. For example, hydrophytes
require a more consistent exposure to water, mesophytes require less exposure, and xerophytes
can grow with very little access to water at all. This method introduced a twofold shift in
botanical research: first, Warming expanded the botanical subject from the single plant organism
constituted by affiliated organs to a group of plants affiliated by similar environmental needs;
and second, he concentrated his attention on the issue of geographic space, largely to the
exclusion of evolutionary time, into the description of plant ecology.
In 1896, the year John Coulter was appointed as the head of the botany department in
Chicago, he reviewed Warming's book for the Botanical Gazette. Relating the extensive work in
plant physiology to Warming's work in geographical distribution, he predicted its durable effect
on the emerging field of ecology:
The geographical distribution of plants has received much attention for many years, but
the earlier observers could do little more than accumulate facts and outline general zones.
With the development of plant physiology it became possible to organize these facts upon
a scientific basis, and this organization introduces us into the great modem field of
ecology, of which geographical distribution is a conspicuous part.39
Ecology, in his words, would "organize" these two bodies of knowledge into one. Concurrent
with this review, construction on the Hull Laboratories initiated the assembly of Coulter's
program in botany at the University of Chicago. Warming's influence would prove profound in
formulating the curriculum. In particular, Coulter introduced courses in physiography to
supplement the basic training in experimental plant physiology. With this expansion of the
39 John M. Coulter, "Warming's plant geography," Botanical Gazette 22:2 (August 1896), 173. See also A. F. W.
Schimper, Plant-Geography upon a Physiological Basis, trans. William R. Fisher (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1903).
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curriculum, a new botanical pedagogy needed a redefinition of the role of the laboratory for
research. Indeed, Coulter encouraged his students to think of "the laboratory" as a space that
reached far beyond a building that held the microscopes and botanical dissection equipment.40
New directions in research, he hoped, would no longer be limited by the existing constraints of
these enclosures. As botany was becoming a field in which the organism would be studied as a
system of relations always in relation to its context, Coulter began to advocate for research that
could take this broader spatial dynamic into account. Thus, students at the University of Chicago
pursued their research wherever they could observe the relations between plants and the
environment as well as relations between plants and other organisms. 41
It was in this new program for botanical instruction that Henry Chandler Cowles
committed his graduate work to studying the vegetation that grew on the Indiana sand dunes
located along the southern coast of Lake Michigan (Figure 3). In his dissertation, Cowles
attempted to test his understanding of the relationship of the environment to plant physiology
through a physiographic investigation of dune formations:
The surface of the earth is composed of a myriad of topographic forms. The ecologist
employs the methods of physiography, regarding the flora of a pond or swamp or hillside
not as a changeless landscape feature, but rather as a panorama, never twice alike: The
ecologist, then, must study the order of succession of the plant societies in the
development of a region, and he must endeavor to discover the laws which govern the
panoramic changes. Ecology, therefore, is a study in dynamics. For its most ready
40 An exhaustive account of Coulter's life and contribution to science is given in Andrew Denny Rodgers, John
Merle Coulter: Missionary in Science (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1944). For a discussion of the
concurrent changes in the role of the laboratory in German botanical science see Eugene Cittadino, Nature as the
Laboratory: Darwinian plant ecology in the German Empire, 1880-1900 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1990).
41 John M. Coulter, Plant Relations: Part I of Botany (New York: D. Appleton & Co., 1899). Coulter defined
ecology as "That part of Physiology which deals with plant sociology." See Eugene Cittadino, "A 'Marvelous
Cosmopolitan Preserve': The Dunes, Chicago, and the Dynamic Ecology of Henry Cowles," Perspectives on
Science 1:3 (Fall 1993), 529. For his early ideas about laboratory work in botanical education see his "Laboratory
Courses of Instruction," Botanical Gazette 10:12 (December 1885), 417-421 and "Laboratory Appliances,"
Botanical Gazette 10:12 (December 1885), 409-413. Also see J.C. Arthur, Charles R. Barnes, and John M. Coulter,
Handbook of Plant Dissection (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1893). And lastly The Botanical Outlook: An
address delivered before the Botanical seminar of the University of Nebraska May 27, 1895, (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Botanical Seminar, 1895).
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application, plants should be found whose tissues and organs are actually changing at the
present time in response to varying conditions. Plant formations should be found which
are rapidly passing into other types by reason of a changing environment.
These requirements are met par excellence in a region of sand dunes. Perhaps no
topographic form is more unstable than a dune. Because of this instability plant societies,
plant organs, and plant tissues are obliged to adapt themselves to a new mode of life
within years rather than centuries, the penalty for lack of adaptation being certain death.42
In the dunes changes are constantly occurring but they are not linear or predictable. Yet, as many
physiographers were demonstrating, the large-scale changes that Cowles was interested in abided
by certain governing rules. The goal of Cowles' ecological research, then, would be to use these
rules as an explanatory structure for the impact of the changing environment on the physiology
of plants. The dunes were therefore an ideal location for his investigation and through them he
described a new territory that would become his own ecological laboratory.
Dune plant-life was constantly adapting to new environmental conditions because the
contours of its sandy surroundings changed drastically on even a short-term basis. To describe
his wide-angled vision of this dynamic landscape, Cowles used the word "panorama," a term that
he curiously employed to convey the something slightly different from the static back-lit image
of the nineteenth-century spectacle; after all, his panorama was "never twice alike."43 Yet
compared to the constant activity all around him, this ecological vantage point was quite calm,
even passive. The tone of Cowles' writing leaves the impression that the changes taking place on
the dunes were being viewed from a considerable distance or, for that matter, through a pane of
glass. Everything in the dunes operated according to the combined logic of wind, water,
temperature, humidity and light. The dunes and the life they sponsored were treated as one whole
42 Henry Chandler Cowles, "The Ecological Relations of the Vegetation on the Sand Dunes of Lake Michigan. Part
I.--Geographical Relations of the Dune Floras," Botanical Gazette 27:2 (February 1899), 95-96. The entire
dissertation was republished as The Plant Societies of Chicago and Vicinity (Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 1901).
43Bernard Comment, The Painted Panorama, trans. Anne-Marie Glasheen (New York: H.N. Abrams, 2000).
intricate subject; internally regulated, they functioned in an almost analogous way to Bernard's
physiological description of the organism-autonomous, free and independent.
Cowles' outlook on the dune system is exemplified by his omission of the photographs of
plant samples taken from the dunes in any of his publications. While he had clearly expressed an
interest in the physiological effects of this harsh environment on plant morphology, these
concerns were occluded by the stronger physiographical emphasis in his dissertation (Figures 4,
5). On the omitted photographs, Cowles had written small notes indicating that the shorter
grasses with smaller leaves were probably the result of the limited growth resulting from
exposure to the conditions in the dunes, the longer stems and larger leaves in the second
photograph indicated the cultivating effects of a more stable river bank environment. The precise
cause for these morphological differences, however, could never be firmly located through
physiographic analysis. Thus Cowles concentrated on the fluctuations of wind that shaped the
dunes rather than the physical fact of the plant; he chose to deduce general rules for the shifts in
the proximity of water and light. Dramatic changes in these elements could either overwhelm the
plant or entirely evacuate these requirements from the immediate vicinity.
So it was the phenomenon of life (and death) and not the particular morphologies of plant
samples that Cowles chose to study in the dunes. For a plant to avoid death, he would note quite
generally, adaptations which would take hundreds of years to register in less extreme conditions
could be observed in dune vegetation over several months. Indeed, while he did not attempt to
account for these adaptations through experiments or dissections, he believed that future
ecologists would address these by investigating each adaptation of a species as a response to the
changing conditions on the dunes. In contrast to Warming's emphasis on the effects of
geographical space on plant societies, Cowles' account of the Indiana dune landscape attempted
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to explain these associations through the short-term effects of time. His methodological choices
thus maintained a distance from the material fact of the living plants on the dunes and made it
practically impossible to account for specific differences between samples such as those in the
photographs. Not a single plant or plant society was placed under long-term observation in
Cowles' research as it would have been in the greenhouse. His emphasis was rather the
overarching physiographic systems that moved the dunes, and he therefore sought to explain the
general conditions for plant growth everywhere within the region.
With the brute power of nature's forces so obviously displayed in the dunes, others were
drawn to the shores of Lake Michigan to harness and direct this limitless source of energy.
Octave Chanute's experiments with flight, which would set the stage for the Wright brothers,
relied on studies of wind movement over the dunes on the Indiana shore to lift his gliding
apparatus (Figure 6). 44 Arriving from as far away as Great Britain, F. Sawtell Wilberforce
established his laboratory in the Midwestern dunes to "make use of the electrical currents
generated by nature, which inhabit alike the solid earth and the upper air, in carrying on the
every-day work of the world" (Figure 7).45 So while French innovators and British dabblers saw
the Indiana dunes as a place where they could capture and direct the power of nature, Cowles'
work pursued a systematic understanding of dune development through the action of wind, light
and water. Unlike these other occupants of the dunes, his aim was not to superimpose a human
use onto nature; it was to give ecology the power to explain the existing economy of the region
through a close study of these interrelated physiographic systems. The dunes were thus
understood in isolation of any human action and influence.
44 "Flying Machines Being Tested on the Indiana Sand Dunes," Chicago Daily Tribune (September 9, 1896), 7. See
Octave Chanute's own writing on his "Gliding experiments" in Journal of the Western Society ofEngineers, 2
(1897).
45 "An Artificial Sun May Abolish Night in Chicago," Chicago Daily Tribune (June 5, 1898), 29.
Dune formation can only occur, he wrote in a typically passive voice, when an obstacle
compelled the wind to "deposit its load." In order to sustain dune growth, the so-called obstacle
would need to have the characteristic of a living organism; it would need to be responsive to the
changes in its environment so that it could grow along with the fluctuations of the dune.46 This
function, Cowles observed, could be fulfilled only by the few species of perennial plants that
grow on the dunes. In order to expand in area, these plants needed to grow through
interconnected rhizomic root systems. To reach the light, they had to rise in height in the attempt
to free themselves from being buried by sand. "In short," he wrote, "a successful dune-former
must be able at any moment to adapt its stem to a root environment or its root to a stem
environment." 47 From a small hump held together by patches of grass, a dune could grow to
enormous proportions by the gradual accumulation of additional wind-swept sand. Cowles
understood this as a transition in the dunes from their "embryonic" state into a stationary
landform which he repeatedly captured in his photographs (Figures 8, 9, 10). Once the stationary
dune had been established various species of plants could enter the environment transforming the
life on the dune landscape into more diverse environment for the future growth of other flora
groups.
Cowles described the transformations on the dune landscape in his dissertation as a
teleological process which culminated in a deciduous mesophytic forest, or "the normal climax
type for the lake region." 48 In later studies, however, wind came to represent an equally anti-
progressive force. At unpredictable intervals, windswept sand could change its course so
46 Henry Chandler Cowles, "The Ecological Relations of the Vegetation on the Sand Dunes of Lake Michigan. Part
I.-Geographical Relations of the Dune Floras," Botanical Gazette 27:3 (March 1899), 176. For more on the study
of wind and their effects on dunes from this period see Johan August Udden, The mechanical composition of wind
deposits (Rock Island: Lutheran Augustana, 1898).
47 Ibid., 177.
48 Ibid., 112.
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radically that it would engulf a forest, killing trees that had been growing there for decades and
starting the whole process of succession from scratch. Cowles' explanation of these repeated
shifts owed much to his reading of Darwin's model of natural selection; he saw the dunes as
containing both a genetic code for their future development and a stochastic element that
generated unanticipated breaks and reversals in their progress. He called these interruptions
"retrogressions." 49
In other words, this description of the activity of the dunes depicts a landscape in a state
of constant historical discontinuity, simultaneously progressing towards a stable climax while
also unpredictably reversing direction and returning to an earlier primitive state. In one revealing
photograph from Cowles' dissertation, a lone tree, representative of a recently covered forest, is
about to be killed by the final encroachment of a sand dune (Figure 11). Yet one might be
equally justified to interpret this image in reverse: the lone surviving tree of a former forest now
generates the stabilizing force that will once again bring the dunes into a progressively stable
condition and sponsor a new climax. Indeed, one of the most enticing attributes of the dunes for
Cowles became the fact that the laws governing their transformation could be read both
backward and forward-the present could always be connected to the past and future. History, in
other words, was being repeatedly and constantly reenacted before the eyes. Cowles told a story
of a dynamic landscape never twice alike but, at the same time, the dunes were entirely relieved
of the burden of history as an incessant piling up of layers. As the dunes were in a constantly
erasing their own history, they could easily be understood as in a moment of frozen change.
Representing Ecology
49 Henry Chandler Cowles, "The Physiographic Ecology of Chicago and Vicinity; A Study of the Origin,
Development, and Classification of Plant Societies," Botanical Gazette 31:3 (March 1901), 178.
Cowles' approach to the dunes and their vegetation as a single describable unit in which change
was both constant and panoramic established them as a total system. That is, once all the forces
at play had been accounted for, the dune landscape seemed to be complete and bounded. It was
this image of completeness that allowed for a representational translation in the Chicago
Academy of Sciences of this dynamic landscape into an assembly of episodes constructed in
natural history dioramas. Modeling the complex interrelations of organism and environment for a
casual urban viewer forcefully brought the existing curatorial presumptions about display to a
point of fundamental self-criticism. Given this newly elaborated representation of nature as
dynamic systems acting simultaneously on many scales, how could any representational
technique evoke the image of a changing but regulated environment? Museum directors would
need to shift the topic of display from an emphasis on taxonomy and the form of organisms, to
an engagement with the landscape of changes through scenes that depicted them in a constant
state of evolution. Giving architectural form to the ecology of the dunes would thus require a
method of display capable of presenting the logic of nature's internal regulatory apparatus.
Rather than focusing on individual specimens, the new display would focus on the relationships
between them as well as the way in which they were situated within their particular habitat. This
representation of nature, with the help of Cowles' leadership, soon became the map guiding the
academy's governing board and within a few years established an entirely new public
understanding of and appreciation for the region's natural history.
All these changes took place in the halls of the beaux-arts building that housed the
Academy of Sciences. It stood in Chicago's Lincoln Park, about fifty miles up Lake Michigan's
coast from the Indiana dunes (Figure 12).50 The cornerstone of the building was laid on October
50 Norman S. Patton and Reynolds Fisher (Patton & Fisher) were the architects. The cornerstone was laid on October
10, 1893 with addresses delivered by Mr. Robert A Waller, president of the park board, Hon., John P. Altgeld,
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10, 1893 during the final celebrations of the World Columbian Exposition. As the first public
museum in the city, this institution established the cultural territory soon to be occupied by the
Field Museum, the Museum of Science and Industry and the Art Institute of Chicago. 5" The
Academy, in other words, situated itself in the public role that had been imagined for urban parks
in the mid-nineteenth century: as instruction grounds for the middle class. In the new century,
museums became the most powerful centers for civic pedagogy.52 Nature museums in particular
were useful tools for Progressive urban reformers who hoped to represent nature as a unified,
harmonious and ordered whole. The image of a well-regulated environment could describe a
metaphorical goal for urban elites who felt that the modem metropolis was becoming too
disordered and unmanageable for proper civic life. Giving "ordinary people" a medium in which
governor of the state of Illionois, Dr. Tarleton A. Bean, of the National museum, and Dr. Selim H. Peabody,
president of the academy. See William Kerr Higley, "Historical Sketch of the Academy," The Chicago Academy of
Sciences: Special Publication 1 (January 1, 1902), 39-41. Another attempt at writing the history of the academy
from within was Walter B. Hendrickson and William J. Beecher, "In the Service of Science: The History of the
Chicago Academy of Sciences," Bulletin of the Chicago Academy of Sciences 11:7 (1972). For more images of the
building at its conception see "The Chicago Academy of Sciences, Lincoln Park," InlandArchitect and News
Record, 22 (September 1893), 24.
51 Robert A. Waller, President of the Board of Lincoln Park Commissioners, compared the function of the museum
with that of the park: "It is a pleasure to welcome the academy to its home in the grounds of the park. These grounds
have always been devoted to the pleasure and needs of the people, but today we add a new element, that of
education." From "Corner Stone Laid: Academy of Sciences Officially Under Construction," Chicago Daily
(October 11, 1893), 11. The public support for the museums located in the Chicago Parks is part of a tax initiative
from 1903. Dennis H. Cremin explains: "Through an annual tax, Chicagoans provide for the maintenance and care
of museums located in Chicago's parks. In 1903, voters approved the tax measure which had been proposed by the
South Park District Commissioners. The commissioners declared that with this funding the institutions would be
better able to serve more of Chicago's burgeoning population. These revenues benefit nine museums: the Art
Institute of Chicago, the Field Museum of Natural History, the Adler Planetarium, the John G. Shedd Aquarium, the
Chicago Historical Society, the Chicago Academy of Sciences, the Museum of Science and Industry, the DuSable
Museum of African American History, and the Mexican Fine Arts Center Museum." From The Encyclopedia of
Chicago, edited by James R. Grossman, Ann Durkin Keating, Janice L. Reiff, Michael P. Conzen (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2004), 860.
52 For more on the parks movement see Galen Cranz, The Politics of Park Design: a History of Urban Parks in
America (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1982). For an excellent treatment of Chicago's parks in particular see Daniel
Bluestone, Constructing Chicago (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1991), 7-61. Also useful is Roy Rosenzweig
and Elizabeth Blackmar, The Park and the People: a history of Central Park (New York: H. Holt and Co., 1994).
The architectural engagement with the political interests of natural history museums in Britain are thoroughly
explored in Carla Yanni, Nature's Museums: Victorian Science and the Architecture ofDisplay (New York:
Princeton Architectural Press, 2005).
to connect their lives to the inner order of nature, it was believed, would inspire them in the
virtues of democratic life.53
In this atmosphere of institutional didacticism, the President of the Academy, Dr. Selim
H. Peabody, announced at the museum's opening ceremony that the goals for the new building
would include "a complete illustration of the natural history of its immediate vicinity." His
directive had emerged from the unanimous agreement made earlier that year to have a
committee, appointed from the Academy's active membership, conduct a natural history survey
of Chicago and vicinity. This survey would embrace the whole region and would result in the
"Geological and Natural History Survey of the Chicago Academy of Sciences." The directors
agreed to have the work of the committee broken down into the following general departments:
Geology, Topography, Zoology and Botany.54 It was through this large-scale effort that the
Academy institutionalized its unique description of the Chicago region. Over the next few years
the museum's interior became a stage on which the Academy presented its increasingly unified
and synthetic vision of the intricate complexity of the city's natural surroundings.
The effort was so thorough that by 1908 the Academy's main floor was already packed
with taxidermy vertebrates gathered from the region. Assembled in small groups with some
occasional foliage, they were encased in separate glass boxes and distributed throughout the
main floor of the museum (Figures 13, 14).55 On the mezzanine, flat-topped cases exhibited
53 In his speech at the laying of the cornerstone, John P. Altgeld, the Governor of Illinois, declared: "Gold cast upon
the waters will return no part bread, but sinks forever out of sight; while ideas given to the world go on for
generations, and every new principle coaxed out of nature's secrets will assist mankind in the onward struggle."
From James O'Donnell Bennett, "Academy of Sciences Unfolds Nature's Drama 'Round About Chicago," Reprint
from The Chicago Tribune (1932), 5. For more on nature museums and their relationship to Progressive educational
initiatives see Victoria Cain, "Nature Under Glass: Popular science, professional illusion and the transformation of
American natural history museums, 1870-1940," (Ph.D. Dissertation, Columbia University, 2007).
54 "Open to the People: Academy of Sciences Set Apart for the Public," Chicago Daily (November 1, 1894), 7.
55 "A notable feature of the Academy's collections is the material gathered by the Natural History Survey,
illustrating the local fauna, flora and geology. This material aggregates about 15,000 specimens, mostly with very
carefully prepared data. The following exhibits of local faunas have been prepared: Mollusca, mineralogv, lithologv,
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invertebrates, rocks, minerals, and some fossils. Proudly announcing that the museum was
moving toward assembling larger groups with more specimens, the curator Frank C. Baker
eagerly anticipated the arrival of an ecological representation of nature, an approach that could
have been possible only as a result of the work being done by Cowles and his colleagues at the
University:
It is interesting to note that thirteen years ago the main museum floor was supplied with
cases which were filled with very indifferent specimens, poorly installed. At the present
time three floors are crowded with cases which are filled with much excellent material,
some of which is as good as can be obtained. The old strictly taxonomic system of
installation has been replaced by one of a more or less ecological character, which is
calculated to educate the visitor along nature-study lines. For this purpose eight large
groups and forty-five smaller ones have been constructed, showing to a greater or less
degree some of the interesting habits of native animals. 56
According to Baker, even the growing assortment of specimens on display did not fulfill the
emerging curatorial interest in depicting ecological relationships. Dependencies like that of a
conch to the freshwater depths of Lake Michigan or the Canadian goose to tall grass marshes
remained elusive. Larger groups of animals needed to be assembled for display. While the goal
of a nature museum in the nineteenth century had been a focus on systematic and taxonomic
organizations of life the earth, the modem curator's goal was to display relations between
organisms and their place within a changing but ordered natural environment. The museum, then,
needed to depict behaviors and capture habits which did not easily fit into the confines of the
glass boxes currently disposed throughout the academy. It would not be enough for Baker "to
present nature in orderly succession, from simple to complex," as he had been in the first decade
of the museum's operation.57 Putting ecology on display would make the curatorial approach
paleontology, land birds." From Frank C. Baker, "The Chicago Academy of Sciences: Its Past History and Present
Collections," Special Publication of The Chicago Academy of Sciences 2 (May 1, 1908), 5.
56 Frank C. Baker, "The Chicago Academy of Sciences," Science 28: 709 (July 31, 1908), 139.
57 Frank C. Baker, "The Chicago Academy of Sciences: Its Past History and Present Collections," Special
Publication of The Chicago Academy of Sciences 2 (May 1, 1908), 6.
based on relative morphological complexity insufficient. In order to explain the functions of
plant and animal aggregations and the common needs that bound them together, a new
architectural invention for display was necessary.
Within a decade of this initial curatorial discomfort, Lewis Mumford observed a new
trend developing in methods of exhibition, most notably at the two largest museums in New
York: the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH).
He described this transformation as a move from "storehouse to powerhouse" explaining that
these institutions held a similar interest in actively educating the public rather than displaying
and storing a variety of well-endowed collections. 58 According to Mumford's analysis, art
museums like the Met were borrowing an instructional tone imbedded in the program of the
popular nature museums, and the latter were, in turn, borrowing from art museums to enhance
the visual experience of display.
An exemplary instance of this mixture was found in the work of omithologist Frank M.
Chapman at the AMNH, known for his numerous assembles of "bird groups." 59 His displays,
unlike those populating museums like the Chicago Academy of Sciences at its opening, depicted
birds in their appropriate habitats, thus adding "scenic and geographic value in addition to their
ornithological interest." 60 Curatorial pioneers like Chapman, in other words, shifted the subject
of museum display from the form of the organism, placed behind a pane of glass, to a visual
description of its behavior and habits within what he called its "haunt" (Figure 15). An early
group completed under Chapman's direction in 1902, "Summer Bird-Life of Cobb's Island,
58 Lewis Mumford, "The Marriage of Museums," The Scientific Monthly 7:3 (September 1918), 252.
59 The most straightforward treatment of Chapman's contribution to the establishment of the habitat diorama in the
US in given by Karen Wonders, Habitat Dioramas: Illusions of Wilderness in Museums of Natural History
(Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1993), 126-7
60 J. A. Allen, "The Habitat Groups of North American Birds in the American Museum of Natural History," Auk 26
(April 1909), 166.
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Virginia," has been called the earliest natural history diorama with a painted background. In
recent scholarship, it has become a reference point for a general shift in natural history display at
the early twentieth century (Figure 16). In the early diorama, the relationship between the
organism and its surrounding environment was the main topic of display. For example, the
gradual shift in the position of a birds' wings over the landscape signaled to the viewer the
dynamic action of flight over the beach. The display illustrated the creature's habits within its
habitat. For Chapman, the goal was to identify the characteristics of an organism's household,
reproduce them and relate them to the actions that sustained its life.61
As the most visited natural history museum on the nation, the developments at the
AMNH did not escape the attention of the new directors of the Academy. Changes in leadership
established an opportunity to shift in the Academy's approach to display. So when the new
Board of Scientific Governors was appointed, Henry Cowles, a member of the Academy since
his years as a graduate student, was an obvious choice. His role in reforming the scientific
direction for the museum was complemented by his appointment in 1913 to the Academy's vice-
presidency. Thus, his well-published and influential scientific accomplishment could finally be
brought to another level of public engagement. Within months of his appointment, Cowles led
the rest of the museum directors to follow in Chapman's footsteps by planning a series of
dioramas that represented the Chicago region "as it would have been" before its settlement at
Fort Dearborn. Replacing the "old-style" display that had occupied the main exhibition floor of
the Laflin building for almost twenty years, these new installations were intended to bring the
61 "These groups are designed to illustrate not only the habits but also the haunts or 'habitats' of the species shown.
Each group usually includes the nest, eggs and young, besides the adult bird or birds, with a reproduction of from 60
to 160 square feet of the nest's immediate surroundings. To this accurate and realistic representation of the home of
the species is added a painting from nature of its habitat, the real foreground being with the painted background in
such a manner that one often does not see where the former ends and the latter begins. The whole, therefore, gives
an adequate conception of the nature of the country the birds inhabit and the conditions under which they live."
From Frank Chapman, "The Habitat Groups of North American Birds," Guide Leaflet Series 28 (February 1909), 3.
Cited in Wonders, op. cit., 129.
institution up to date with its counterparts in New York and Washington D.C. and hopefully
overtake them in attendance.62 Two floors above, the building also housed the first modem
planetarium, the Atwood Celestial Sphere (Figure 17). The diorama and the sphere were two new
modem representational tools for modeling the idea of a dynamic nature.
According to the geographer Wallace W. Atwood, the Secretary of the Academy, the
older displays were so out of date that there was "no way to use them and carry out the spirit of
the modem museum." Modernizing the content of display for a revised pedagogical aim required
thinking of new ways to illustrate the ecology of the region through the form of the diorama. The
content was thus derived from the influential theories of dune ecology outlined by Vice-
President Cowles. To begin the construction, it was necessary to model the whole range of dune
plant life and the sand formations on which it lived. The dunes were dynamic but in Cowles'
work there were two moments of apparent stability: one was the early stages of the "stationary
dune," and the other was the fully developed climax type of the deciduous forest. These
extremes, then, marked the starting and ending points for an architectural figuration of the
process of succession in the narrative of the dioramas.
With the aid of Frank M. Woodruff, the newly appointed curator, large background
images for the habitat dioramas were composed by projecting lantern slides taken in the region's
dunes, forests and marshes onto pieces of canvas treated with light sensitive material. Once the
images had set into the surface, they were colored by teams of painters. Together the painted
backgrounds created a discontinuous ten-foot high panorama of Chicago's environment in a state
62 Attendance statistics show that the Chicago Academy of Sciences was the third most attended museum in 1907:
American Museum of Natural History, New York City 467,133
U. S. National Museum and Smithsonian Institution, Washington 360,547
Chicago Academy of Sciences 338,352
Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago 254,516
Brooklyn Institute Museum, including Children's Museum 220,025
From Baker, op. cit., 139.
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of constant transformation. A viewer circulating along the perimeter of the main hall could, in
theory, experience the entire process of succession from dune to forest in a short stroll along
these selected episodes. The painters of the backgrounds attended to every detail of the
environment: tall grasses, broken branches, ripples in the sand, cloud formations all of which
conformed to the physiographic laws of light, water and wind (Figure 18). In front of the images,
Woodruff installed casts of the vegetation that was described in Cowles' dissertation. Wax plants
were formed in metal molds made directly from specimens collected in the dunes. Taxidermy
animals, now released from their glass cases, were painted with shadows from the surrounding
vegetation in order to artificially construct the effects of direct sunlight on their bodies (Figures
19, 20). One visitor commented on the overall effect of the scene: "The blending of all this
animation with the scenic backgrounds of the panorama is so subtle and right that the transition
from actual objects to painted scenery hardly can be detected." 63
Paradoxically, with all this attention to detail, the directors of the museum hoped to
make a more general impression on the visitor. They preferred keeping patrons at a significant
distance over having them pay any attention to the precise physical appearance of the specimens
themselves. Atwood, at the completion of the first series of habitat groups, pronounced the
museum's hope of distancing the viewer from the subject of display:
As in many other recent plans in the Academy it will be noted that the observer is held at
a little distance from the glass. We have regretted that the visitor to the museum so
commonly comes up immediately to the glass. That not only obstructs the view for
others, but does not give to the observer the artistic effect which may be secured in
viewing these groups. The studies are made to be viewed from a few feet at least, and so
this new exhibit, when seen from the floor, will be 10 to 15 feet away from the eyes of
the observer. That is near enough to study them as living creatures. Those who choose to
analyze specimens more closely, to study their anatomy, to count their feathers and their
63 Bennett, op. cit., 18.
toes, must have specimens in their hands. Even the pressing of the face against the glass
would not allow them to carry on detailed studies. 64
The Secretary believed that a viewer could perceive the behavior of an organism in its habitat
only when standing as far away as ten or fifteen feet. Moving any closer to the specimen would
destroy this theatrical effect. An approach to the glass, in fact, indicated to Atwood that the
viewer was looking too closely at the details and was destroying the architectural intention of the
diorama. Overstepping this boundary would transform his viewpoint from that of a casual
layman to that of a trained anatomist.
A distinction between the visitor/public and the scientist/specialist was new to the
academy. But differentiating between users, as it turned out, was a necessary step in furthering
the transformation of the museum into a pedagogical tool for the lay public, leaving the large
stored collection strictly as a resource for Chicago's scientific community. Atwood continued:
Throughout the more recent work in the museum it is evident that much attention has
been given to the educational aspect of the exhibits. They should arouse interest, an
appreciation, possibly real love for nature. The scientist who has had his interest aroused
may take up the study of animals and plants in another way. He can seldom work to
advantage through the case of a museum; and therefore great study collections should be
available for such work in connection with natural history museums. There are, two
distinct purposes for which the academy stands. One to arouse in the public and
especially in children, a true interest in nature and in scientific study; the other to promote
scientific research among those who have gained a training in and a knowledge of natural
history. 65
In the educational setting of the museum the audience was meant to experience an order
imbedded in nature that they could never otherwise apprehend. Nevertheless, while the dioramas
attempted to synthesize the ecological processes that Cowles had described in his work into a
64 "Chicago Speech," CAS Archives (January 11, 1916), 1. Although there is no name directly attached to the
speech it appears to be Atwood from both the handwriting and its proximity to a large correspondence between him
and his assistant, Miss. H. C . Jones. The speech was given at the annual meeting of the Chicago Academy of
Sciences, the same occasion for which the guest of honor, Frederic A. Lucas of the American Museum of Natural
History gave his address called, "The Service of the Museum to the Public." See "Annual Meeting of the Chicago
Academy of Sciences," Science 43:1104 (February 25, 1916), 284.
65 "Chicago Speech," 2-3.
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single 360-degree panorama, there were significant differences from his narrative and the one
that was artificially constructed in the museum. The very riskiness of life on the dunes seemed to
be overcome in the diorama by its unified and bounded representation of nature. While Cowles'
methodological distance from his subject had treated the dunes as a system that was whole, his
description was also in a constant state of decay, death, destruction as well as recovery, renewal
and rebirth. The dioramas, however, did not capture the drama of an ecological landscape riddled
with contingency. Rather, within these displays the environment was reduced to a point of
naturalistic harmony that assumed a homogeneous order between the various organisms and their
surroundings. The architecture of the diorama denied the existence of events in nature, of the
randomness of change, of the accidental and the intense brutality of risk.
Cowles' research intended to find what was constant in the dunes by studying the
physiographic forces that governed their movement. If he could derive the rules, he believed, he
could set the range of possibilities for life on the dunes. But when his method of analysis
translated into the diorama interior, it entirely sacrificed the element of chance. The new
constructions in the academy were so tightly regulated that what was described by science as a
highly unstable landscape became petrified by architecture in time and space. Imagine
circulating through the Academy's gallery: here, one saw only a static and sealed image of the
region, a place that could never have existed even if the city had never been built. This was a
truly primordial place. It was a place without history and devoid of events. Free of people, free of
interruptions and discontinuities, its order and self-regulated harmony made nature seem like a
calm, depoliticized unity.
For all the theatricality offered by Atwood's ten to fifteen feet of distance, the artificial
lighting, and the detailed reproduction of dune organisms and the surrounding landscape, the true
drama of nature's economy had been frozen into a series of still-life images. Certainly, the
diorama was more ordered than the city in which it was situated. And for many visitors this
display was a welcome relief from the chaos of their usual metropolitan surroundings. But in this
alternate world, the existence of unpredictable circumstance had been sacrificed to a higher
absolute order. The habitat series, even in its apparently depoliticized stillness, contained an
unspoken political message that may have surprised even its planners: that the natural order
holding the disparate elements of sand, plants and animals in environmental harmony could be
governed by nothing more than a few distinct and universal rules.66 The problem of the unstable
and risk-imbedded milieu that had so deeply troubled the biologists of the nineteenth century was
transformed in the diorama into a utopian wish-image of constant tranquility.
A Succession ofEconomies
Soon after the dioramas were completed, the Indiana dunes began to take on a mysterious occult
quality. The very promise of a timeless undisturbed nature that could be seen in the halls of the
Academy had inspired a movement to save this suburban Garden of Eden from the unregulated
growth of industry in Chicago's vicinity. The result, known as the "Dunes Pageants," theatrically
reenacted historical scenes and invented mythical fables for an audience of thousands that
assembled in the dunes. The first narrative chosen for the gathering was the discovery of the
northwest, an event that set the original moment of civilization directly upon the sandy shores of
Lake Michigan (Figures 21, 22).
Interestingly, it was in the late spring of 1917, as the United States entered the war raging
in Europe, that the fantasy of the peaceful encounter between Western man (French trappers) and
66 For an explicitly political reading of the dioramas designed by Carl Akeley at the AMNH, see Donna Haraway,
"Teddy Bear Patriarchy: Taxidermy in the Garden of Eden, New York City, 1908-1936," Social Text 11(Winter,
1984-1985), 20-64.
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raw nature (the northwest) in Indiana was brought to life. The organizers of the pageant
facilitated the experience by enlisting "delegations of men and women and of children ... for
dancing and historical impersonation." To further the palliative effect of the performance,
"nymphs, bacchantes, and satyrs, and whole swarms of beetles, frogs, and other natives of that
region-or people who will be disguised as such" were added to the scene. 67 The enhanced
native biology of the Chicago area, including people dressed to appear native, was intended to
elevate the event into the apotheosis of naturalism. When asked about the effect of the pageant,
one participant remarked:
here were crystallized the different phases of Dune character-its beauty and its
desolation-its restful peace, and the terrific evidence of storms-its primitive wilderness
and the ever-changing newness of its neighboring cities-the birchbark canoe and the
palatial steamer that plows the azure waters of the mighty inland ocean and washes its
sandy shores-the poor Indian with his untutored mind and savage nature, and the
cultured American enjoying this historic portrayal of the life of the Dunes.
All of these sights have brought to the onlooker the true life history of the Dunes,
and have portrayed them so vividly that they stand out as real things. 68
It is curious that simply being in the dunes would not have been enough for a viewer to
comprehend them "as real things." According to this onlooker, it was the portrayal that made the
dunes truly real. So if the dioramas presented an overly abstract and idealized dune landscape
devoid of risk and death, the pageants brought the drama of wilderness to the center of
everyone's attention through theater. What might have otherwise been scenery became the main
drama of the pageant-and as a focal point the dunes seemed to have been given a life that they
never had before. It is important to note that these devotional ceremonies, as bizarre as they may
appear now, were staged for a distinct political purpose: as a resistance to the business-obsessed
67 "'Sure 'Nuff Injuns' to Vivify Splendor of Dunes Pageant," Chicago Daily Tribune (May 14, 1917), 19. Gregg
Mittman has argued that the American entry into the war was a significant motivation for this tendency to address
nature as a complex grouping of living beings interacting in a cooperative, productive and peaceful way. See The
State of Nature, op. cit.
68 George A. Brennan, The Wonders of the Dunes (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1923), 172.
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city and more specifically the effects of business on the southern coast of Lake Michigan. 69
According to most of the descriptions collected after the events, the Indiana dunes were
universally viewed as a picture of virgin land being assaulted on all sides. The pageant
participants believed that through their crusade of deep moral character, this piece of
unadulterated wilderness could be saved from unnecessary destruction. 70
In fact, the direct cause for mobilizing this resistance came from a properly fearsome
source. Between 1905 and 1909, the largest steel plant in the world was being installed in the
sand dunes under the direction of the chairman of U.S. Steel, Elmer H. Gary, the man for whom
the new company town that housed the 12,000 steel workers was named (Figure 23). The famous
merger that created the corporation had been underwritten by J. P. Morgan and established this
company as an unequalled force in the global economy. At the founding of U.S. Steel in 1901, its
capitalization was equivalent to 6.8 percent of the American GNP. 71 Thus, it was with very little
difficulty that the company began to transform the dynamics of the dune landscape into a site for
industry. U.S. Steel purchased 9,000 acres of land with seven miles of frontage on Lake
Michigan, an area that Scientific American, always an advocate for progress, described with a
very different set of adjectives than the pageant participants: "The property was a dreary waste of
drifted sand, entirely uninhabited and covered with scanty growth of grass and scrub timber.
With such a virgin site to build upon the designers of the plant were able to work with a free
hand; and the component parts of this, the greatest steel plant in existence, were therefore laid
out with a strict regard to the economical handling of the enormous masses of raw material and
69 J. Ronald Engel, Sacred Sands: The Struggle for Community in the Indiana Dunes (Middletown: Wesleyan
University Press, 1983), 27.
70 For more on the difference between the moral conservation movement and the initial economic rationale of
resource management see Samuel P. Hays, Conservation and the Gospel ofEfficiency: the Progressive
Conservation Movement (New York: Atheneum, 1974), esp. 122-146.
71 Thomas K. McCraw and Forest Reinhardt, "Losing to Win: U.S. Steel's Pricing, Investment Decisions, and
Market Share, 1901-1938," The Journal of Economic History 49 (September 1989), 594.
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finished product." 72 Significantly, the only part of this description that overlapped with those
given by the pageant audience was the virginity of the site. For the industrialist, however, this
quality was understood as the very reason that the dunes could be so easily done away with.
Working on a tabula rasa, the designers would have a "free hand" undisturbed by other forces,
natural or artificial, to organize the plant according to the guiding rules of economics.
Constructing the "magic city" of Gary, would replace the emptiness of the dunes with an
eminently productive habitat of labor. Elliot Fowler of Putnam 's Magazine recalled the
transformation:
In June 1906, the site of Gary, Indiana, some twenty-six miles from Chicago, was a
barren waste of drifting sand, with occasional patches of scrub-oak. It had no population,
was valueless for agricultural purposes, had no natural harbor or shelter of any kind and
no laden boat could get within a half-mile of the shore. The drifting sand piled up in ever-
shifting ridges that buried whatever might lie in its path; three or four railroad lines,
intent only on reaching points beyond, crossed it by the shortest possible route; and the
Grand Calumet River-grand only in name-wormed a tortuous way in and out among
the sand dunes until it finally found Lake Michigan. A gun club was located in the
vicinity, and the average man would have said that nothing but a gun club could find any
possible use for the land. Then-in June 1906, remember!-the first spadeful of sand was
turned for the new steel town of Gary.73
Fowler's comments reinforce a fundamental division between human and non-human; the former
adds value to a place through agriculture, shelter, industry, even gun clubs, and the latter is a
chaotic nuisance that obstructs progress. These comments, despite their apparent contradiction,
are structurally identical to a position that allows for a total idealization of nature in dioramas
and pageants. Industrial jingoists like Fowler were economic idealists and indifferent to natural
contingencies, just as their opposition was indifferent to the needs of industry.
None of these oppositions of man and nature align with ecology's economic and political
inheritance, an internal alliance that was immanent within Cowles' theorization of ecological
72 "Gary: The Largest and Most Modem Steel Works in Existence," Scientific American 101:24 (December 11,
1909), 441.
73 Elliott Fowler, "Gary, The Magic City," Putnam's Magazine 5:6 (1909), 643-53.
interdependency but entirely unfulfilled by its architectural representation at the academy. An
industrial installation on a scale like that of Gary, with the management apparatus necessary to
ensure its continuous productivity, would have been quite well-suited for a comparison with the
biological operations taking place on the dunes. Both were, after all, engaged in an inexhaustible
regulation of risk and in the production of materials necessary for life. 74 Unlike the
conservationists for whom the dunes were mediated through their theatrical portrayal, or the
visitors to the dioramas who saw the dunes depicted as a three-dimensional still life, in the inter-
war years a new generation of ecologists transformed the representation of nature in the
laboratory. Indeed, architecture would become a central concern to experimental ecology that,
twenty years after the construction of the Hull complex, was only entering the process of
formation.
The change in nature's representation through the architecture of research took shape
with the work of Victor E. Shelford. As a student enrolled in Henry Cowles' classes, Shelford
participated in the walks led by his professor through the Indiana dunes that any aspiring
ecologist might have taken. However, one day in 1908, sometime after having submitted his
dissertation on the larval behaviors of tiger beetles living in these very dunes, the young scientist
veered from the usual path set out by his mentor. On this day he continued his walk from the
undisturbed dune system to the newly constructed city of Gary, where a new urban landscape
had flattened acres of sand into a grid of sidewalks and streets (Figure 24). Shelford documented
his encounter with the city through a series of photographs taken during his walk. Among these
74 A comparison of industrialists to landscape gardeners made by Raymond Williams illustrates the point rather
nicely: "There is more similarity than we usually recognize between the industrial entrepreneur and the landscape
gardener, each altering nature to a consumable form: and the client or beneficiary of the landscaper, who in turn has
a view or a prospect to use, is often only at the lucky end of a common process, able to consume because others have
produced, in a leisure that follows from quite precise work." From "Ideas of Nature," Problems in Materialism and
Culture (London: Verso, 1997), 81.
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pictures, collected in the botanical photograph archive at the University of Chicago, one depicts
railroad tracks running from Chicago into the center of Gary (Figure 25). Electrical lines hug the
edge of the tracks as they extend into the horizon. Behind the tracks, a few dunes encroach, but
immediately in front of Shelford's camera, the scene is dominated by the neat pattern of bricks
and gridded concrete that were evidence the ordering systems of human habitation.
Pictures like these are entirely different from those taken by Cowles, in which all signs of
human existence in the dunes are excluded. Only the scientist himself is ever depicted, and then
only as a gauge for scale. While Shelford's attitude may at first seem an ambiguous hybridization
of man and nature in ecology, the title that he gave to the photograph, "Succession with Urban
Growth, Gary, Indiana," reveals a sober-minded acceptance of these constructions as a
continuous part of the ecological system. Cowles theory of succession, the theory that had
explained the cyclical life of the vegetation of the sand dunes, was being extended by his student
into the obviously man-made, large-scale impositions of industry on the land. To Shelford's
mind, the many forms of inhabitation in the dunes-animal, vegetal or every other variation
thereof-were continuous and fully integrated into the same ecology. This shift toward a
continuous understanding of the natural and the artificial, of human and non-human
communities, would lay the basis for the architecture of a new type of experimental laboratory, a
place that would be called "the vivarium."
A Small History of the Vivarium
In order to gratify this longing for an extended range of observation, I propose, by
somewhat similar means [to an aquarium], to afford equal facilities for pursuing a course
of study in an entirely different field; and with this view I am about to describe a novel
kind of Vivarium, by means of which another and very distinct class of animal life--that
of the "world of insects"-may be made to exhibit its wonders as conveniently and
instructively as those of the Algce and Zoiphytes, and Molluscs of the river or ocean have
been shown in a well-ordered Aquarium.
The nature of the very simple structure by means of which this is to be effected, will be
described after I have put in my plea concerning the interest of the living objects, whose
curious habits and wonderful metamorphoses it is intended to display.75
The vivarium did not start out as a laboratory in which scientists like Shelford could conduct
experiments. Like the aquarium and the diorama, it was designed as a system of display that
would be assembled inside of an existing building to present the "habits and transformations of
nature to the eye" (Figure 26).76 In fact, Victorian vivaria were mostly constructed by nature
enthusiasts for the pleasure of transplanting a miniature version of a creature's world into their
own drawing rooms. In 1858, Noel Humphreys wrote about his so-called "Insect Home" as more
than just a novel amusement for the home. He thought of his vivarium as an eminently useful
tool for the naturalist, one that could be carefully calibrated to all of his specifications. The
vivarium, he posited, could suit any particular organism that was being housed, and was
particularly suited to such insects as butterflies, beetles and dragonflies. "In order to place the
continually occurring wonders of my rearing case in a condition of convenient observation," he
wrote, "I conceived the plan of a glass Vivarium, of a form somewhat similar to that of a fern
case, but with additions and modifications suited to its special purpose." 77
Only in the economically minded atmosphere of American agricultural science would
this somewhat fanciful instrument finally become associated with serious experimental research.
In 1873, the Missouri State entomologist Charles V. Riley wrote about his vivarium as the ideal
75 H. Noel Humphreys, The Butterfly Vivarium; or, Insect Home: Being and account of a new method of observing
the curious metamorphoses of some of the most beautiful of our native insects (London: William Lay, 1858), 2.
76 Ibid., 1. "The Aquarium was an invention which offered so many delightful modes of recreation, combined with
instruction, that the possession of such a structure first became a fashion, and then almost a rage, insomuch that
hardly a house could be found without one." One review of Humphreys' invention saw it as an ornament: "But the
specialty of Mr. Humphreys' plan is to make the vivarium an ornamental object for a drawing-room." From The
Annual ofScientific Discovery, Or, Year-book of Facts in Science and Art, ed. David Ames Wells (Boston: Gould
and Lincoln, 1859), 381.
77 Humphreys, The Butterfly Vivarium, 14.
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technology for rearing potentially dangerous larvae to test their effect on crop growth (Figure
27). His vivarium, pared down in its appearance compared to Humphreys' richly decorated
household version, worked as an experimental tool for the relocation of nature's reproductive as
well as destructive energies into the controlled interior of the laboratory.78 Riley's use of this
instrument, however, was not altogether different from the manner in which botanists had treated
their greenhouses two decades earlier, the main difference being that this mode of relocation was
now fully internalized within the laboratory building. But even at this diminutive scale, the
vivarium made it possible to artificially enclose an environment around an organism. Once it had
entered the laboratory, the vivarium became improved through a continuous application of new
technological developments. And the more refined the instrument became for scientific
experimentation the more the organisms within it were captured in an ever-tightening network of
mechanical control.
Designs for vivaria changed most radically with the rise of scientific interest in the
organism's milieu at the turn of the century. In fact, ecologists played an especially crucial role
in advancing the regulatory capacity of the apparatus for their experiments. In attempting to
bring the organism and its immediate environment under observation, they hoped that more
mechanical control would recreate the seemingly erratic behaviors of environmental dynamics
within the confines of a scientifically regulated enclosure. They imagined that the vivarium
would offer a lens for observing and documenting how a changing milieu directly affected an
organism's behavior. In the ecological version of this instrument, then, machines served as
replacements for the exterior physiographic processes that had played such an important role in
Cowles' description of the Indiana sand dunes. Replacing naturally occurring contingencies with
78 Charles V. Riley's Fifth Annual Report on the Noxious, Beneficial, and Other Insects of the State of Missouri
from 1873 is quoted in A.. S. Packard, Jr., Directions for Collecting and Preserving Insects (Washington D.C.:
Smithsonian Institution, 1873), 17-18.
artificially controlled ones, it was hoped, would allow ecologists to administer environmental
changes and therefore simulate natural events according to well defined experimental goals. The
task of the vivarium was to shift from the casual display of nature to its disintegration and
reassembly within the laboratory. Thus ecologists would move from the descriptive mode
characterized in the work of Henry Cowles and the dioramas to a mode of experimental
reenactment.
Mechanical laboratory equipment had become critical for biologists who sought
"mechanistic" explanations of life. The physiologist Jacques Loeb, for example, theorized that
everything in his laboratory, including the organisms under observation, could be understood as
a bundle of machines. Organisms, he wrote, are "chemical machines, consisting essentially of
colloidal materials which possess the peculiarities of automatically developing, preserving, and
reproducing themselves." Thus in Loeb's laboratory, located across the courtyard from the
botany building in the Hull complex in Chicago, living chemical-machine specimens were
surrounded with non-living man-made machines. Living and non-living, for him, was an
antiquated difference in category that would soon be overcome. 79 Updating Cartesian thinking
for the twentieth century, Loeb conceived of the organism as a complex mechanism that would
eventually be fully reproduced through systematic engineering. 80 The limits of the laboratory
apparatus were, for mechanists like Loeb, the limits of any real scientific knowledge pertaining
to the physiological systems guiding the life of the organism. "Modem biology is fundamentally
79 Jacques Loeb, The Dynamics of Living Matter (New York: Columbia University Press, 1906), 1. The quotation
continues as follows: "The fact that the machines which can be created by man do not posses the power of automatic
development, self-preservation, and reproduction constitutes for the present a fundamental difference between living
machines and artificial machines" [emphasis added].
80 See the monograph on Loeb by Philip J. Pauly, Controlling Life: Jacques Loeb and the Engineering Ideal in
Biology (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987). For a good discussion of mechanistic explanations of life
beginning with Descartes see Georges Canguilhem, La Connaissance de la vie (Paris: Hachette, 1952). A few of
these lectures have been translated, the key text for these questions is "Machine and Organism," collected in
Incorporations, eds. Jonathon Crary and Sanford Kwinter (New York: Zone, 1992), 44-69.
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an experimental and not a descriptive science;" Loeb wrote, "its results are not rhetorical, but
always assume one of two forms: it is either possible to control a life phenomenon to such an
extent that we can produce it at desire (as, e.g., the contraction of an excised muscle); or we
succeed in finding the numerical relation between the conditions of the experiment and the
biological result (e.g., Mendel's law of heredity)."81 The experiment had become the center of all
modem biological research and therefore controlling the experimental apparatus would be the
key to all future progress in the field. Ecology's turn to experimentation in the early twentieth
century thus set into motion a fundamental retooling of the vivarium.
In 1899 Edwin G. Conklin, a biologist at the University of Pennsylvania, opined on the
front page of Science that the development of technologies for artificial life-support would make
vivaria into the new center of zoological research. He also predicted that these facilities would
become essential components for any up-to-date curriculum in zoology. By "vivarium,"
however, Conklin no longer referred to the small Victorian apparatus that could be set up within
the home or even in the confines of an existing laboratory. Rather, he projected that the vivarium
would become the new laboratory-it would be the centralized site for experimental control.
Picking up on the large scale mechanical instrumentation assembled by Loeb, Conklin thought of
the vivarium as the gathering place for all those parts of zoological research that required
mechanical services:
A most useful and important adjunct to zoological teaching is an animal house, or
vivarium, in which may be found fresh and salt-water aquaria; terraria for small land
forms; hives for bees, ants and other insects; rooms for various amphibia, reptiles, birds
and small mammals; hatcheries for the eggs of various vertebrates and invertebrates,
and various appliances for the experimental study of living animals. Such a vivarium
might contain a synoptic collection of living animals, worth vastly more for teaching
purposes than the ordinary museum or laboratory. Botanists have long recognized the
necessity of greenhouses for teaching purposes, and the need of having living material
81 Jacques Loeb, The Mechanistic Conception OfLife: Biological Essays (Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 1912), 3-4.
for study is quite as great in zoology as in botany. Some such vivarium is a necessity if
zoology is to be studied in any broad way. It is usual in building laboratories to provide
an animal room in some small, dark comer of the cellar, while the whole of the building
proper is devoted to lecture rooms, laboratories and museums. It is sad to think that
such a disposition of space represents the popular view of the importance of the study
of living animals. In a very important sense a vivarium is the most essential part of any
laboratory ofzoology, representing that for which all the rest exists.82
In the conclusion to his editorial, Conklin held that vivaria would deliver the best results for
future research if they would be conceived of as buildings that were entirely separated from the
traditional laboratory. Indeed, with his move to Princeton, Conklin saw to it that his vivarium
would be built as a detached structure, isolated from the rest of the laboratory space and situated
in the central courtyard of the new Guyot Hall (Figures 28).83 The study of living animals, he
argued, could not rely on the trivial systems available in greenhouses; researchers needed their
specimens to be put into a space of technologically mediated interrelations, an enclosure that
could produce a scientifically regulated environment. In his vivarium, through instruments of
environmental control, the life of the organism in its milieu could be made visible, accessible and
always potentially alterable to the needs of the scientist. Ecological experimenters would make
mechanical additions in the progress of their research and the building that housed their
experiments would become a monumentalized organization of machines. While the diorama was
built to display a naturalistic image of harmonious ecological interdependency to the public, the
vivarium was designed for the scientific dissection of nature's economy through technologies of
control.
82 Edwin G. Conklin, "Advances in Methods of Teaching: Zoology," Science 9 (January 20, 1899), 84 [emphasis
added]. For more on Conklin's vivarium at Penn see Kohler, op. cit., this includes a photograph of the building.
Conklin and Loeb were co-editors of the Biological Bulletin. This journal, which started off as the Zoological
Bulletin in 1897 became the official journal of the Marine Biological Laboratory in Woods Hole, MA.
83 Gilbert van Ingen, "The New Natural Science Laboratory," The Princeton Alumni Weekly 8:15 (January 15,
1908).
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Experimental Ecology, Or, the Death of the Gardner
After finishing his dissertation, Victor Shelford began working in the faculty of zoology at the
University of Chicago assisting his former advisor, the physiologist Charles M. Child. He also
maintained an ongoing collaboration with Henry Cowles.84 In these years, Shelford was applying
Cowles' theories of the distribution of plant societies onto populations of tiger beetles that he had
studied in the Indiana dunes as a graduate student. However, unlike the botanist's panoramic
method that sought to account for the general effect of large scale forces on assemblies of dune
vegetation, Shelford's research was centered on the particular habits of these insects by which he
sought to deduce a system of "community relations." He had based his early research largely on
the forms, soil conditions (temperature and moisture) and locations of insect burrows (Figures
29, 30). However, because he considered himself devoted to rigorous experimentation, Shelford
aspired to control the environmental stimuli that affected insect behavior in order to more closely
observe and eventually predict animal responses that he called "social behaviors." Observing
tiger beetles in cages fabricated from two glass plates and some glass tubing would no longer
suffice for these purposes. Shelford envisioned an apparatus so refined that it would allow him to
collect mechanistic data that would fundamentally change the character of ecological research.s5
His experiments were designed to produce causal explanations of collective behaviors. The
language of the field, he felt, needed to shift away from Cowles' descriptive methods and toward
defining specific relations between environmental stimuli and physiological response.
84 Victor E. Shelford, The Life-Histories and Larval Habits of Tiger Beetles (Ph.D. Thesis, The University of
Chicago, 1907); Victor E. Shelford, "Preliminary Note on the Distribution of the Tiger Beetles (Cicindela) and its
Relation to Plant Succession," Biological Bulletin 14 (1907), 9-14. For more on Shelford's life see Robert A.
Croker, Pioneer Ecologist: The Life and Work of Victor Ernest Shelford, 1877-1968 (Washington: Smithsonian
Institution Press, 1991). For more on C. M. Child and his influence on Shelford see Mittman, op. cit., 38. Beyond
their scientific collaboration, Shelford also consulted on the choice of animal taxidermy for the dioramas at the
Chicago Academy of Sciences.
85 The Life-Histories, 159.
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In his first book, Shelford attempted to define the animal communities living in the
Chicago region to set the groundwork for these new directions in experimental work. He
predicted that any progress in this area would necessitate new forms of environmental control in
the laboratory:
The chief lesson which the author has drawn from his labors is that experimental study,
conducted with due reference to the relations of the animals to natural environments, with
conditions carefully controlled, and a single factor varied at a time, is one of the stepping-
stones to future progress. We are confronted with centuries of animal and human
geography, with only inference or speculation as to controlling factors for a background,
and the experimental study of factors in the case of man and other land animals is only at
its beginnings. Though man is a land inhabitant, all the best work along these and many
other lines has been done upon aquatic animals. The writer's course in the future will
probably be determined by the needs of the science, and will be turned from the purely
naturalistic method of study to a method made up of naturalistic observations and
controlled experiments.86
Water gave biologists who studied aquatic life an immediate and predetermined combination of
organism and milieu. Their studies were advanced precisely because changes in the liquid
medium that surrounded the organism could be directly traced to their effects on inner
physiological functions. 87 Shelford's aim was to extend the methods of environmental control
used in water to a number of earthbound species living in the Chicago region including, it seems,
the human species as well.
Defining the effect of the environment on populations, not only on individuals, presented
an added challenge in designing the laboratory apparatus. Unlike Claude Bernard's problem of a
single organism's inside and outside, Shelford's task was a far more complex problem of
defining an organism's relation to other organisms as well as those organisms' collective
86 Victor E. Shelford, Animal Communities in Temperate America as Illustrated in the Chicago Region: A Study in
Animal Ecology (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1913), vi.
87 For an excellent treatment of the water as milieu/medium and its relationship to nature photography see Edward
Eigen's "Dark Space and the Early Days of Photography as a Medium," Grey Room 3 (Spring 2001), 90-111.
Shelford is specifically referring to the experiments conducted by his student, W. C. Allee. See their co-authored
article, "An Index of Fish Environments," Science 36 (July 19, 1912), 76-77.
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behavior within a changing environment. Bernard's physiological model of stimulus-response
would have to be applied on an ecological scale, that is, to relations of groups of organisms
within a common milieu.88 Descriptions of a community based on coordinated reactions can be
traced back to treatises on physics from the twelfth century. Jean Starobinski has summarized the
writings of the Scholastic philosophers on the subject as postulating "both community and
difference at the moment of a reciprocal action." 89 It was nothing new, then, that like and unlike
things were understood collectively based on the observable correspondence of their reactions.
But even closer to Shelford's immediate intellectual environment were the social psychological
theories of community being offered by philosophers like George Herbert Mead who taught at
the University of Chicago. In order for concepts like "the self' and "the mind" to be possible,
Mead asserted that there must have been "some sort of ongoing social process" in nature. He
even claimed that there was an evolutionary necessity for social relations imbedded in the most
basic forms of life: "There is no living organism of any kind whose nature or constitution is such
that it could exist to maintain itself in complete isolation from all other living organisms, or such
that certain relations to other living organisms (whether of its own or of other species)-relations
88 The first significant mention of animal communities in modem biology was by the German zoologist Karl M6bius
in 1877 who called them Bioccenosis: "Every oyster-bed is thus, to a certain degree, a community of living beings, a
collection of species, and a massing of individuals, which find here everything necessary for their growth and
continuance, such as suitable soil, sufficient food, the requisite percentage of salt, and a temperature favorable to
their development. Each species which lives here is represented by the greatest number of individuals which can
grow to maturity subject to the conditions which surround them, for among all species the number of individuals
which arrive at maturity at each breeding period is much smaller than the number of germs produced at that time.
The total number of mature individuals of all the species living together in any region is the sum of the survivors of
all the germs which have been produced at all past breeding or brood periods; and this sum of matured germs
represents a certain quantum of life which enters into a certain number of individuals, and which, as does all life,
gains permanence by means of transmission. Science possesses, as yet, no word by which such a community of
living beings may be designated ; no word for a community where the sum of species and individuals, beings
mutually limited and selected under the average external conditions of life, have, by means of transmission,
continued in possession of a certain definite territory." It was translated as "The Oyster and Oyster-Culture" in U. S.
Commission ofFish and Fisheries, Report of Commissioner for 1880, Part VIII (Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1883), 683-723. See also the foundational text by Stephen A. Forbes, "The Lake as a Microcosm," Bulletin
ofPeoria Scientific Association (February 25, 1887), 1-15.
The Scholastics were interpreting Aristotle's Generation ofAnimals, see Jean Starobinski, Action and Reaction:
The Life andAdventures of a Couple, trans., Sophie Hawkes and Jeff Fort (New York: Zone Books, 2003), 28.
which in the strict sense are social-do not play a necessary and indispensable part of its life. All
living organisms are bound up in a general social environment or situation, in a complex of
social interrelations and interactions upon which their continued existence depends."90 Like
Mead, Shelford proposed that the existence of community relations among animals could be
understood through an interactive framework of mutual dependency. Communities of different
species could be found if the ecologist approached them, he explained, "from the standpoint of
their dependence upon each other and their relations to their environments." 91 But this was a
difficult theory to prove experimentally in the Hull Laboratories. To accurately control the
"background" factors surrounding the animal required the transplantation of a whole animal
community into the laboratory which, for the time being, was a purely theoretical speculation. 92
Experimental proof of the existence of animal communities required gathering two sets of
data: measurements of the geographic distribution of a species as well as some form of indication
that organism was functionally dependant on other species. The former could be deciphered
through what Shelford called "naturalistic observations," that is, fieldwork that located a
particular group of species geographically. But data that could demonstrate whether a group in
fact exhibited functional interdependence would require laboratory work with the proper
controls. But how could any experimentalist replicate the natural state of these interrelations? It
was immediately obvious that some of the complexities buried within the natural object would
need to be edited out. "The dependences are so numerous" he wrote, "that we find it necessary to
isolate particular animals and construct them into a society of real but limited relations for
90 George Herbert Mead, Mind, Self, and Society from the Standpoint of a Social Behaviorist, ed. Charles W. Morris
(Chicago: University of Chicago, 1934), 227-228. See also his Essays in Social Psychology, ed. Mary Jo Deegan
(New Brunswick: Transaction Publishers, 2001).
91 Animal Communities, 1.
92 "In 1908, I was compelled, quite against my will, to drop experimental work for a time and have been left free to
pursue the inquiry to its logical endings." From "Ecological Succession I: Stream Fishes And The Method Of
Physiographic Analysis," Biological Bulletin 21 (June 1911),
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purposes of discussion." 93 The small aggregates of animals that he called communities, he
acknowledged, were significantly altered from their normal relations once they were brought into
the laboratory. But such simplifications were necessary to make any sense of the behaviors of the
specimens under observation.
Unlike Cowles, who had always written about plant adaptations as if they were changes
inevitably brought about by environmental stimuli, Shelford's research shifted the focus of
ecology from adaptations to "responses." 94 This change in the objective of data-gathering
therefore recentralized the organism within the ecological dynamic as an agent of change. 95 In
the process of establishing this new direction, Shelford needed to acknowledge a Bernardian
interior into which environmental stimuli could be absorbed, processed, and translated into a
response. He wrote: "All organisms respond to stimuli because each stimulus acts upon some
internal process. Strictly speaking, the response is the change or changes in the physical or
chemical processes of the organism (or the part or parts concerned) which results from the
disturbance."96 Shelford's notion of response therefore required a moment of translation to take
place inside the organism, a temporal lag between cause and effect. The length of time between
stimulus and response could vary depending on the type of response, but the existence of this
moment was absolutely crucial for defining any behavior and, most significantly, for measuring
it through the laboratory apparatus. Indeed, measurements of time became the center of
Shelford's work after his move to the University of Illinois at Urbana.
93 Ibid., 8. Emphasis added.
94 Victor E. Shelford, "An Experimental Study of the Behavior Agreement among the Animals of an Animal
Community," Biological Bulletin 26 (June 1914), 294-315. See also his "A Comparison of the Responses of Sessile
and Motile Plants and Animals," The American Naturalist, 48, (November 1914), 641-674.
95 The notion of agency here should not be confused with purpose, Shelford was very careful to discredit any
teleological explanations of animal response.
96 Ibid., 643.
When the embryologist Charles Zeleny visited the University of Chicago to present his
plans for a vivarium being built in Urbana, he predicted that the new structure would open a
broad range of novel zoological research.97 Zeleny's specifications for the vivarium went far
beyond those of an ordinary greenhouse. Separate heat, cold brine, electricity, compressed air,
and sewer connections were fundamental to the new facility. All the experimental laboratories in
the building were to be protected from unregulated heating and cooling pipes, he specified,
because "irregularities in temperature make success of experiments impossible." The risks of
unstable temperature could end any progress in research, he noted, "fluctuations in temperature
may kill experimental animals.""98 Shelford's excitement about the direction Zeleny had taken in
his new facility was clear from his immediate transfer to Urbana to teach in the zoology
department in September of 1914 (Figure 31).
The novelty of Shelford's and Zeleny's research was the reason that the Illinois Vivarium
was built with such refined systems for environmental control, and to be true to their goals they
chose to work with the architect James M. White, a professor of architectural engineering and the
supervising architect of the University of Illinois campus.99 Earlier in his career, White had
assembled guidelines for farm house architecture and in his reading of Kerr's The Gentleman 's
House he had suggested that a house needed to be well-tuned to the ecological community of
human habitation.100 White astutely recognized that even in the farmhouse, the mechanical
systems should also reflect the changing idea of the ecology of the home: "Time was when our
97 Charles Zeleny, "Statement presented to Department of Zoology, University of Chicago, 1912: Research Facilities
in Connection with the Vivarium in Behavior, Ecological Work, and Breeding associated with the same." Charles
Zeleny Papers, 15/24/22, Box 6, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Archives.
98 Charles Zeleny, "Vivarium Specifications. Zoology, 1914." From 15/24/22, Box 6.
99 James M. White (1869-1933)
100 "The sleeping rooms of the domestics have to be separated from those of the family and indeed separately
approached. The idea which underlies all is simply this: The family constitutes one community; the servants
another." James M. White, "Farm House Architecture," Annual Report of the Illinois Farmers' Institute with
Reports of County Farmers'Institutes (Springfield: Phillips Bros., 1901), 125-6.
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dwellings and public buildings were so constructed that ventilation existed as a matter of course.
The doors and windows rattled with their looseness. The broad fire place sucked up and carried
off the foul air as fast as it was generated. Now, we make our doors and windows tight and
overheat our rooms with stoves and furnaces. This perfected construction has made some system
of ventilating necessary." 10 1 In the new technologically regulated interior, he explained, each
adult could be reduced to a numerical set of requirements: about 1,800 cubic feet of air per adult
per hour with approximately the same amount used for lighting. Thus, the designer of a
ventilation system should calculate that each person in a family required 3,600 cubic feet of air
per hour, or one cubic foot each second.102
With this background in the design and application of ventilation systems to farmhouses,
White was well practiced in applying the technologies of environmental control. The highly
nuanced systems of the Illinois Vivarium, however, required a quantity of mechanical services
that multiplied those of an ordinary house or even college laboratory many times over. The
University of Illinois alumni magazine explained the special needs of the vivarium by noting that
modern experiments cannot function when they are not protected from the hazards of risk:
Advanced experimental research in zoology and entomology has never taken kindly to
the natural history building because of the difficulty of control. About the time the patient
professor got a delicate experiment up to the critical point, off would go the heat and his
beakers of valuables would be chilled to death. Or, during his absence the room might get
too hot and roast them to death. Meanwhile, somebody on the floor above would tip over
a carboy of sulphuric acid, and the ceiling would drip destruction. Dust sifts through also,
mainly during the hourly tramp between classes. Ordinary undergraduate carving of
craw-fish and frogs is not greatly unsteadied by these slight disturbances, but the more
exact experiments by precise graduate students require tip-toe tactics and hair-line
control. And lest Illinois which has long led in many aspects of scientific investigation,
should lag behind in advanced sciences, the vivarium was built. 103
101 Ibid., 127.
102 Ibid., 128.
103 "The Vivarium," Alumni Quarterly and Fortnightly Notes (April 15, 1916), 294.
Separated from the brutal dissections of the undergraduate laboratory, the entire vivarium was
conceived as a coordination of multiple fine-tuned instruments completely isolated from their
surroundings. Risk lurked in the temperature of the encompassing air, in the accidentally-tipped-
over acid leaking through the ceiling, in the dust particles collected by human traffic. The old
laboratory depended on the professor's presence to regulate the temperature. In place of this
primitive form of control, the vivarium offered a permanently regulated interior that could
correct any deviations without a guardian. Within this architectural interior, every aspect of the
conditions for experimentation could be precisely controlled and calibrated according to the
needs of the researcher, making his presence necessary only at the beginning of each experiment
to set the automatic controls.
Shelford dedicated his research manual for animal ecology, written fifteen years after he
had moved into vivarium, to James White, "whose system of day-and-night centralized service to
machinery" made the realization of all his "climate-simulation experiments possible."' 0 4 In this
work, Shelford described the intricate knowledge of environmental dynamics that was needed to
build the proper controls:
Temperature control involves heat sources, running water, refrigeration, circulating
devices, and automatic control. Humidity control requires all that heat control does, and
special equipment in addition. The two go hand in hand. Light control likewise involves
temperature and humidity relations. Air movement influences evaporation and hence
temperature and humidity. A particular condition of a single factor, as commonly
operating, is accompanied by certain conditions of various other factors. 105
The integrated environmental control system that governed the environmental variables
surrounding their specimens made the Illinois Vivarium the first fully automated ecological
laboratory. Applying new technologies such as air conditioning, invented in 1906 by Willis
14 Victor E. Shelford, Laboratory and Field Ecology: The Responses ofAnimals as Indicators of Correct Working
Methods (Baltimore: The Williams & Williams Company, 1929), v.
105 Ibid, 383-4.
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Haviland Carrier only a few years before the vivarium was built, allowed Shelford to vary the
temperature in his experiments to a tenth of a degree. This level of precision made it possible to
test shifts in behavior of organisms on the diminutive scale of a tiger beetle. Dismissing all other
laboratories by calling them "mere buildings" or, even worse, "greenhouses," Shelford could not
justify returning to outmoded architectures that were "not at all modem from the standpoint of
animal response requirements." A model for a laboratory dedicated to ecological research could
no longer be passive or rely on the help of an attendant, no matter how skilled or diligent: "The
traditional gardener who is always at hand ready to adjust ventilators and steam valves is no
longer a necessary accessory for precise measurement and calibration.,' 10 6 For the first time, the
laboratory would not be built with the consideration of a human attendant; instead, it would be
designed to the specific needs of the organism:
Laboratory directors have rarely had the idea that the organism dictates the character of
the equipment and have permitted purely mechanical ideas to dominate. The attitude of
the investigator is commonly wrong either because of necessity or training and traditions;
he makes his apparatus simple, so that his time may be devoted to the investigations
instead of the running of the apparatus. This is correct where simplicity is possible, and
should always be in mind. Most climate simulation work, however, is not simple, and the
apparatus can not be made simple. 107
Shelford and White not only installed machines that were capable of simulating any environment
for experimentation, but they also assembled a collection of machines that could even control
any fluctuation in that environment. A suction apparatus might separate different components of
the air, moist from dry, for example, allowing Shelford to observe how an animal isolated from
the vast array of stimuli responded to the slightest shifts in the level of humidity (Figure 32). The
behavior of specimens needed to be recorded by varying only one factor at a time always
evaluating the new reactions against those obtained from a "normal" stimulus level.
106 Ibid., 385
107 Ibid.,
Shelford's experiments aimed to demonstrate the interdependencies and similarities
between different species in the same environment in order to address what he called "the mores
problem." "Mores," from Latin, denotes customs and morals but has more recently been defined
as "the shared habits, manners, and customs of a community or a social group." 10 8 Two of the
earliest experiments assembled in the vivarium tested the responses of a selection of aquatic and
land communities. The aquatic experiments, staged around a variable current controlled by the
"straight current apparatus," involved two communities, one from rapids and another from pools
(Figure 33). The optimal current conditions in which the specimens exhibited self-orientation
against the current to progress up-stream differed for the two groups. A natural separation
occurred between the specimens; those taken from the rapids preferred a current of 16-20 cm per
second while those taken from the pools preferred 4-6 cm per second. In the land experiments,
the test response was possibly more obvious; "the animals were killed by rapid evaporation" with
the surrounding air flow taken as the variable (Figure 34, 35). The rate of air introduced into the
sealed chamber was diminished on a constant basis until it reached zero. Shelford noted the
moment of death of each of the species to determine groups of species that died simultaneously.
By death, the ultimate behavioral reaction, Shelford proved the existence of two distinct land
communities; one that remained alive for 155 minutes and another that died after 2200
minutes. 109
The conclusions drawn from years of these experiments led Shelford to draw diagrams
mapping the relationships within the animal communities in the deciduous forest in North
108 Victor Shelford, Animal Communities, 33. The second definition of "mores" in the Oxford English Dictionary
was introduced by the ecologist and friend of Shelford's, William Morton Wheeler: "The behavioral and
physiological (as opposed to morphological) characteristics of a group of animals of the same kind living in a
particular habitat," see Wheeler's Social Life Among the Insects (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1923).
09 Victor E. Shelford, "Principles and Problems of Ecology as Illustrated by Animals," The Journal of Ecology, Vol.
3, No. 1 (March 1915), 13-17.
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America (Figures 36, 37). The center of the community network represented the food supply
around which all the related species would be organized. The arrows led from organisms that are
sources of food to organisms that use them for food. Recalling Darwin's notion of an economy
of nature, Shelford explained that there would be fluctuations in the food supply due to
influences of the physical environment, but in the absence of man, it would be impossible to
know the true effects of these disturbances; the diagram was strictly hypothetical. But Shelford
acknowledged that one cannot ignore the effect of man. Introducing him into nature's economy
radically altered the diagram. Man's relation to the ecological network, Shelford explained, was
one of control. The habitat that humans live in is irreversibly changed from the primordial or
hypothetical original state depicted in the first diagram.110
Shelford's second diagram showed the changes that reorganize the animal community
resulting from man's dominance. Animals that presented dangers to his survival such as wolves
or bobcats would no longer be as prevalent. Domesticated animals such as cows and pigs take
their place. The insects of the so-called "original forest" were replaced by crop pests and
cockroaches. The new system of relations is more hierarchical, but it is still dynamic; there is a
constantly evolving interaction between the pests on the periphery and the sources of food in the
center. For man, pests and parasites present a risk that needs to be regulated through a ring of
control that is artificially constructed around the food supply. This ring is shared by man and his
"house pests." Indeed, the territory between these two concentric circles was man's home and it
needed to be controlled according to his own physiological requirements. If we stop and stand
back for a minute we might even say that this is this ring of control was precisely what was
constructed in Shelford's laboratory. In the Illinois Vivarium, however, the regulatory systems
no Victor E. Shelford, "The Physical Environment," A Handbook of Social Psychology, Carl Murchison, ed. (New
York: Russell & Russell, 1935).
were far more precise than is depicted in this simplified food-network. In the laboratory science
artificially imposed its own order on the economy of nature by splitting it apart, regulating all of
its component parts and recording the data produced through a finely tuned apparatus. But the
architecture of human inhabitation was not too far away; environmental control was continually
borrowing the scientific means of regulation and applying them to human habitats both at home
and at work. If the networks of interaction that Shelford subjected to his simulated climates were
what he understood to be social systems, so too would the communities gathered together in the
architectures of the home, factory and city."'l
So it was with very little hesitation that, in 1925, social scientists like Ernest Burgess and
Robert Park would borrow much of the language and structuring metaphors that was developed
in this ecological research, applying them to their own theory of urban organization. Like
Shelford, Burgess' diagram of a "city" also placed the site of production in the central loop
where the resources that feed the rest of the city's layers are produced (Figures 37, 38). And like
Shelford's observation in 1908 that the town of Gary, Indiana was an example of "urban
succession," Burgess called the tendency of cities to grow concentrically around the central loop
a process of "succession." He even called the new field of urban sociology that would be based
"' It is significant that by the 1930s, when Shelford drew these diagrams, he felt that the laboratory experiments had
not delivered the results he had hoped for: "The experimental ecologist sometimes wishes that he could adhere to the
methods of the mechanistic physiologist [i.e. Jacques Loeb]. There is a great satisfaction in very carefully setting up
an experiment with its parallel check, in tying down all the easily recognized physical and chemical factors with
mechanical controls so that only one factor is varied, and in taking careful readings over a period of 20 minutes, two
hours, or longer as the case may be. The writer once believed that the problems of outdoor nature could be solved in
that way...The faith in these carefully controlled experiments taken alone has been and still is too great. The
difficulties of working with nature, with all the multiple factors involved, are really very great, the solution of
problems comes slowly, and they have to be approached from a viewpoint different from that of the mechanistic
physiologist. It is true that conclusions drawn from the observation of organisms in their natural habitat are often
shown to be incorrect or only partially correct when subjected to experimental tests. The reverse is also equally true.
The conclusions drawn from careful laboratory experiments are found to be erroneous when put to a test in the
natural habitat." From Victor E. Shelford, "Faith in the results of controlled laboratory experiments as applied to
nature," Ecological Monographs 4 (1933), 491.
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on this theory "human ecology."' 12 While Burgess was trying to write a theory that could explain
the growth of cities in general, he also applied his ideal model to study Chicago to empirically
test how well his ideas fit to the reality of the city he lived in. If he could analyze the city,
Burgess predicted, by breaking it down into a system of interrelated parts, maybe it would be
possible to establish a system of controls that would avoid the problems that he associated with
"disorganization." In both the development of animal ecology and in the social sciences that
preferred to concentrate on humans alone, environmental control was directly related to social
control.
Ecology was modernity's replacement for an ideal nature; it erased the dichotomy
between wilderness and civilization and proposed a theory of the environment that was
constituted by multiple dynamic systems regulated through interdependency. It brought
economic and political terms like community, competition and cooperation in to the description
of nature. An ecologist saw his object of study as an economic system absorbing risk and
managing crisis. Inasmuch as these intricate systems were held within the interior of the diorama
and laboratory, they were defined by the representational and functional capacities that only
architecture could provide. The role of physical fabric that constituted any interior was equally
capable of being regulated by the laws of economics and environmental control and could
therefore also be understood as an "ecological community." What was once left to the invisible
hand of nature was transformed into the visible hand of science. It was this denatured sense of
control that also motivated the managers of the rapidly growing American industries to define an
entirely new regulated milieu intgrieur in the factory.
112 Ernest Burgess, "The Growth of the City: the Introduction to a Research Project," The City, Robert E. Park,
Ernest W. Burgess, Roderick D. McKenzie, eds. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1925), 47-62.
Figure 1: Aerial panorama of the University of Chicago, 1904. From the Library of Congress Prints and
Photographs Division, LOT 5785 no. 36.
Figure 2: Hull Botantical Laboratories, 1897. From the University of Chicago Library, Special Collections Resource
Center.
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Figure 3: Map of Lake Michigan from "The Ecological Relations of the Vegetation on the Sand Dunes of Lake
Michigan. Part I.-Geographical Relations of the Dune Floras," Botanical Gazette27:2 (February 1899), 99.
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Figure 4 (above): "Basswood leaves [found on a] dune [and in] a
river bottom, Chicago, Illinois, 1897." From the University of
Chicago Library, Special Collections Research Center.
Figure 5 (right): "Equisetum hyemale showing effect of
environment, Dune Park, Indiana, Bent specimen normal, grown
along a river bank, branched and short specimen from an exposed
dune, 1897." From the University of Chicago Library, Special
Collections Research Center.
Figure 6: Octave Chanute flight experiment, Indiana Sand Dunes. Figure 230 from Octave Chanute, "Gliding
Experiments," Journal of the Western Society of Engineers 2 (1897).
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Figure 7: F. Sawtell Wilberforce's dream of electric utopia for Chicago. From Chicago Daily Tribune (June 5,
1898), 29.
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Figure 8: "Embrionic Ammophila dune on the beach at South Chicago.... Sinuous trough at the center, where there
is no vegetation, 1897." From "The Ecological Relations of the Vegetation on the Sand Dunes of Lake Michigan.
Part II.--Geographical Relations of the Dune Floras," Botanical Gazette27:3 (March 1899), 179. Also at Special
Collections, University of Chicago Library, Special Collections Research Center.
Figure 9: Deciduous mesophytic forest about to be overtaken by a moving dune. From Ibid.
Figure 10: Retrogression, from Ibid.
Figure 11: "Rejuvenated dune at Dune Park. The basswood is the last remnant of a former forest, 1897." From "The
Ecological Relations of the Vegetation on the Sand Dunes of Lake Michigan. Part II.--Geographical Relations of
the Dune Floras," Botanical Gazette27:5 (May 1899), 372.
Figure 12:The Matthew Laflin Building of the Chicago Academy of Sciences, Bulletin of the Chicago Academy of
Sciences (April 1909), 2.
Figure 13: A view from the mezzanine of the museum down to the main floor. Bulletin of the Chicago Academy of
Sciences (April 1909), 7.
Figure 14: Cabinet of Star fish, Chicago Academy of Sciences. From the Bulletin of the Chicago Academy of
Sciences 3:1 (April 1909).
Figure 15: Bird Rock Group designed by Frank M. Chapman. From Karen Wonders, Habitat Dioramas: Illusions of
Wilderness in Museums of Natural History (Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1993), 126.
Figure 16: "Summer Bird-Life of Cobb's Island, Virginia," the first bird "group" with a painted background,
photographed in 1903. Frank M. Chapman Papers, Special Collections, American Museum of Natural History.
.. . . .
Figure 17: Longitudinal section through the Chicago Academy of Sciences. Dioramas would be housed on the main
floor, note the Atwood Celestial Sphere on the top level. From the Chicago Academy of Sciences Archives,
unmarked folder.
Figure 18: A "Dune diorama," from the "Habitat Series" before they were dismantled. The photograph was taken by
the Chicago Nature Museum publications director, Chicago Academy of Sciences Archives.
Figure 19: Photograph of the "Marshland diorama." The white square outlines the Canadian goose that is pictured
below with the shadow of a reed painted on its abdomen. Ibid.
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Figure 20: Taxidermy Canadian goose
now in storage at the CAS Archives.
from the above diorama, Figure 21: "Spirit of the Waves,"
Chicago Tribune (April 30, 1917), 17.
Figure 22: "Portrait of female performers in costumes standing on top of a sand dune at the Sand Dunes Pageant at
the Dunes Park in Indiana, 1917." DN-0069060, Chicago Daily News negatives collection, Chicago History
Museum.
Figure 23: "Benzol Plant Coke Plant Looking West, 1916" U.S. Steel Gary Works Photograph Collection, Indiana
University, Box 107, Folder 2296, ID: CRA-42-107-122.
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Figure 24: Map of the Town of Gary, Indiana. Sanborn Map Company, 1907.
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Figure 25: "Succession with city growth, Gary, Indiana," photograph taken by
of Chicago Library, Special Collections Resource Center.
Figure 26: H. Noel Humphreys, The Butterfly
Vivarium; or, Insect Home: Being and account of a
new method of observing the curious metamorphoses
of some of the most beautiful of our native insects
(London: William Lay, 1858).
Victor Shelford in 1908. University
Fig,, 100.
Figure 27: Missouri State entomologist Charles V.
Riley's vivarium. From A.. S. Packard, Jr.,
Directions for Collecting and Preserving Insects
(Washington D.C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1873),
17.
Figure 28: Section through Guyot Hall, the Natural Sciences building at Princeton University, showing Conklin's
Vivarium located in the center of the courtyard. From Gilbert van Ingen, "The New Natural Science Laboratory,"
The Princeton Alumni Weekly 8: (January 15, 1908).
Figure 29 & 30: "Habits of Tiger Beetles" plates24 and 25 from "The Life-Histories and Larval Habits of Tiger
Beetles" Journal of the Linnean Society ofLondon, Zoology 30 (1908).
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Figure 31: The Illinois Vivarium, 1917. University of Illinois Archives, Box 39-2-20.
Figure 32: Suction system from Victor E. Shelford, Laboratory and Field Ecology: The Responses ofAnimals as
Indicators of Correct Working Methods (Baltimore: The Williams & Williams Company, 1929),421
Figure 33: "Straight current apparatus" from Victor E. Shelford, "An Experimental Study of the Behavior
Agreement among the Animals of an Animal Community," Biological Bulletin 26 (1914), 297.
Figure 34: From Laboratory and Field Ecology, 394-5.
Figure 35: "Food network and general interrelations of the animals and plants of theoriginal biotic community of
the deciduous forest of North America," from Victor E. Shelford, "The Physical Environment," A Handbook of
Social Psychology, Carl Murchison, ed. (New York: Russell & Russell, 1935), 568.
Figure 36: "Showing the type of dominance which man exercises. He forms a ring of control about his food- and
clothing-supplying organisms. His introduced pests are shown within the circle of his influence. The native species
which remain can operate only across his line of influence. Many of them are specially favored, however." From
Ibid., 571.
COMMUTERS ZONE
Figures 37 & 38: From Ernest Burgess, "The Growth of the City: the Introduction to a Research Project," The City,
Robert E. Park, Ernest W. Burgess, Roderick D. McKenzie, eds. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1925),
47-62.
Chapter Four: Production
In my judgment the machinery doesn't fare half as well as most
men do. Do you know why? My god, it is because they can't talk
any more than a dog can. If they could, they would be howling
terrible around here.
Carl G. Barth
Special Agent Carroll D. Wright, hired in 1880 by the tenth census to report on the state of the
factory system in the United States, defined the factory as a collection of workers gathered
together by a unified purpose:
The principle of a factory is that each laborer, working separately, is controlled by some
associating principle which directs his producing powers to effect a common result,
which it is the object of all collectively to attain. Factories are therefore the legitimate
outgrowth of the universal tendency to association which is inherent in our nature, and
the development of which all industrial success is gained; and from this principle springs
the necessity for subdivision of labor, without which the factory system would have met
with but feeble growth. The more the principle of association appears prominent in any
species of production the more rigidly does it become entitled to the name of factory and
the generally does it receive the name in common parlance.1
The principle which brings the laborers together, Wright explained, also causes them to produce
a common result-the commodity. Thus the factory had all the qualities of a community of
individuals with the particularity that it was organized around the main goal of production.
Observing that the factory community had a common purpose, however, was only one
aspect of its organizational logic. Communities contain dependencies that are also influenced
through a unique configuration of the environment. This leads to the question: what kind of
environment was the factory, what was its milieu intirieur? If the structuring element-the
'Carroll D. Wright, "Report on the Factory System of the United States," Report on the Manufactures of the United
States at the Tenth Census (Washington D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1883), 533.
"purpose" of these buildings-was the production of commodities, then the factory environment
ought to be understood through at least three sets of relations; those between workers, between
machines and workers and between machines and machines. All of these dependencies needed to
be coordinated within the unique physical conditions of a building to accommodate the desired
goal of production.
After the Civil War, factories were generally designed on the principle of translating
power into a continuous flow of labor tasks: from the source to the machine.2 But for a factory to
maintain continuous and effective productivity, it also needed some method of regulating the
conditions around the flow of power. It would need a means for governing the combined labor of
men and machines by conditioning their environment, its spatial layout, the evenness of lighting,
the temperature, the quality of air. Controlling these elements also became crucial methods to
claim that the modem factory constrained the possibility of accident. The risks to the proper
operation of the plant, and its workforce, could result in unpredictable yield-too much or too
little was equally risky. Thus, the factory environment needed to be organized through an
adaptable and controllable network, governed by some form of regulatory agency that plugged
machines and workers into a single common milieu. That agency was defined by industrial
management, a parallel labor to direct mechanical production, a new aspect of the modern
business enterprise, and an emerging class in American society.
Management became imbedded in the factory as its new governing body; it attempted to
regulate all the elements gathered within that environment for, as Wright put it, the common
result of production. Instead of taking the place of the owner, however, management established
a position that was different enough from ownership to allow for two distinct languages of
2 Daniel Nelson, Managers and Workers: Origins of the Twentieth-Century Factory System in the United States,
1880-1920 (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1995).
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production to coexist with a minimum of political struggle. One the one hand, the profits of labor
power were handled according to standards acceptable to ownership, and on the other,
management administrated the labor process as a system of "tasks" that required redefinition of
work itself through constant attention to the physical reorganization of the factory floor. These
two languages regulated the owner's losses according to the demands of the market, as well as
the persistent errors imbedded within the process of making commodities by strategically
altering the architecture that organized the site of production.
As Alfred Chandler has shown, the structure of management developed as a small
bureaucracy based within the modem business enterprise and brought a notion of "system" or
"method" across a broad range of scales within the production process. Chandler's thesis held
that management emerged in this era as a result of a process of "internalization," first realized
through the vast networks controlled by the railroad companies in the middle of the nineteenth
century. For the sake of regulating their rates, these early "big businesses" brought production,
purchase and distribution into a single unified routine.3 This metaphorical shift toward the
interior allowed for a more effective scheduling of flows as well as a more intensive use of labor
and production facilities. However, when the managerial system was applied to the factory
system, it actually internalized the production process in the factory by transforming it into
another form of regulated environment. Through management, production would be buffered
from the shifts in the market while still responsive enough to maintain regular profits.
It was through the very separation of the languages of profit from process that
management was able to install a corrective system, or what might be called "flexibility," into
the factory. Changes in market demand and new developments in production technology which
3 Alfred D. Chandler, The Visible Hand: The Managerial Revolution in American Business (New York: W.W.
Norton, 1970), 7.
could otherwise derail the effective operation of the factory were now more easily absorbed into
the system of internalized tasks administrated through the circuitry established by management.
What was formerly patrolled by the generalized supervisory eye of a foreman now came to be
more closely regulated by departments of managerial "functions." This distributed authority
could be occupied by men stationed in a bureaucratic center-a clerk at a desk, as the name
implies-or have their power delegated to a machine circulating through the factory's
architecture in its mode of power transmission, informational packaging and environmental
control systems.
As historians of technology are increasingly confronted with the obscurity of the place of
humans in their narratives, looking back upon the developments in the management of the
American factory reveals purposeful disruptions in the distinctions between human and non-
human assemblies. In these long brutal buildings, Bruno Latour's notion of a hybrid assembly
was constituted and reconstituted on a daily basis. Through networks that coordinated
increasingly complex systems of mechanical power, technological change, and shifting market
demand, management assembled-and represented-a continuous body of interdependent
regulated systems of one seemingly autonomous production system.
This chapter examines production control through its physical application to the modern
factory environment. The sources for this history are therefore resumes of the process of
installation that managers so often assembled in the first two decades of the twentieth century.
Frederick W. Taylor's work at the Midvale Steel Company and later at Bethlehem Steel
established a pattern that he famously recorded in his treatise on "Shop Management" (1903).
This document presented a full justification of Taylor's highly nuanced system, later called
"scientific management," as well as the possibility of giving its installation a narrative of "plant
improvement." We might now call Taylor's system a type of software-an operating system that
became the basis for numerous installations by the men who had helped Taylor with his early
experiments. Chief among these was Carl G. Barth, usually referred to as the most "orthodox"
interpreters of Taylor's system. He endeavored to apply the techniques that he had learned from
his mentor to the facilities of over ten firms including the Link-Belt and Tabor Manufacturing
Companies in Philadelphia and in government industries like the Watertown Arsenal. He never
wrote a monograph but realized fully articulated versions of the management system through
mathematically regulating the operations in these machine shops with his patented slide-rules.
Barth also established the diagrammatic role of the central regulatory agency called the
"Planning Department" through close communications with factory owners and firm presidents
but even more clearly in drawings that illustrated its constitutive network.
The process that brought ever more production facilities under the regulatory power of
management was marked by a series of nuanced inventions and technical refinements. It
simultaneously relied on the rhetoric of a given text, "Shop Management," the existing
architectural conditions, as well as the immediate production process specific to each firm. While
it is clear that the consequences of the total labor of management within the early years of the
twentieth century had a profound effect on the methods of organizing production, it may be less
obvious that these systems soon became integrated into broader regulatory agencies established
to protect the "health and safety" of the modern worker from the hazards of work and the
bureaucracies that sought to secure the economic future of the nation through governmental
oversight.4 Thus, factory management directly contributes to an expansion of the modern interior
4 The literature on the relationship between scientific management and the unions during this period is massive and
ties directly into the way the federal government intervened in these disputes through the Commission on Industrial
Relations beginning with Robert Hoxie's famous book, prepared for the commission, Scientific Management and
Labor (New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1915). Another valuable book from this literature is Milton J.
in its definition through architecture, technology and government. The regulatory logic of the
thermostat for the household economy, cold storage in commodity reserves and laboratory
apparatus to ecological dynamics was embodied in the management system applied to the
mechanics of industrial production, the most explosive domain of early twentieth century
American culture.
The story that is usually told about the factory in these years centers on how efficiency
engineers aimed to "speed-up" the labor process systematically through mechanization.5 And the
result of applying the machine to the labor process is typically found in formulations like the
"rational factory" or, to be more specific, the linear assembly line erected in Henry Ford's
monumental River Rouge Plant. This chapter proposes that the role of management in the factory
was more complex than simply a force of rationality applied to mechanical production. Beyond
standardizing the factory through the ideal of optimization, management reorganized the labor
process by masquerading as an indistinguishable part of the process of work itself and even
camouflaged into architecture that housed it. Indeed, management settled within the factory as if
it were an inextricable part of the whole, standardizing differences in all the machines,
"discovering" new spaces such as bulletin boards to execute its authority, even defining itself as
another commodity that could be multiplied, distributed and exported as a national resource.6
Managers entered the factory by constructing an infrastructure to describe and constrain internal
Nadworny, Scientific Management and the Unions, 1900-1932: A Historical Analysis (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1955).
s For a few examples include Siegfried Giedion, Mechanization Takes Command (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1949), 77-101; Samuel Haber, Efficiency and Uplift: Scientific Management in the Progressive Era, 1890-
1920 (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1964); Lindy Biggs, The Rational Factory: Architecture,
Technology, and Work in America's Age of Mass Production (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press,
1996); David A. Hounshell, From the American System to Mass Production: The Development of Manufacturing
Technology in the United States (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1984); Martha Banta, Taylored
Lives: Narrative Productions in the Age of Taylor, Veblen, and Ford (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993).
6 Mary McLeod, "'Architecture or Revolution': Taylorism, Technocracy, and Social Change," Art Journal 43:2
(Summer 1983), 132-147; James G. Scoville, "The Taylorization of Vladimir Ilich Lenin," Industrial Relations 40:4
(October 2001), 620-626.
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risks that had never even been understood to be risks for before its arrival. By controlling these
newly defined risks, they made the nation's industries in both private and public sectors more
responsive to fluctuations in the global economic climate. This chapter sets this movement in
industry into the context that made it physically manifest: power transmission systems, slide
rules, planning departments, and applications of environmental control. The specific installations
undertaken by management are excavated as an archive of the highly nuanced process of
defining and controlling risk. The factory, like the home, the storeroom and the laboratory,
became governed by a managing agency that brought large scale systems like production
technology as well as fine-grain conditions like light, air and temperature into the quasi-
predictable economics of tabulated probability.
Belting: The "Science" of Transmitting Power
Quoting Andrew Ure's Philosophy ofManufactures, Karl Marx referred to the system of
machines driven by a central source of power as a "vast automaton." For Marx, it was through
the centralization of power that the worker became "supplementary" to the process of
fabrication. The technical transformation of labor power from human handicraft to the system of
manufacture was updated to its highest stage when the factory, like the found shell of a maturing
mollusk, became the renewed home for the automated monster of mechanized production. What
Marx called the "Cyclopean" process of establishing large-scale industry began with automation
based in a source of mechanical power and was resolved when the machine itself came to be
produced by the machines that had been gathered within the factory. The transfer of value from
the work of the laborer to that of the machine, the process that Marx referred to as valorization,
was declared complete when the worker became no more than a handmaiden to the machine's
own reproduction. But if we look beneath the fundamental process of transferring value from the
work of the laborer to the seemingly conscious capacities of the machine, the most immediate
evidence of this mechanized system was the increased complexity required for regulating the
interior of the factory and, consequently, what Marx presciently named as "the replacement of
the rule of thumb by the conscious application of natural science." 7 It was in this shift from the
rough empirical methods of the craftsman and his tools to a "scientific" approach to industrial
mechanics that a space was opened for the labor of management to establish itself as the modem
governor of factory operations.
In this shift, words like "science" and "experiment" empowered managers to express
their expert knowledge of the workings of the new factory environment. One paradigmatic
example of this came in dealing with the problem of "belting" which, at first impression, seems
like a simple problem of the transmission of power from a pulley rotating at some speed onto
another rotating at the same or different speed. Transferring force through leather belts was the
most common method of distributing power to the machines in the factory. At the same time,
belts related the machines in the shop to one another in order to form the vast automaton which,
for Marx, was the very essence of mechanical production. Engineers employed the belt system in
order to translate the main source of power onto a set of shafts and pulleys that were installed
7 Karl Marx, Capital: A Critique of Political Economy, Volume I, trans. Ben Fowkes (New York: Vintage Books,
1976), 502-8. The inventions of Vaucanson, Arkwright and Watt are mentioned as contributions to the assembly of
the industrial automaton. In one masterfully poetic passage, Marx assembles the machines in the factory into a
hybrid body of a mechanical monster: "An organized system of machines to which motion is communicated by the
transmitting mechanism from an automatic center is the most developed form of production by machinery. Here we
have, in place of the isolated machine, a mechanical monster whose body fills whole factories, and whose demonic
power, at first hidden by the slow and measured motions of its gigantic members, finally bursts forth in the fast and
feverish whirl of its countless working organs." Ibid., 503. For an extended treatment of Marx's attitude toward the
machine in these passages of Capital see Donald MacKenzie, "Marx and the Machine," Technology and Culture,
25:3 (July 1984), 473-502.For more on the relationship of science to business in engineering see David F. Noble,
America by Design: Science, Technology, and the Rise of Corporate Capitalism (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1977).
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throughout the factory space.8 This shafting mechanism was typically hung from the ceiling of
each floor of the building and connected to the machines below by a secondary system of leather
belts. When the main shaft line was out of reach of a particular machine, a geared "countershaft"
would branch off of the main line and transmit power to it as well. Thus, a single integrated
mechanism moved all the machines held within the factory, even in its most remote locations
(Figures 1, 2). The belts were the ligaments in the machines' musculature. The main topic
discussed in dealing with these critical connections during the late nineteenth century was the
problem of determining the correct coefficient of friction for the translation of power.9 If the
friction, the ratio between the tension in the belt before and after it rolled over the pulley, could
be accurately calculated, then the overall tension in the belt could be fixed for an optimal
transmission of power. Such an ideal solution would reduce the inevitability of what was known
as "lost work."
As the belting system became more elaborate, many mechanical engineers focused their
energy on reducing losses in the transmission of power. However, in the first paper that he
presented to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Frederick Taylor addressed the
question of belting from a different perspective than his predecessors. Shifting the discussion
away from the usual determinations of friction in laboratory-like conditions (Figure 3), Taylor
established a list of empirically derived rules for setting the tension in the belts as well as the
8 John H. Cooper, A Treatise on the Use ofBelting for the Transmission of Power (Philadelphia: Claxton, Remsen &
Haffelfinger, 1878). Later editions of Cooper's book include selections from the important experiments recorded by
Wilfred Lewis that were published as "Experiments on the Transmission of Power by Belting," Transactions of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers 7 (1886), 549-597. One of the earliest theoretical treatments of the
subject in the American context was A.F. Nagle, "Formulas for the HP Transmitted by Leather Belts," Transactions
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers 2 (1881), 91. For a clear summary of twenty years of accumulated
knowledge in belting see Robert Thurston Kent, Power Transmission by Leather Belting (New York: John Wiley &
Sons, 1916).
9 For an example of the way the discourse on friction entered industry see Robert H. Thurston, On Friction and Lost
Work in Machinery and Millwork (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1885). See also, Robert H. Thurston, Friction
and Lubrication: Determinations of the Laws and Coefficients ofFriction by New Methods and with New Apparatus
(New York: The Railroad Gazette, 1879). An early treatise on the physics of friction is John H. Jellett, A Treatise on
the Theory of Friction (London: Macmillan and Co., 1872).
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speeds at which they should be run to maximize their durability in practice. From nine years of
his so-called "controlled experiments" at the Midvale Steel Company, beginning in 1884 with
the erection of a new machine shop and lasting until 1893, he reiterated that the belts were the
"largest source of trouble in the shop." But this declaration did not stem from losses in the belts'
transmission of power to a non-ideal coefficient of friction; rather, it came from their constant
need for maintenance and supervision in order to constrain the seemingly inevitable "incidental
delays to the machines" that their repair engendered. The errors in the belts could never be
totally eliminated; instead Taylor regulated the belts to restrict the endemic effect of stretching,
slipping and, in the worst case, snapping.
Taylor's "Notes on Belting" therefore focused on the problem of interruption, where the
stoppage of any one machine was understood to be the main obstacle for the continuous
operation of the factory as a whole. Improving the maintenance of the belt system, he argued,
would refine the way that all the machines in the factory related to one another and would
thereby improve the performance of the factory as one integrated system. 10 Dismissing an
idealized solution that could fix an ideal coefficient of friction for all the pulleys, Taylor brought
every aspect of the machines under a complex set of normative restrictions: the tension, width,
thickness and speed of the belts, in his system, would all be kept within a range of acceptable
predetermined standards. Working with this number of variables was a complex affair, but
10 Frederick W. Taylor, "Notes on Belting," Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers 15
(1894), 213. Midvale was one of the most important manufacturers of ordinance steel at the end of the 19 th century.
Interestingly, with Taylor's departure to Bethlehem Steel, Bethlehem became the favored company for producing
cannonry in the US. Before Taylor's paper on belting, one paper dealt with the matter of tension through an
experimental apparatus, see Wilfred Lewis, op. cit. The question of power transmission in belting persisted as a
point of conversation in the Society meetings into the final years of the 19h century: "There are certain questions
continually arising in engineering practice which do not seem to admit of settlement by either reason or experiment.
Some of these ever-recurring questions relate to the transmission of power by belting. In what way are the belt
tensions altered as the load is applied? What effect has the change of load on the sum of the belt tensions? Is there
any relation between the belt tensions which does not involve time coefficient of friction?" From William S.
Aldrich, "The Variation of Belt Tensions with Power Transmitted," Transactions of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers 20 (1899), 136.
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Taylor embraced the full potential of this reorientation in the discussion of belting by assembling
vast tables of data for every different type of belt that he had used in the Midvale machine shop,
recording their durability in time, their tendency to stretch and their replacement cost among the
many other lists.
Taylor imagined an audience for his paper that would include fellow engineers but also
factory owners who aimed to reduce the costs of interruptions in production. His argument, after
all, revolved around the production losses incurred through stoppage rather than those derived
from abstract formulas that modeled theoretical simulations of power transmission. Convincing
owners to employ the results that he derived at Midvale, he believed, would initiate a general
refinement of the mechanics of American industrial production. To his disappointment, however,
Taylor found that very few industrialists showed any interest in his work and that even the most
open-minded factory owners were usually reluctant to adopt his recommendations in a
systematic manner. Instead, almost all the factories he visited continued to leave the maintenance
of the belts to the individual worker who manned the machine. Looking back upon the failure of
this moment of reform, he lamented:
There is not one establishment in one hundred that does not leave the care and tightening
of the belts to the judgment of the individual who runs the machine, although it is well
known to all who have given any study to the subject that the most skilled machinist
cannot properly tighten a belt without the use of belt clamps fitted with spring balances to
properly register the tension. And the writer showed in a paper entitled "Notes on
Belting" ... that belts properly cared for according to a standard method by a trained
laborer would average twice the pulling power and only a fraction of the interruptions to
manufacture of those tightened according to the usual methods. The loss now going on
throughout the country from failure to adopt and maintain standards for all small details
is simply enormous.11
Belt tightening required training in the specialized knowledge that had been outlined in the
belting paper and such a skill, he argued, could not be equally distributed among all the workers
" Frederick W. Taylor, "Shop Management," Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers 24
(1903), 1408
in the factory. Establishing a system of centralized control to care for a factory's mechanics by
properly maintaining the belts that stitched the system together thus emerged as a crucial domain
for securing a future for his managerial imagination. In order to proceed along the lines that
Taylor had initiated in his nine years of belt studies, an adventurous company dedicated to its
own "advancement" would need to assert a strict separation of the immediate task of the laborer
from the task of machine maintenance. The goal was to centralize repair in the hands of
designated specialists who could measure the tension, apply the correct speed and specify the
most durable belt for each part of the production process.12
The foreman system that operated in the factory, however, precluded the possibility of
this type of centralized regulation. 13 In the existing hierarchy, the foreman inherited the mythic
role of the inventor from the owner, oversaw the whole production process and no other
authority could redirect or intervene in his the uniquely appointed power for supervision. At
Midvale, Taylor worked to erode this structural obstruction in the organization of the plant in
order to begin to regulate the transmission of power according to his own belting system. The
main impulse was to break down the rules of thumb that the foreman carried from job to job into
smaller precisely defined "tasks" that would be centrally regulated. Rejecting the military
designation of positions within a vertical hierarchy, Taylor began by analyzing the work in the
12 Taylor read another even more influential paper before the society a decade after his introduction of the belting
system and extended the operational logic established for the belts to the "Art of Cutting Metals," Transactions of
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers 28 (1907), 31-350. For an in-depth discussion of his reform of the
process of cutting tool steel at unprecedented speeds see Thomas J. Misa, A Nation ofSteel: The Making of Modern
America, 1865-1925 (Baltimore: John's Hopkins University Press, 1995), 180-209. In many histories of technology,
the discovery of "high-speed steel" is positioned as the tipping point for the institution of the Taylor system. The
speed of the work on this new steel, or so the argument goes, required more effective management techniques to
keep up. Problematically, this makes the question of control and flexibility less significant to the issue of
technological innovation in the "speeding-up" of production. Peter F. Drucker has written, however, that scientific
management was "not concerned with technology," for the most part it took the tools and techniques it was given
and "tried to enable the individual worker to manipulate them more economically, more systematically, and more
effectively." See his essay "Work and Tools," Technology and Culture 1:1 (Winter 1959), 30-1.
13 For more on this hierarchical system, or what Taylor would call the "military type," see "The Foreman's Empire"
in Nelson, op. cit., 35-55.
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shop into roughly equal and equally valued elemental parts. The duration of each task was
"scientifically" measured by a stop-watch and given a range of time that it might require.
In his now renowned paper, "A Piece Rate System," he defined three principles as the
basis for the new management system. First, there was a need for the "rate-fixing" of tasks
according to normative time durations for the fabrication of a piece at a given machine. Second,
he formulated a differential tabulation of pay scale for this piece-work depending on the speed of
its execution; faster work would be rewarded with higher wages, slower work with lower wages.
Third, he argued that the object of management ought to focus on individual workers rather than
their positions as the foreman had, thus remunerating each worker according to his exact
accomplishments during the working day. The object of these three directives was to divide the
production process and the workforce itself into bureaucratic forms: time-objects, speed-motives
and merit-driven policies.14 The components of work were now so diverse and so numerous that
the task of each worker needed to be performed and evaluated by a far more refined
administrative body, one that Taylor cheekily characterized as the introduction of "red tape" to
production. Now the worker would be judged according to a predetermined set of normative
criteria, that is, the speed in which he achieved his individually appointed task and not according
to the position he occupied in the hierarchy. The piece rate system, Taylor explained, would not
only shift away from knowledge of the plant's operation system being embodied in "know-how"
but would also make the firm responsive to every possible contingency in the production process
including the "loss of men" due to economic downturns or accidents with possibly injurious
14 I take these categories from Woodrow Wilson's famous sentence: "Bureaucracy can exist only where the whole
service of the state is removed from the common political life of the people, its chiefs as well as its rank and file. Its
motives, its objects, its policy, its standards, must be bureaucratic." From "The Study of Administration," [1886]
Political Science Quarterly 56:4 (December 1941), 481-506. Originally published in Political Science Quarterly
(June 1887), 197-222
consequences.15 Tasks would now be fixed through a system of bureaucratic authority that,
despite its strict enforceability, could be changed at a moment's notice according to the needs of
the company.
It was in his treatise on "Shop Management," delivered to the Society four years after
moving from Midvale to the Bethlehem Steel Company and two years after his retirement, that
Taylor fully exposed his method for replacing the authority of the traditional foreman with a
centralized managerial agency of "functional foremen." Under this new regime, the foreman's
unified supervisory power would be divided between eight men. A speed boss, a repair boss, an
inspector and shop disciplinarian would circulate throughout the machine shop. These "executive
managers" executed the plans outlined by four clerks who were physically removed from the
production process. Acting as the shop's "brain," these administrators coordinated all of the
day's activities from one central location that Taylor called the "planning department." He
explained the need for introducing this clerical function to factory work: "Establishing a
planning department merely concentrates the planning and much other brainwork in a few men
especially fitted for their task and trained in their especial lines, instead of having it done, as
heretofore, in most cases by high priced mechanics, well fitted to work at their trades, but poorly
trained for work more or less clerical in its nature."16 Replacing the potentially flawed
15s Frederick W. Taylor, "A Piece-Rate System: A Step Toward Partial Solution of the Labor Problem," Transactions
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers 16 (1895), 856-7. "The modem manufacturer, however, seeks not
only to secure the best superintendents and workmen, but to surround each department of his manufacture with the
most carefully woven network of system and method, which should render the business, for a considerable period, at
least, independent of the loss of any one man, and frequently of any combination of men." Ibid., 860. There were
other methods presented for piece work and gain sharing proposed at the time. These included the Towne-Halsey
plan developed in two papers Henry R. Towne, "Gain Sharing," Transactions of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers 10 (1886), 600; F. A. Halsey "Premium Plan of Paying for Labor," Transactions of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers 12 (1891), 755. This plan is specifically taken up as a point of discussion
in Taylor's presentation, see "A Piece-Rate System," 864-865.
16 "Shop Management," 1369. Note that Taylor believed that each task was a good fit for a particular man, clerical
or otherwise-this is far beyond only an analogy to the evolutionary theory of Charles Darwin, Taylor has often
been compared to the biologist. "More than one person has found a resemblance between Frederick Taylor, the
engineer, and Charles Darwin, the naturalist..." From Frank Barkley Copley, Frederick W. Taylor: Father of
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approximations of the mechanic who could hardly account for the full complexity of the
processes in the shop, the four clerical minds of the planning department were selected by their
mental virtues to bring a full day's work into a meticulously assembled schedule of small-scale
tasks. Just as the activities in the machine shop had been divided into so many distinct pieces,
Taylor divided the planning of these tasks into elemental parts as well: the planning department
was constituted by a routing clerk, an instruction card clerk, a time and cost clerk, and a gang
boss. These men were also governed by the system they were in charge of administering."7 In
place of the general supervisory power of the lone foreman, Taylor's system distributed the
authority of management into an elaborate assembly of clerks. The factory community would no
longer be described as a unity, "a collective gathered for a common purpose," as Carroll D.
Wright wrote in 1880, but a matrix of overlapping populations-tasks, workers, machines, and
managers layered through their interdependencies. And the purpose for which the factory was
organized was now represented as an expanded set of small-scale goals determined periodically
by the clerks in the planning department who kept them were under constant redefinition
according to changes in the market demand, technological developments, and owner
involvement. As Taylor explained, the planning department took on "more or less the functions
of a clearing house."' 8 Defining each aspect of the production process therefore established the
machine shop as an internal economy of individuated tasks that required the coordination of a
flexible code, a formula for labor that was undergoing a continuous process of renewal.
The discovery of the variability imbedded in the leather belts that transmitted power from
a single source to the machines discovered a margin for error in the production process that
Scientific Management (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1923), 361. For the reversal of Taylor's notion of "fitting
the worker to the job" in the discourse of ergonomics see John Harwood, "The Space of the Wound: Ergonomics
and The Aesthetics of Survival," (Forthcoming, 2009).
7 Ibid., 1393.
18 Ibid., 1397.
became the site into which the new system of management settled. The foreman's rules of thumb
were replaced with management's rules of "science" as they were defined by masses of esoteric
knowledge formed into tabular empirical data. Casting the manager as a scientist became so
prevalent that in reflecting on the moment before "Shop Management" became a transportable
software, one disciple considered the need for Taylor's principles to be put into action in the
machine shop as directly analogous to the scientific need to explore nature in the laboratory:
"Taylor realized that without means being provided for the intelligent, consistent and continuous
application of these principles they were of no more value than would be the principles of
chemistry without a laboratory." The full potential of the new system could only be
demonstrated in the physical application of its measured effects. 19
The Slide Rule: Standardizing Differences
Carl G. Barth was the first of Taylor's disciples to apply the new management system to other
plants. Translating the system formed at Bethlehem for these firms presented the difficult task of
generalizing the principles discovered in one context and specifying them for an altogether
different one. Barth's biographer, however, has insisted that solving such complex problems was
a central part of this man's life; he was constantly preoccupied with "completely logical"
solutions to unwieldy problems of translation. 20 Indeed, a summary of fifty years of thinking on
differential and integral calculus revealed Barth's intense devotion to applying the graphical
19 H. K. Hathaway, "On the Technique of Manufacturing," Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social
Science 85 (September 1919), 231-2. For more on the discourse of "demonstration" see Bruno Latour, The
Pasteurization ofFrance (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1988).
20 Florence M. Manning, "Carl G. Barth, 1860-1939: A Sketch" Norwegian-American Studies, 13 (1943), 114-132.
Another brief account of Barth's life is given by Horace Bookwalter Drury in Scientific Management: A History and
Criticism (New York, 1915), 96-99.
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techniques of analytic geometry to revisit seemingly resolved mathematical problems of the
seventeenth century:
In the fall of 1876, as a pupil in the elementary technical school in Horten, Norway, I first
formed an introductory acquaintance with the principles and methods of the differential
and integral calculus. As the instructions were based on the long-since discredited
philosophy of Leibnitz, I later spent many years in an independent effort to arrive at a
way of viewing the basic principles involved that would satisfy my inborn craving for
rigid logic. In this I have ever since felt that I finally succeeded, though this is the first
time since finishing life of some fifty subsequent years that I have found time to give the
matter further attention and attempt to make the results public....The matter will
throughout be dealt with in a graphic manner as an extension of analytical geometry.21
In other words, far beyond pure logic, Barth insisted on translating mathematical operations like
those of differential calculus into representations that were entirely foreign to their original
formulation. This aggressive predisposition toward visualization also led him to the most
significant contribution in the development of scientific management as a transportable system:
the conversion of the slide rule into an instrument for regulating the operations of the machine
shop. While the slide rule had been invented as a tool to be used for the calculation of
arithmetical and trigonometric functions, in Barth's hands it became a machine for constraining
any form of mechanical or manual variability. As the Taylor system moved from firm to firm,
this device established the very interface on which a manager could reformat the operation of
any machine, manned by any worker in any machine shop within a minute.22
Barth patented several versions of the slide rules that he developed for the experiments on
high speed steel with Taylor and H.L. Gantt at Bethlehem Steel (Figures 4, 5, 6). The difficulty
of considering all twelve variables that had been established for the determination of the speed
21 "An independent investigation and treatment of tangents that led to a presumably original method of establishing
the fundamentals of the differential and integral calculus, by Carl G. Barth, Consulting Engineer, retired." Case 1,
Folder "Calculus 1893-," Papers of Carl G. Barth, Baker Business Library Historical Collections.
22 Florian Cajori, "Notes on the History of the Slide Rule," The American Mathematical Monthly 15 (January 1908),
1-5. See also his book On the History of Gunter's Scale and the Slide Rule during the Seventeenth Century
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1920).
and feed of a metal cutting machine was too intricate for even the most adept mechanic to absorb
into a single rule of thumb.23 But the slide-rule could bring all these relations into a single
instrument and, in combination with a family of other slide rules, even predict an approximate
amount of time that a given operation would require for its completion. As a predictive tool,
then, the slide rule set a piece rate even before the task had ever been physically executed. In
describing his ultimate aim for this device some years later, Barth used a musical metaphor:
"every machine tool in a machine shop [could be] adjusted to certain musical chords, and they
should be together, so that there is harmony. I do not mean that the physical noise is going to be
less, but...there will be more or less music and everything running in harmony." For Barth,
mechanical harmony was analogous to the harmonics of music-the slide rule, like a tuning fork,
could "standardize the differences" between machine capacities. So the aim was not to eliminate
differences but to transform them from arbitrary variations to quanta-like distances "between the
notes in an octave." Barth dreamed that "a time will come when every drill press will be speeded
just so, and every planer, every lathe, the world over, will be harmonized, just like the musical
pitches are the same all over the world."24
23 "To make the reason for this more clear it should be understood that the man with the aid of his slide rule is called
upon to determine the effect which each of the twelve elements or variables given below has upon the choice of
cutting speed and feed; and it will be evident that the mechanic, expert or mathematician does not live who, without
the aid of a slide rule or its equivalent, can hold in his head these twelve variables and measure their joint effect
upon the problem. These twelve elements or variables are as follows: (a) the quality of the metal which is to be cut;
(b) the diameter of the work: (c) the depth of the cut; (d) the thickness of the shaving; (e) the elasticity of the work
and of the tool; (f) the shape or contour of the cutting edge of the tool, together with its clearance and lip angles;
(g) the chemical composition of the steel from which the tool is made, and the heat treatment of the tool; (h) whether
a copious stream of water, or other cooling medium, is used on the tool; (j) the duration of the cut; i.e., the time
which a tool must last under pressure of the shaving without being reground; (k) the pressure of the chip or shaving
upon the tool; (1) the changes of speed and feed possible in the lathe; (m) the pulling and feeding power of the
lathe." From "The Art of Cutting Metals," 32-33.
24 Commission on Industrial Relations, Industrial relations: final report and testimony submitted to Congress by the
Commission on Industrial Relations created by the act ofAugust 23, 1912 (Washington D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1916), 888- 889. Florence Manning mentions that Barth had used slide rules for musical calculations: "For
his own amusement he reduced his musical knowledge to a mathematical formula, doing this by means of a slide
rule he had devised that demonstrated the relations of various scales and chords. It simplified the transposition of
music from one key to another; so that one unfamiliar with musical principles could use it for that purpose. Then he
In the patent filed for the slide rules developed at Bethlehem, Barth, Taylor and Gantt
described their invention as an instrument for coordinating the variability between known and
unknown: "Our invention is addressed to problems which may be said, in mathematical
language, to involve more than one equation or set of relations between the variables entering
into the problem. Of these variables, in any particular case under consideration, some are known
and others, and as many as there are equations in the case to be solved, are unknown." 25 In other
words, the slide-rule related equations which were themselves no more than relations;
effectively, it was a method for relating relations. Therefore, employing this instrument in the
machine shop would necessitate translating all the elements assembled there as part of a milieu
of interrelated parts, or, as so many variables to be set into equations.
The slide rule would bring as many constraints as the machines could present variables. It
would now be possible for a well-trained mechanic to use a single slide rule to model the
performance of every machine in the shop and relate the sum total to a system of sliding
measurements. In other words, a single instrument could be used to calculate continuities
between vectors, scales and materials, and ultimately regulate the differences between the
machines into a single coordinated system. Describing how to use slide rules for the machine
shop, Barth remarked on the impossibility of simple mathematical solutions to the variability
imbedded in operating of a belt-driven lathe. He even dismissed the possibility of arriving at a
tentative solution to regulating the machines through the usual methods of estimation. Without
access to a slide-rule, the shop mechanic would be forced into an endless guessing game:
If our lathe were capable of making any number of revolutions per minute between
certain limits, and the possible torque corresponding to this number of revolutions could
be algebraically expressed in terms of such revolutions, then the problem might possibly
gave it to a musician whom he thought would find it useful." From "Carl G. Barth, 1860-1939: A Sketch," 121. The
resemblance to the regulatory logic of the proportions in the classical orders here is remarkable.
25 Patent No. 753,840, Filing date: Nov 20, 1901, Issue date: Mar 8, 1904.
be reduced to a solution, by ordinary algebraic methods, of two simultaneous equations
containing two unknown quantities; but as yet no such driving mechanism has been
invented, or is ever likely to be invented, so that, while the problem is always essentially
the solution of two simultaneous equations, or sets of relations between a number of
variables, its solution becomes necessarily a tentative one; or, in other words, one of trial
and error, and involving an endless amount of labor, if attempted by ordinary
mathematical methods; while it is a perfectly direct and remarkably simple one when
performed on the slide rule.26
Relationships between various qualities of the machine, rotational speed and torque for instance,
could only be mathematically resolved if the variables were accurately modeled. The slide-rule,
however, allowed for constrained approximation by visualizing those relations slipping beside
one another in a parallel succession of pre-measured ticks. Equations for which the variables
were only partially known were now brought into a graphic relation of scale. Thus, resolving
unknowns proceeded through the assembly of fragments of partial knowledge set between
desired results which, in turn, produced a limited array of mechanical settings.
To employ the slide rule illustrated in Figure 4, for example, a mechanic would begin by
setting the "Power" section located on the top of the device which was divided into three smaller
slides; one for the "Depth of Cut," one for the "Diameter of Work" and one more for the "Class
Number" of the steel, defining its hardness. After setting these variables for a steel of class 14,
for instance, the machinist would begin again from the other side of the rule-the bottom. This
was the "Speed" section of the rule. Here, the "Life of the Tool" slide would be set, or the tool's
desired durability over time, depending on whether it is "Dry" or used "With Water." Then, after
repeating the settings of the "Depth of Cut" and "Diameter of Work" for the power slides, the
hardness would be set again at 14. The remaining two slides, placed between the power and
speed sections translated the desired specifications into units that were appropriate for the
machine's unique components. These were given in combinations of tool measurements and
26 Carl G. Barth, "Slide Rule for the Machine Shop as Part of the Taylor System of Management," Transactions of
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers 25 (1904), 51.
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mnemonic symbols referring to each of the machine's interrelated parts; in this case they
provided the specifications for "Lathe No. 43" that could be found somewhere in the Bethlehem
shop. If the same rule was to be used for another machine, another set of these intermediate rules
would need to be inserted that accounted for this machine's unique characteristics.
All the computation that would be done on the slide rule, according to Barth, would take
the trained machinist no more than one minute to execute. But even after the results were
derived, this would only be a partial solution to the problem of regulating the machines in the
shop. The rule dictated some settings but only reduced the options of others; there were still
more choices to be made. While the speed combination could be resolved "without a shadow of a
doubt," there were two different feeds to decide between: a finer one that did not take full
advantage of the belting power, and a coarser one that might overload the belts and ruin the
tools. 27 The choice would be left to the judgment of the instruction card clerk who, applying his
choice of speed to the "Time Slide Rule," would now be able to determine the amount of time
that the task, executed at a given speed and feed, should require (Figure 5, 6). Through the piece
rate system, the slide rule established the final regulatory code by which to set the speed and
power of the machines in the shop.
In 1907, Taylor read his treatise on "The Art of Cutting Metals," summarizing the value
of the work that had been done in Bethlehem:
Our problem is to take the work and machines as we find them in a machine shop, and by
properly changing the countershaft speeds, equipping the shop with tools of the best
quality and shapes, and then making a slide rule for each machine to enable an intelligent
mechanic with the aid of these slide rules to tell each workman how to do each piece of
work in the quickest time.28
27 Ibid., 58.
28 Taylor, "The Art of Cutting Metals," 32.Again in 1911, he wrote: "By means of four quite elaborate slide-rules,
which have been especially made for the purpose of determining the all-round capacity of metal-cutting machines, a
careful analysis was made of every element of this machine in its relation to the work in hand. Its pulling power at
its various speeds, its feeding capacity, and its proper speeds were determined by means of the slide-rules, and
If the slide rules absorbed the variability of the machine and constrained its operation to a limited
number of acceptable speeds, it could also be used to limit the number of settings available to the
operator of the machine. Both man and machine were therefore integrated in a unified regulated
system by the instrumental limits set by the slide rule.
For this integration to work there needed to be an underlying assumption that every
worker at every machine was the same. Differences in experience and memory were just as
bothersome obstacles to well-regulated production as rules of thumb and the partial knowledge
of tasks assumed by the traditional foremen. Some critics of scientific management have written
about management removing the "subjective factor of the labor process" as a method of
deskilling.2 9 Indeed, Barth's slide rules had no nostalgia for the workman's craft or subjective
experience; through them he performed an analogous application of the mechanical constraints
dictated by the equations transcribed onto the scale for both machine and laborer. The slide rule
indiscriminately deduced norms for anything that produced variability, that is, as long as some
aspect of the operation could be set into an equation. Furthermore, it was the generalized nature
of the norms given by the slide rule that allowed the regulatory logic of the Bethlehem shop to
travel from machine to machine, from man to man and from shop to shop. Thus, when Taylor
was approached to consult for other firms after his retirement, he knew that Barth and his slide
rules would be the most transportable system for establishing management in a new location.
changes were then made in the countershaft and driving pulleys so as to run it at its proper speed. Tools, made of
high speed steel, and of the proper shapes, were properly dressed, treated, and ground. (It should be understood,
however, that in this case the high-speed. steel which had heretofore been in general use in the shop was also used in
our demonstration.) A large special slide-rule was then made, by means of which the exact speeds and feeds were
indicated at which each kind of work could be done in the shortest possible time in this particular lathe. After
preparing in this way so that the workman should work according to the new method, one after another, pieces of
work were finished in the lathe, corresponding to the work which had been done in our preliminary trials, and the
gain in time made through running the machine according to scientific principles ranged from two and one-half
times the speed in the slowest instance to nine times the speed in the highest." From Frederick W. Taylor, The
Principles ofScientific Management (New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1911), 99-100.
29 See, for example, Harry Braverman, Labor and Monopoly Capital: The Degradation of Work in the Twentieth
Century (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1974), 171.
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Managing Flexibility at the Link-Belt Engineering Company
It was James Mapes Dodge, the President of the Link-Belt Engineering Company, who claimed
to be Barth's first employer as a machine shop consultant. He invited Barth to apply his "Slide
Rule System" to the company's Philadelphia shop where their patented conveyors were being
fabricated en masse. These were intricately machined driving-chains developed from the designs
made by William D. Ewart in collaboration with Dodge as early as the 1870s and 80s (Figure 7).
Link-belts were designed to transmit power through the massive modem elevating and
conveying machinery that was used in material extraction processes, freight handling, packing
houses, canneries, printing establishments, saw mills, among many other operations that required
the continuous transport of large amounts of material (Figure 8, 9, 10). It would therefore be
necessary for the parts of the belt to be durable enough to operate the heavy lifting equipment in
all weather conditions as well as strong enough to withstand the tension produced in high speed
conveyance. After learning of Taylor's work on the new high speed steel at Bethlehem, Dodge
initiated a plan to cut certain parts of the belts from the new material to increase their strength as
well as increase the shop's output. This decision required that the shop and its machines in
particular be regulated according to the needs of the unique steel alloy. Barth's arrival at Link-
Belt was by no means a coincidence. 30
As this plan came into effect, other difficulties for shop management began to surface.
Applications for link-belt technology had proliferated so widely that the work being done in the
Philadelphia plant required an unprecedented level of flexibility to accommodate the differences
30 Link-Belt Machinery Company, Modern methods as exemplified in the handling of raw and manufactured
products and the transmission ofpower (Chicago: The Link-Belt Machinery Company, 1902). For a good history of
labor relations at Link-Belt see Kathy Burgess, "Organized Production and Unorganized Labor: Management
Strategy and Labor Activism at the Link-Belt Company, 1900-1940" in Daniel Nelson, ed. A Mental Revolution:
Scientific Management since Taylor (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1992), 130-155. See also George P.
Torrence, James Mapes Dodge: Mechanical Engineer, Inventor, Pioneer in Industry (New York: The Newcomen
Society, 1950). The Story ofLink-Belt, 1875-1925 (Chicago, 1925).
in the jobs. The company was receiving orders that ranged from conveyer systems for sugar in
Cuban refinement facilities to coal storage systems in the western Pennsylvania mines.31 The
physical organization of the plant reflected how the company began to accommodate these shifts
(Figure 11, 12, 13). Adjacent to the offices, located in the southern end of the machine shop, a
large drafting room was erected where the individual pieces, customized for each job, were
drawn by the company's engineers. An elevator, presumably built in the Link-Belt shop, was
installed to connect the carefully lit drafting room with the blueprint department that was
stationed in the machine shop's clerestory running along the center of the shed roof (Figure 14).
Each new job implied that the drawings for every individual part would be immediately
reproduced in the printing lab and sent back down to the floor where fabrication could
commence. 32 Although Dodge had hired one of Taylor's apprentices to systematize the shop a
few years earlier by organizing the tool rooms and accounting systems (Figure 15), the two years
spent on these aspects of the operation were simply insufficient to deal with the massive changes
in servicing the machines on a job-by-job basis, especially now that there were parts that were
going to be cut from high speed steel.
Barth began to integrate the slide rule system at Link-Belt in 1903. Right away, Dodge
realized the risks of running an unregulated shop were about to multiply. If 50 pieces could be
cut in a day under the old system, an inaccurate rate in the machines would produce an error that
multiplied by 50. However, producing 200 pieces with the new high speed material would
multiply the error by 200. The expansion of error was all the more likely with the changes in
machine use from job to job. Now there would be no rules of thumb capable of governing the
31 For a fully illustrated catalogue of all the applications of the link-belt system see the Link-Belt Machinery
Company: General Catalog (Chicago: Link-Belt Machinery Company, 1905). See also, Burgess, 132.32 Horace Lucian Arnold, The Factory Manager and Accountant: Some Examples of the Latest American Factory
Practice (New York: Engineering Magazine, 1903).
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operations according to any tried and true routine. No single mind could possibly accommodate
this level of variability in managing the machines. "I am fully convinced," Dodge announced,
"that the successful perpetuation of a business becomes the more certain the further away we get
for the old military idea of having all the brains owned and controlled by one man."33 While the
brains had once been owned and controlled by one man, the owner, the new management system
mysteriously enabled the separation of ownership from control. If the owner only owned and the
managers controlled, he believed, there would be little reason to suspect any influence of the
former over the later. Although Dodge denied the seemingly obvious reliance of control on
ownership, it is clear that Barth would never have arrived at Link-Belt if not for an invitation
from the owner who only wanted to own more with more control.
In following the pattern laid out in "Shop Management," Barth's work helped occlude the
immediacy of the owner's power within management by dispersing the unified power of the
foreman (the owner's former representative in the shop) into a bureaucracy of what he called
"indirect workers" based in a planning department. Years later he explained that the fashion
introduced by Taylor of calling the department "non-producers," was misleading: "We haven't
any non-producers. I will not admit that for one second. We have indirect and direct workers.
When I sit in my office, doing all kinds of things, I am working in one way, and I am working
like hell from morning to night too. ... You want to forget this idea about producer and non-
producer." 34 In his attempt to push management ever further from its association with the power
of the ownership, Barth rather wickedly associated his own work with that of the men in the
shop. He was right to call his efforts labor of their own, but to elide the difference between his
power and that of the average workman through the addition of the prefix "in" seems devious
33 James M. Dodge, "A History of the Introduction of a System of Shop Management," Transactions of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers 27 (1906), 722-3.
34 Industrial Relations, op. cit., 894.
indeed. Establishing a planning department at Link-Belt, Barth seemed to believe, was only a
necessary addition of indirect work to direct work; an indispensable graft of the brain onto body.
Indirect labor and direct labor were conveniently never distinguished in their relation to the
purposes of ownership. Management by bureaucracy was introduced as a necessary regulatory
accessory to make machine shop flexible to the unpredictable demands of the market.
But there were still more hurdles to come; Barth's invitation to the Philadelphia plant
came at the moment that the company was converting from group-driven machines running on
leather belts attached to centrally powered shafts, to a system of independently driven machines
running on electricity. Making these two systems work in unison while keeping the desired
capacity of the plant stable, made Barth's task all the more complicated. His progress in applying
the slide rule system to the shop was therefore tediously slow. Just after his arrival, in the
summer of 1903, he wrote to Dodge about the difficulties: "Owing...on the one hand to the slow
progress made in providing the group-driven machines with new counter-shafts; and on the other
hand, to the enormous variation in the speed with the out-put, in the multiple voltage motor-
driven machines, ...the special interchangeable slide rule parts for the individual machines have
so far been made for a single lathe only." 35 Being stalled by these circumstances, however,
ensured that Barth would fully recognize the differences between the system as it was originally
formulated at Bethlehem and the manner in which he was being implementing it in this plant.
Management did not enter into industry without a significant investment in reacting to new
circumstances; rather, it thrived on them. Indeed, Barth was not dissuaded from the intention of
bringing the operations in this machine shop into harmony-it was more likely that he was
particularly drawn to the discovery of any sort of misalignment and unevenness in the existing
35 CGB to James M. Dodge, President of the Link-Belt Engineering Co., August 17, 1903, in Case 5, Folder
"Reports subsequent to Original Report," Papers of Carl G. Barth, Baker Business Library Historical Collections.
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organization of the shop. These were the diagnosed "pathologies;" they were the problems that
could only be resolved through planning and were the reason for a planning department rather
than insurmountable impediments to the possibility of planning.
Yet it was Dodge himself who presented a final obstacle to the immediate fulfillment of
Barth's ambitions. Translating the system patterned at Bethlehem for the Link-Belt shop required
convincing this head-strong company president that no aspect of production control could be
overlooked or even temporarily removed. Explaining the misuse of the machines that plagued the
old system, Barth wrote an extended description of the gains he anticipated from a complete and
consistent utilization of the facilities at maximum capacity:
Under the old system of management, a piece of work is usually assigned to a machine
without any special consideration as to the suitability of the machine for the work... The
work thus assigned, the operator himself plans how to handle it, sometimes with, but
oftener without, an off-hand suggestion from his foreman; and in rare and extra difficult
cases only, according to definite instructions... Looking at these facts square in the face, it
readily will be realized that...the machine is thus not given the opportunity to do but
part-sometimes a mere fraction only-of the work it is capable of doing in a given time.
Under the Taylor system of management, on the other hand...the [machine operator is
instructed] as to the best methods, speeds, and feeds to use, and the time it should take to
do the work, thus insuring in every way that a minimum of the machine's time is taken up
in the machining of the piece, and consequently, that a maximum of work passes through
the machine in a given time. 36
Once all the machines in the plant had slide rules fabricated to replace the ad hoc system of
control that was previously in place, they could be exploited to their fullest. The amount of time
spent at each machine for a given task, however, would now be set as specifically calibrated
piece rates.
By the middle of 1904, the shop was regulated for full capacity, but routing the tasks to
ensure that no machine would sit idle required undertaking systematic time studies. Barth invited
Dwight V. Merrick, also known as "Taylor's expert time keeper," to join the Link-Belt team to
36 Ibid.
add this missing element. Merrick's unit time studies were, as Taylor called them, the
"fundamental objects" of information for installing the management system at Bethlehem. These
were not simply standard durations for completing a given task; Merrick presented them as
norms with acceptable deviations that he called "allowances." 37 In other words, even if the
machines would all be employed to their full capacity, the workers manning those machines
were understood to be only capable of their highest output for limited amounts of time before the
onset of fatigue. Thus, each task demanded its own graduated time allowance depending on the
effort it required.38 All these deviations would need to be tabulated into routing the work at the
plant. It took several months of study for Merrick to assemble the data and then additional time
for Barth to relate his findings to the existing wage distribution in the company. In total, the
preparatory time for establishing the planning department amounted to nearly two years.
The first significant architectural instantiation of the full conversion of Link-Belt to the
new management system can be found in the two bulletin boards that were hung back to back on
the entry wall of the shop. One board faced the interior of the planning department and the other,
covered in glass, faced the shop (Figure 16). The latter communicated the entire operation, as it
was planned for each day by the clerks in the planning room, to the workers who manned the
machines. Organized as a grid of letter-number abbreviations, every machine could be located on
the board as part of a map of the shop's mechanical contents without ever needing to represent
37 Dwight V. Merrick to Kempton Taylor, August 16, 1915, Taylor Collection, Stevens Institute of Technology. For
more the allowances graphs done by Barth and Merrick see "Establishing Delay Allowances for Rate Setting," in
Merrick's book Time Studies as the Basis for Rate Setting (New York: The Engineering Magazine Company, 1920),
53-65.
38 "In machine work, where the tasks are long and the operator has little to do but watch the machine, the influence
of fatigue is very nearly negligible, while variations in machine speed, quality of tools, condition of material worked
upon and numerous other factors prove of much greater importance in the correct formulation of the allowance
which should be made." Barth worked to generate mathematical models that could predict the fatigue that a worker
performing a given task would incur over time. Ibid., 54. For more on fatigue studies see Frank Bunker Gilbreth and
Lillian Moller Gilbreth, Fatigue Study: The Elimination ofHumanity's Greatest Unnecessary Waste (New York:
Sturgis & Walton Company, 1916). These were the studies of body motion that became famous for economizing on
movement to preserve both metal and physical energy. See Giedion, op. cit. who referred to the Gilbreths as a
crucial step in the mechanization of the human body.
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its physical layout. Along the top, capital letters were painted to signify a type of machine: C for
gear cutters, D for drill presses, etc. And each individual machine received a number ordering it
from largest to smallest; the largest lathe, for example, was 1L, the eighth largest boring mill was
8B.39 Beneath each of these acronyms hung three time cards that listed the work planned for the
machine indicating the piece rate at which it should be performed. One these cards there were
also a reference numbers to instruction cards that were prepared by the planning department to
elaborate every step in the task from start to finish. The board thus established a virtual traffic
control center without any visual indication of the physical adjacencies or flows that were about
to arise in the shop.40
As the boards were regularly updated by the clerks, the plant was reorganized according
to a new plan assembled on the other side of the wall. Filling the grid required constant
awareness of the tasks that had been finished in the shop by the planning department. It would
not be possible to know exactly how to plan future combinations of tasks without the completed
work orders being constantly tallied by the production clerks. With each successive order filled,
the clerks would thread the production of the newly cut parts into another conveyer system being
assembled in the erecting shop and simultaneously submit new orders to be filled in the machine
shop. The bulletin boards thus organized the shop floor as a horizontal plane of infinitely flexible
islands, except on the board they were rotated vertically and hung on hooks. The shop was an
infrastructure of permutable settings, like table settings, that could be redistributed according to
the particular configuration of events: a new purchase order, a change in a material's price or
39 
"Planning Room" in Case 4, Folder "Link-Belt Chicago." Barth was sent to the Chicago plant to install the system
there as well; this description of the routing bulletin board is taken from the Chicago installation from around 1908.
40 C. Willis Adams, "How a Planning Department Works," How Scientific Management is Applied: Output and
Profit Increasing Methods put to use in Leading Factories (Chicago: The System Company, 1911), 76.
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availability, the completion of a large conveyer system and the beginning of a new one, an
accumulation of errors, or even a sudden shift in the superintendent's overall production strategy.
During a night shift in early October 1905, one machinist fell behind on his expected
production output as dictated by the cards posted on the board and began to work according to
his old methods. In a letter to Dodge, Barth compared the consequences of this incident to
disregard for the new system to a rogue railroad conductor disobeying the installation of modem
traffic technology:
Mr. Hunter in his anxiety to get the work through fell back on doing this by his old
methods, without either fully realizing or caring for (personally I believe the former to be
the case) the disastrous effect his interference with the routing would necessarily
produce. In either event the failure of the Taylor Routing System to produce the looked
for results in your shop can no more be justly attributed to any inherent defect in that
system as applied to your particular product, that the failure of the railroad, well equipped
with a modem system of switches and signals to insure good and safe service, could
justly be attributed to any inherent defect in such a system, if the carrying out of the same
were put in the hands of persons that either were known or proved to be irresponsible,
and heedless of the safety of human lives.41
The signals that kept the management system in synchrony with the shop were, like railroad
switches, also controlling its dependability. 42 A single worker disregarding the regulation of
speeds planned for his task could throw the whole system out of synch. This, it seems, was the
ultimate risk for a system that had been planned to reduce the risks imbedded in the highly
flexible production process at Link-Belt. Disregard for the continuous operation of the plan
returned the shop to the older model of work that proceeded through trial and error while
collecting rules of thumb. Mr. Hunter's lapse cannot be compared to the breakdown of a machine
or even to an error in regulating its speed. His error was a category mistake; it was only
legitimate according to another set of rules, not those put in place by the planning department.
41 CGB to JMD, October 16, 1905 in Case 5, Folder "Reports subsequent to Original Report."
42 For more on the role of synchrony in early 20& century scientific culture, see Peter Galison, Einstein 's Clocks,
Poincare's Maps: Empires of Time (New York: W.W. Norton, 2003).
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Under the new management, the old techniques simply no longer made any sense. Continuing to
follow them caused a fundamental violence to the new system. The authority of management
was organized around principles that required a new kind of obedience-Mr. Hunter was no less
"rational," or right, his methods had become "out of place."
A few days after the October events, Taylor wrote to Dodge to reinforce the gravity of
the situation. The attempt to save money on "indirect labor" by diminishing the manpower in the
planning department, he explained, led to a general undercutting of Barth's efforts. Such
interference, or any further moments of managerial discontinuity, would fundamentally disable
the system's capacity to correct, compensate and plan the future of the production process:
At the same time that you were leaning on Mr. Barth and expecting him to accomplish
results you interfered with the possible effectiveness of the system of management in a
most extraordinary way, without even consulting him or letting him know what you had
done until he found it out, in each case, by stumbling across it. ...You have completely
obliterated functional foremanship, and this step was taken entirely without consultation
with Mr. Barth and without his knowledge of your intended action.... I wish to make it
perfectly clear that it is in making alterations of this type that you have taken steps to
entirely emasculate the system which I advocate.43
If the planning department established an invisible circuitry for the well-regulated flow of labor
power, a gap in the enforcement of its authority established a short circuit. Any regulatory body,
Barth and Taylor attempted to explain, could only achieve its goals through consistent
implementation and reliable support.
Representation and Multiplication
The planning department, or what came to be known as the "nerve center" of the plant, was the
apparatus that Barth brought to every new consultancy. Applying it to ten additional factory
environments revealed Barth's belief in its resilience as a universal form of management
43 FWT to JMD, (check date), in Case 5, Folder "Reports subsequent to Original Report."
infrastructure. Indeed, as a format that governed the passage of labor power through machines
and men and into the commodity, it could be reapplied infinitely. From around 1905, Barth
began to draw diagrams of the system he had installed at Link-Belt to represent, in a general
image, how the management system was organized there. Using circles to signify the
functionally distinct aspects of the management apparatus, he outlined the starting and ending
points of the management operation with larger radii circles. These were linked through an array
of lines representing the movement of requisitions, patterns and bills as they passed from one
smaller circle to the next, each symbolizing the function of a different clerk (Figure 17).44 The
first diagram of Link-Belt located the drafting room at the top of the drawing, as the beginning of
the process that fed drawings of new parts as well as bills of material to the planning room.
Boxed in below was a "room" that outlined the contents of the planning department: five clerks
who processed the drawings into "routes" and "rates" and reconfigured them onto instruction
cards. No indication was made of the bulletin board that physically organized this information
for the workers to execute in the actual machine shop. Instead, the drawings, route sheets and
time cards were shown as bundled bits of information hovering over a single arrowhead entering
the shop, the final circle. No workers, no machines, no people were present in the diagram. It
traced the path of management with circles as signs that only denoted arbitrary markers for the
actions of any number of people or machines. The bureaucratic machinery captured in the
planning department acted as a line of symmetry mirroring the shop, 413 feet by 80 in actuality,
onto an identical circle signifying the drafting room, 184 feet by 40.
This diagram of information packages as they were translated from requisitions,
drawings, bills, etc. into instruction cards for production did not represent the way that
management reorganized labor in the plant in reality. However, in Barth's second diagram he
44 See Max Weber on "positions" in bureaucracy.
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attempted to give a better picture of the organizational effect of this managerial circuitry on the
actual operations of the shop (Figure 18). Here, smaller circles branching from the planning
department, one large circle, represented those aspects of the managerial agency that
communicated directly with the shop floor. Three horizontal lines of functional foremanship split
into six gang bosses extending the distribution of regulatory power over the tool room, erecting
shop, rate setting and machine maintenance. The machines were, in turn, represented as lines that
vertically intersected these paths with an "x." Either side of the resulting grid was bounded by
lines representing foremen who connected the management to the remaining facilities in the
plant, the wrought shop and pattern shop, thus keeping the entire production process in Nicetown
unified by the action of the big circle. The final remaining pair of circles, located on the other
side of the planning department from the foremen, represented the superintendant and his
assistant, his mirror image, only stationed within the management bubble. Owners were just as
absent as workers; again this is an image of an autonomously operating interior that required no
reference to outside conditions. If the first diagram made visible the invisible flow of information
from the drafting room (idea) to the shop (execution) through the planning department, the
second diagram focused on the way that information was disseminated throughout the plant.
Because Barth neither drew the physical outlines of the space nor the unique configuration of
Link-Belt's operation, the diagrams became generalized patterns for the system's application
anywhere it needed to travel. While the slide-rules had allowed Barth to move from Bethlehem
to Link-Belt by naming him the "expert machinist," these diagrams made the entire system that
had been developed for Dodge appear equally expert and equally mobile.
Indeed, even before his first attempt at installing the system was complete, Barth was
already asked to reapply it in another shop. The Tabor Manufacturing Company, a modestly
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sized tool making enterprise also located in Philadelphia, invited Barth to visit shortly after he
had taken his post at Link-Belt. He wrote to Wilfred Lewis, the President of Tabor that he
believed any shop could conceivably be regulated under the system:
In general, we believe that we are ready to recommend the adoption of the system, for in
a great many points it is our opinion that the Taylor System only requires what
undoubtedly should be done in every well-regulated shop. This refers principally to
having all machines and tools in the best possible condition; the running of all machine
tools at the most economical speeds; the provision of stock and tools ready and on the
floor ahead of the workman; the supplying of workman with all that he can possibly need,
either as regards instructions or tools; the taking away of the planning from a number of
foremen and concentrating it in one place.45
The installation of the system began in 1904, but it only occasionally involved Barth. Mostly, it
was overseen by Horace K. Hathaway, another of Taylor's disciples who also became the
company's Vice-President.4 6 Documenting all the aspects of the management system at Tabor,
Hathaway established a far more elaborate planning department then the one at Link-Belt. He
hoped to develop it into "a well built machine."47 As if it were in fact made up of "parts," he
used numbers to label the clerks and their desks on a photograph of the room in which they
worked (Figure 20). There were fifteen men gathered in the image but only twelve of them were
referred to in the caption; some had functions like "typist" or "shop superintendant," others were
not given functions but described with actions "filling out data" or "duplicating operation
orders," and some are were entirely left out of the description. The room was artificially lit,
45 This correspondence with Tabor Manufacturing Co., was sent to George D. Babcock at H.H. Franklin in answer to
his request for guidance in employing the Taylor system at H.H. Franklin, reprinted in The Taylor System in
Franklin Management: Application and Results (New York: The Engineering Magazine Company, 1917), 14.
46 H. K. Hathaway, "How to Route a Multi-part Mechanism," Planning production for profit; tested and selected
methods ofplanning production, ed. John Herbert Van Deventer (New York: The Engineering Magazine Company,
1921). See also, John W. Carter, "The Production Control Method of the Tabor Manufacturing Company," Annals of
the American Academy of Political and Social Science, 119 (May 1925), 92-96; Wilfred Lewis, "An Object Lesson
in Efficency," Scientific Management: A Collection of the More Significant Articles ed. Clarence Bertrand
Thompson (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1914); Rudolf Seubert, Aus derpraxis des Taylor-System: mit
eingehender beschreibung seiner Anwendung bei der Tabor Manufacturing Company in Philadelphia (Berlin: J.
Springer, 1914).
47 Hathaway, "On the Technique of Manufacturing," 232.
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wiring and conduits snaking along the ceiling. Some clerks wore hats others carefully parted
their hair; some wore vests, others jackets but all uniformly dressed in white shirts. Joined
together in this bureau, their tasks reconstituted the shop into so many forms of bureaucratic
notation. Through their constant tabulations, the flow of materials leaving the storage room
would move to the shop to be cut and eventually routed into the assembly of the commodity
further along in the process yet to be determined.
Hathaway commissioned new furniture for the department: special desks and chairs, a
bulletin board and custom filing cabinets (Figures 21, 22). He also fabricated what he called a
"tool stand," a movable metal cart that carried all the tools and drawings necessary to fulfill a
given set of tasks for a machinist (Figure 23). On the top of this proxy management machine
were clipped drawings and instruction cards for a given job.48 The tools for executing each task
were carefully laid out on the top shelf. Collected in a container below were the tools for the
following job. The instruction cards that had yet to be used were located on the left in the "jobs
to be done" container; they would eventually be clipped to the top as well. Those in the rear
awaited inspection by the production foreman, and those on the right were ready to be returned
to the planning department as work that had already been finished and inspected. This traveling
organizer appeared in a variety of photographs, one depicts it standing beside a lathe separated
from the remaining shop by a white divider (Figure 24). The image gives the impression that the
mechanical manager is awaiting the arrival of the worker, the only missing element in the
ensemble, even the belt that moving the lathe refers to the presence of the power source above.
The purposes for each element represented in the image are so clear that the worker's arrival is
almost unnecessary to complete the picture. Consider the two images taken of the shop with
48 The tool cart is a perfect example of the process of delegation as described by Bruno Latour in "Where are the
Missing Masses? The Sociology of a Few Mundane Artifacts," W. E. Bijker & J. Law, eds. Shaping
Technology/Building Society: Studies in Sociotechnical Change (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1992), 225-258
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workers, foremen, and clerks present (Figures 25, 26). The cart in both is the center point of the
activity. In one, the clerk drops off new drawings into one of the containers, in the other the
foreman checks the stand to see the progress of work and assess if any materials are missing for
the proper execution of the task at hand. The cart, acts as the interface between the management
of labor and the laborer himself. As the instruction cards were deposited and picked up, the tasks
delivered to the man-machine combination were constantly changing. And as they came and
went, the instruments of regulation kept the pace of production at the proper rate for any given
day, attuned to the internal goals of maximizing the tools' capacities and the external
contingencies of market demand.
By the time that Hathaway published his treatise on the functions and organization of a
planning department in Industrial Engineering, the system had already begun to proliferate
nationwide.4 9 For instance, the idea was picked up and applied by managers like Frederick A.
Parkhurst at the Ferracute Machine Company in Bridgeton New Jersey. In his version, the
"planning room is divided into two parts. One, the Controlling Section...is responsible for the
planning, routing, methods, order of work, etc. The other, or the Statistical Section ... has to do
solely with material, values, time, wages, etc." 50 By 1912, 52 companies including Remington
Typewriter in Ilion New York, The Santa Fe Railroad in Tokpeka Kansas, and the Amoskeag
Mills in Manchester New Hampshire hired "Taylor experts" to apply the system in their plants."5
The Smith & Furbush Machine Company in Philadelphia, hired Barth in 1908 and he quickly
drew a new diagram that combined the two he had drawn for Link-Belt (Figure 27). The
planning department remained the largest and darkest figure on the page, sprouting smaller
49 Originally published in parts in 1910, republished as a whole as "The Planning Department, its Organization and
Function," in Scientific Management: A Collection of the More Significant Articles ed. Clarence Bertrand Thompson
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1914)
50 Frederic Augustus Parkhurst, Applied Methods ofScientific Management (New York: J. Wiley & Sons, 1912), 44
51 Daniel Nelson, Workers and Managers,69-70.
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versions of itself within its dominating circumference. It even established satellites of two
different radii connected through arcs and lines which put the department into the context of the
market ("debtors," "customers" and "creditors") and the "board of directors" that it had always
occupied but had never before been represented. The machine shop diagram appears on the page
as well, more or less unchanged from the grid he had drawn at Link-Belt. But the final step in the
diagrammatic representation of the system came in 1919 when the circuitry was drawn for the
first time for no company in particular. It was a general, unapplied map. The bars and boxes of
functions stacked on top of one another in the planning department fed, on one end, into what
resembled a rather standard image of an ownership hierarchy and, on the other, into a machine
shop made up of all the usual functions of inspectors, gang bosses, machinists and their
machines. The system had been thoroughly generalized and was named by Carl Barth's son
Christian, the "Taylor System General Organization Chart." 52
Even the government-funded military industry began to absorb these management
techniques. In 1909 Barth was invited to the Watertown Arsenal by General Crozier, the chief of
the US army's Ordinance Department who was responsible designing, testing, and storing all the
ordnance equipment in the various units of the army as well as managing four government-
owned manufacturing arsenals. 53 Barth commented upon his arrival: "I cannot refrain from
expressing the great surprise it has been to me to learn, through our efforts here, what a poor
52 Papers of Carl G. Barth, Baker Business Library Historical Collections.
53 Hugh G. J. Aitken, Scientific Management in Action: Taylorism at Watertown Arsenal, 1908-1915 (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1985). Additional installations in government owned facilities were attempted like at the
Mare Island Navy Yard, where the constructor Holden A. Evans applied Taylor's managerial techniques to the
process of shipbuilding. Holden A. Evans, Cost Keeping and Scientific Management (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1911). He was forced to resign, see Holden A. Evans, One Man's Fight for a Better Navy (New
York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1940). The records of the Mare Island Navy Yard (1854-1980) are held at the
National Archives, Records of Naval Districts and Shore Establishments (RG 181).
institution the government of our great and wealthy country is." 54 As surprised as he was at the
conditions at Watertown, there was an equally strong reciprocal rejection of his system by the
workers who were stationed in the arsenal. The conflict, as it would turn out, would be a historic
turning point. These were the first organized acts of resistance to the management system that he
and Taylor had worked to establish, and they came from government employees. Indeed, the
arsenal workers went on strike in 1911 and within a few months a large scale government
hearing was initiated through the Industrial Relations Commission to verify their complaints.55
Many public officials believed that the system was abusively pushing laborers beyond
their limits and thereby soliciting conflicts like those that had precipitated at Watertown. In a
brief submitted to the Interstate Commerce Commission in 1911, however, the litigator Louis
Brandeis argued that the techniques of management were simply not being applied rigorously
enough. He suggested that they be taken even further and applied to the very origin of large
business enterprise, the railroads. It was in the public interest, he argued, that freight rates be
reduced, and the method he proposed for reducing costs was the application of Taylor's system.
More managerial involvement in such large business enterprises, not less, he argued, would bring
the execution of the public interest ever more deeply into business. What might not have worked
at Watertown would preserve the public's interest everywhere else. The managers had
established a system of surveillance and control in the shop, Brandies believed, and now it was
up to government to exploit it as another form of administrative power through which it could
regulate the private sector. With these added eyes, government would be ever more aware of the
physical conditions of the workers which was apparently such a fundamental concern to the
54 Carl G. Barth, "A Broad Statement of the Main Things Attempted and Partly Accomplished by me, in my
Capacity of 'Expert of Shop Management' at the Watertown Arsenal, with some Comments Having a Relation
Thereto," Case 4, Folder "Historical Watertown Arsenal, 1909-1972," Papers of Carl G. Barth, Baker Business
Library Historical Collections.
55 Industrial Relations, op cit.
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Commission. In fact, Brandeis, concluded, government bureaucracy itself could learn a few
things from the installations of the management system in industry and reform the manner in
which it administered itself.56
Accidents and Sabotage
Managers, from as early as they began applying their control systems in machine shops, had
developed methods for environmental control that could regulate the "conditions" of industrial
labor to keep production in continuous operation. Dwight Merrick noted that light, temperature
and air quality in the factory were crucial factors in the longevity of maximum output as well as
the workers' health and safety. 57 One of the first attempts to take the principles of scientific study
into the arrangement of the physical plan of the machine shop was pursued by Oscar Perrigo. In
Machine Shop Construction he outlined methods for ventilating, heating and lighting the shop
(Figure 31 - 34). Light studies and air flow diagrams became essential to the way managers
defended themselves against claims that their reforms made the factory environment inhospitable
for human labor. Perrigo even wrote about the planning of the planning department. The office
where the clerks sat, he explained, would need to be the type of environment that made the very
act of planning itself possible: "The plan is the first and important matter," he wrote, "and to plan
well and wisely we must have the best ideas obtainable. ... [and] to bring out the best ideas of
the men whose duty in life is to study and think and plan the work that others are to perform,
men should be placed in proper and congenial surroundings, which may inspire them to conceive
56 Louis Brandeis, Scientific Management and Railroads: Being Part OfA Brief Submitted To The Interstate
Commerce Commission (New York The Engineering Magazine 1912). This is the first place "scientific
management" as a name for Taylor's system was officially used. He also wrote, Business, a Profession (Boston:
Small, Maynard & Company, 1914). On Brandies and scientific management see, Oscar Kraines, "Brandeis'
Philosophy of Scientific Management," The Western Political Quarterly 13:1 (March 1960), 191-201; Thomas
McGraw, Prophets ofRegulation: Charles Francis Adams; Louis D. Brandeis; James M Landis; Alfred E. Kahn
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1984).
57 Time Studies as the Basis for Rate Setting.
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and bring out the very best ideas of which they are capable, just as in any other line of human
effort we make the conditions as favorable to success as we can if we are to expect good
results." 58
In the year that Perrigo published his treatise, the Committee on Social Betterment of
President Theodore Roosevelt's Homes Commission began to investigate the relationship
between the quality of air and the health of the worker: "Unless proper provision is made for the
dispersion of foul air and the introduction of pure air there is much reason for assuming that
these impurities play a more or less important role in what has been designated as 'crowd
poisoning,' characterized in the acute form by symptoms of oppression, headache, dizziness, and
faintness, while the chronic effects of deficient oxygenation and purification of the blood are
plainly evinced by the pallor, loss of appetite, anemia, and gradual loss of physical and mental
vigor."59 Beyond crowd poisoning, the Commission documented the evils of dust coming from
every sort of industry including those that dealt with animals, vegetables, metals, and textiles.
Worse yet, it reviewed several facilities where the production facilities exhausted "infectious
dusts" by employing lead, or chemicals like sulfur dioxide and arsenic. Dust brought the
bureaucracies of government and management together within the second decade of the
58 Oscar E. Perrigo, Modern Machine Shop Construction Equipment And Management: A Comprehensive and
Practical Treatise on the Economical Building, the Efficient Equipment, and Successful Management of the Modern
Machine Shop or Manufacturing Establishment, Describing and Illustrating the Most Simple Yet the Most Efficient
Time and Cost System Yet Devised (New York: The Norman W. Henley Publishing Company, 1906), 150. On the
inside cover, Perrigo describes the book as being, "A work for the everyday use of the architects who design, the
manufacturers who build, the engineers who plan and equip, the superintendents who organize and direct, and for
the information of every stockholder, director, officer, accountant, clerk, superintendent, foreman, and workman of
the modem machine shop and manufacturing plant of industrial America."
59George M. Kober Industrial and Personal Hygiene (Washington, D.C.: President's Homes Commission, 1908),
16. The commission was originally assembled to build model homes and regulate the unsanitary conditions of
existing urban dwellings and alleyway homes. See the whole collection of the President's Homes Commission,
Reports of the President's homes commission appointed by President Theodore Roosevelt (Washington, D.C.:
President's Homes Commission, 1908).
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twentieth century, making the factory interior as well as its immediate surroundings sites for the
legislation of environmental control. 60
To the managerial mind, any unforeseen discontinuity in the production process needed
to be explained and documented with empirical data. Environmental conditions, like Taylor's
approach to belting, would be understood as a measurable cause for error and needed to be
regulated through the accumulated knowledge of tabular record keeping. In other words,
quantifying error and accident in tables of environmental data would further demystify the
effects of mechanical or manual failure; there would no longer be any reason to be surprised by
losses if one could calculate their probabilities based on air quality. Yet if errors caused
managers to collect data, their unremitting existence in industrial production constituted the very
justification for continued managerial presence. Similarly, just as belting became increasingly
obsolete for most manufacturers with electrification, managers argued that there were new
horizons of undiscovered error buried within the mechanics of the independently driven
machines. The frequency and cost of persistent difficulties regulating the condition of air and
inaccuracies in the power mechanisms needed to be brought on to the record so that statistical
calculations would bring them with in temporarily tolerance. "Improving the system of
management," H. L. Gantt wrote "means the elimination of elements of chance or accident." 61
But Gantt's statement is so radical mostly there for reasons that doctor might say his job is the
60 David Stradling, "The Atmosphere Will Be Regulated," Smokestacks and Progressives: Environmentalists,
Engineers, andAir Quality in America, 1881-1951 (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999), 61-84.
Managers that had for so long only concerned themselves with refining the interior conditions of the factory, were
beginning to join Progressive reformers in what became known as the "smoke abatement movement," an attempt to
dramatically diminish the coal smoke in the nation's industrial cities.
61 Work, Wages, and Profits (New York: The Engineering Magazine Co., 1913), 35. For the new genre of accidental
criticism see Edward Eigen, "On Accident," Log 5 (Spring 2005); Edward Eigen, "On the Record: J.M.W. Turner's
Studies for the Burning of the Houses of Parliament and Other Uncertain Bequests to History," Grey Room 31
(Spring 2008), 68-89..
elimination of disease; error, like disease, could never be eliminated, it could only be managed
into ever stricter ranges of acceptable loss.
Accidents where the consequences of error resulted in a worker's injury or loss of life
were considered too costly. This sentiment did not come from any sort of moral stance on the
value of life, however, rather owners began to argue that the available liability insurance which
was settled these issues in the courts was simply too risky-it was resulted in highly variable
losses that could not be predicted to be set aside in advance. To stabilize the cost of accidents,
employers demanded more predictability. Consequently, States began to pass compensation laws
with predetermined rates of compensation for industrial accidents. However, the first versions of
these laws were all flawed; they were not built on any probability calculations derived from
accident statistics. 62 To conduct statistical tabulations for the government, the Casualty Actuarial
and Statistical Society was formed by he economist and doctor I. M. Rubinow. It took him
roughly two decades to assemble the data he need to publish what he called a "Standard Accident
Table." Here were tabulated the full distribution of accidents from fatal cases, 0.932%, to
dismemberments in all their varieties, 2.323%, to accidents causing temporary disability,
94.193%. And based on the probability of their occurrence and the wages that a worker might
loose, compensations rates were set to regulate employers' losses.63
62 William F. Willoughby, "Accidents to labor as regulated by law in the US" The Bulletin of the Department of
Labor 6:32 (January 1901), 1-28. "The Ohio law is the most carefully worded and precise of any of the
laws, both as regards the definition of accidents to be reported and the information to be furnished. It was enacted
March 21. 1888, and was slightly amended as regards its penalty clause March 9, 1898. As the most complete of the
laws, it is of interest to reproduce in full its provisions, which are as follows: SECTION [8771]. It shall be the duty
of all manufacturers of the State, to forward by mail to the chief inspector of workshops and factories, at Columbus,
a report of each and every serious accident resulting in bodily injury to any person which may occur in their
establishment, giving particulars of the same as fully as can be ascertained, upon blanks which shall be furnished by
the chief inspector of workshops and factories." Ibid., 24.
63 I. M. Rubinow, "A Standard Accident Table as a Basis for Compensation Rates," Publications of the American
Statistical Association 14:109 (March, 1915), 394. See also I. M. Rubinow, Social insurance: with special reference
to American conditions (New York: Henry Holt, 1913).
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As an incentive to factory owners to curtail the unnecessary losses of human life and
limb, a private agency called the Public Safety Division of the National Safety Council
developed a language of plant safety patterned on the managerial logic by which every accident
in a plant would be translated into direct, indirect effects on profit. First, there was the loss of
labor due to the loss of workmen who were either killed or injured, together with "the cost of
medical and surgical attention and the overhead cost in connection with the payment of claims."
Second, there were indirect costs of production "due to the stoppage or slowing up of work when
an accident occurs." This would apply to all those operations that were dependant upon the work
of the injured worker, even if the injury never even happened but was only a "near accident."
Third, and finally there were the costs incurred by the effect of continued accidents on the
morale of the workers. Drafted by Sidney J. Williams, the Director of the Safety Council, the
delineation of all these costs from accidents was concluded with the directive that the avoidance
of accidental events was an essential part of managerial responsibility in the plant. He wrote:
What is an accident? One dictionary definition is "anything occurring unexpectedly." In
this broad sense, the material sticking in the punch press, the belt breaking, the casting
falling off the truck, the railroad train jumping the track, is an accident, whether any
person happens to be injured or not. ... All accidents in the broad sense-all things
occurring unexpectedly-are hindrances to efficiency, whether any one happens to be
injured or not. The occasional accident in which some one is injured therefore has a
significance beyond its own cost-it serves as a symptom of many other "accidents" in
which no one was injured but through which time was lost and production curtailed.64
Injurious accidents, he deduced, were just the most glaring signs of all other accidents occurring
beneath the surface. Indeed, death and injury were losses that needed to be given just as careful
attention as the interdependent mechanics that had come to be the central task of managers to
regulate in the factory.
64 Sidney J. Williams, "Industrial Accidents" from Committee on Elimination of Waste In Industry of The Federated
American Engineering Societies, Waste in Industry (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1921), 331-335.
See also his book meant for accident prevention, The Manual ofIndustrial Safety (Chicago: A. W. Shaw Company,
1927).
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It was the regulation of every loss to the vested interest of business that became the
subject of Thorstein Veblen's book on the management of American industry under the "price
system." For Veblen, managers had the unique capacity to make any loss of profit, even those
found in the most unlikely places in the factory, visible and potentially avoidable. Like the
example of accidents, losses lurked in every recess or intemperate environmental condition
within the industrial plant; they lurked in every belt that was tightened too tight or machine that
was run too fast. These were all accidents, errors, losses in the making. Restricting the speed of a
belt or loosening it were regulations that Taylor had proposed in his early paper on belting-
restricting the facilities' full capacity that produced results that he claimed were less variable and
more easily controlled. Veblen provocatively called Taylor's restrictions on the full capacity of
the factory "sabotage," taking the term in its broadest meaning, "the conscious withdrawal of
efficiency." He thereby extended the usual meaning of workers' forcible obstruction of
production to include managerial strategies of production control. Sabotage was a restriction, a
regulation, and could be used for both positive and negative effects. Veblen explained:
the ways and means of this necessary control of the output of industry are always and
necessarily something in the nature of sabotage - something in the way of retardation,
restriction, withdrawal, unemployment of plant and workmen - whereby production is
kept short of productive capacity. ... [T]he rate and volume of output have to be regulated
with a view to what the traffic will bear - that is to say, what will yield the largest net
return in terms of price to the business men who manage the country's industrial system.
Otherwise there will be "overproduction," business depression, and consequent hard
times all around. Overproduction means production in excess of what the market will
carry off at a sufficiently profitable price. So it appears that the continued prosperity of
the country from day to day hangs on a 'conscientious withdrawal of efficiency' by the
business men who control the country's industrial output.65
Through sabotage rate and volume had been transformed into controllable variables; they could
be adjusted to the needs of the market rather than the capacity of the factory equipment or its
man power, or even to the needs of the people anywhere outside the factory. So it was with
65 Thorstein Veblen, The Engineers and the Price System (New York: B.W. Heubsch, 1921), 8-9. Emphasis added.
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"shrewd moderation" that the managers of the modem business enterprise used the retardation of
production to maintain a continuous but regulated operation of the firm's output. This was how
they protected the employer's profits from the upheavals of the market over which management
had no control.66 But Veblen did not stop at the factory. Sabotage had become a basic part of the
increasingly "administered" government. The national income tax, freight rate regulation, cold
storage, and federally regulated interest rates were all forms of sabotage that Veblen saw as part
of the "price system" that governed the United States in 1921 and has continued to ever since.
66 Ibid., 10.
Figure 1: From John H. Cooper, A Treatise on the Use
of Belting for the Transmission of Power
(Philadelphia: Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger, 1878).
Figure 2: Machine shop including overhead line
shafting at the Knight Foundry, Sutter Creek, Amador
County, CA. From the Historic American Buildings
Survey/Historic American Engineering Record (CA-
179).
Figure 3: Experimental apparatus to determine power and efficiency of belt transmissions from Wilfred Lewis,
"Experiments on the Transmission of Power by Belting," Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers 7 (1886), 549-597.
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Figure 4: Slide rule for Lathe No. 43 at Bethlehem Steel. From Carl G. Barth, "Slide Rule for the Machine Shop as
Part of the Taylor System of Management," Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers 25
(1904).
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Figure 5: Patent No. 753,840, "Slide Rule" issued on
March 8, 1904.
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Ibid.
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Figure 7: Patent No. 255,959, "Drive Chain" issued
on April 4, 1892.
Figure 9: Improved Mast-and-Boom Plant of the
Pennsylvania R.R. at South Amboy, NJ." From
Charles Piez, "Personal Reminiscences of James
Mapes Dodge," American Machinist (January 20,
1916; February 3, 1916)
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Figure 8: Patent No. 446,814, "Machinery for
Handling Coal," on February 17, 1891.
Figure 10: Shear-Truss Construction (patent above)
applied at the Susquehanna Coal Co.'s Plant at Old
Bridge, NJ. From Ibid.
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Figure 11: Link-Belt Engineering Company, Conveying And Elevating Machinery, Hunting Park Avenue and 21st
St. "Its plant in Philadelphia on Hunting Park Avenue and 21st Street, at the Nicetown Station of the Philadelphia
and Reading Railway, is an ideal manufacturing establishment, well built, admirably arranged and completely
quipped." From King's Views ofPhiladelphia, Illustrated Monographs, Part 2 (New York, 1900), 42.
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Figures 12 & 13: From Horace Lucian Arnold, The Factory Manager and Accountant: Some Examples of the Latest
American Factory Practice (New York: Engineering Magazine, 1903).
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Figure 14: Two views of the drafting room at the Link-Belt Engineering Company, showing effects of lighting. The
picture on the left was taken by daylight, the one on the right by artificial light. From L. D. Burlingame, "The
Drafting Department in Shop Economy," The Engineering Magazine 27 (July, 1904), 601.
Figure 15: (Left) Tool room from the Link-Belt Manufacturing Co., How Scientific Management is Applied: Output
and Profit Increasing Methods put to use in Leading Factories (Chicago: The System Company, 1911), 19.
Figure 16: (Right) Bulletin boards, on top is the interior board facing the planning room, below is the board facing
the shop. From Ibid., 37.
--- --------------------
Figure 17: Barth's diagram of the planning department at the Link-Belt Co. From Ibid., 75
F- p
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Figure 18: Another diagram demonstrating the five managerial tasks that are distributed to the floor from the
planning department. From Ibid., 79.
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Figure 19: "The Planning Department. The Tabor Manufacturing Co., Tool Builders, Philadelphia.
1. Production clerk's and planning dept. order of work clerk's desk.
2. Typist-writing route charts, operation orders, time cards, etc.
3. Shop superintendent
5. Route clerk's desk
6. Foundry clerk (special materials clerk).
7. Balance of stores clerk
8. Clerk duplicating operation orders, time cards, inspection orders from originals written by typist (2. see above)
and preparing (collating) route files.
9. Time study and instruction card desk. (Man with practical experience on right preparing instruction cards-clerk on
left filling in time from tabulated data.
11. Recording and window clerk. (Files of active route sheets back of him.)
12. Shop order of work clerk (at bulletin board.)
13. Drawing & instruction card messenger (at drawing files.)
14 & 15. Pay roll and cost desk."
From H. K. Hathaway, "On the Technique of Manufacturing," Annals of the American Academy of Political and
Social Science 85 (Sep., 1919), Fig. 1.
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Figure 20: The interior bulletin board at the planning department of the Tabor Manufacting Co. From Ibid., Fig 7.
Figure 21 (left): Window for passing time cards, Ibid.
Figure 22 (right): Custom filing cabinet, Ibid.
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Figure 23 (top left): "Tool stand arranged for
drill press, milling machines, etc." From Case 4,
Folder "Photographs Tabor Manufacturing,"
Papers of Carl G. Barth, Baker Business Library
Historical Collections.
Figure 24 (bottom left): Ibid.
Figure 25 (top right): Instruction card clerk
depositing new card. From "On the Technique of
Manufacturing."
Figure 26 (bottom right): Ibid.
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Figure 29: "First Comprehensive Diagram of a Taylor System of Organization, about 1908, The Smith and Furbush
Co.,as Originally Planned to Meet its Peculiar Relation Between the Manager and the Treasurer," Papers of Carl G.
Barth, Baker Business Library Historical Collections.
I
Figure 30: "Taylor System General Organization Chart, c. 1919. Ibid.
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Figure 31: Machine shops before their rearrangement. From Oscar E. Perrigo, Modern Machine Shop Construction
Equipment And Management: A Comprehensive and Practical Treatise on the Economical Building, the Efficient
Equipment, and Successful Management of the Modern Machine Shop or Manufacturing Establishment, Describing
and Illustrating the Most Simple Yet the Most Efficient Time and Cost System Yet Devised (New York: The Norman
W. Henley Publishing Company, 1906).
Figure 32: Machine shops after their rearrangment for "efficient work." Ibid.
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Figure 33: Lighting diagrams for two machine shop types. Ibid.
Figure 34:The duct system for the circulation of air in a machine shop. Ibid.
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Conclusion
Regulation modulated the interval of time in which things were understood to exist. Molecules,
fruit, insects, and workers were trapped, redirected, and observed by a new genre of mechanisms
that made it possible to slow down or speed-up the effects of time according to a predetermined
plan. Manipulations of atmosphere and infrastructure in which a thing was located or through
which it travelled were the means by which time became an alterable entity. As opposed to
celestial mechanisms of divine origin, this flexible approach to time produced a new set of
discourses that bound together an unlikely entourage of agents: home-makers, commission
merchants, ecologists, legislators, managers and architects.
The chapters of this dissertation examine the techniques that were used to place things in
relation to time and they seek to describe the texture of life that emerged from the proliferation
of the new technologies which controlled these relations. While the concept of regulation
remained tied to its early modem usage in the mechanical inventions of the 18t and 19th
centuries, the meaning of the term was reinterpreted in ways that allowed it to play an
increasingly productive role in fields like economics, biology and management. Each of these
disciplines produced new approaches for deviating from classical explanations of cause and
effect, action and reaction, interior and exterior. They relied on statistic and probabilistic
descriptions of the relations between things. These methods of analysis, despite their complexity,
were treated with an obviousness that somehow defied any need on the part of their users for
philosophical justification. They revealed no desire to develop an explicit language that could
express a consistent new epistemology; they were always dedicated to something that they
understood to be an uncertain reality.
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The dissertation thus documents how a few forms of regulation deferred lingering
metaphysical questions that should have emerged in a shift from the balancing forces of
equilibrium to an emerging perception that everything was actively resisting its own ruinous
destruction.' However, rather than proposing a moral structure that would update outmoded
representations of a Newtonian universe, the techniques of regulation that comprise this study
delayed and distorted the entropic processes which had come to replace the representation of the
world through bygone harmonies. Indeed, just as providential forms of explanation were
apparently being displaced by the broader and more far-reaching empirical studies of science and
engineering, just as the belief in divine intervention and fate seemed to be permanently on the
wane, a new faith emerged in the power of this modem genre of systems that constrained risk,
hedged bets, staved off crisis.
The systems that were designed to govern modem interior environments were in
themselves objects of fascination. They became the essential components by which Americans
began to understand what was alluringly different in their lifestyles from that of previous
generations. But rather than reiterating a claim to modernism through technological progress as
historians of architecture like Reyner Banham have done, I have chosen to focus on the often the
fabulous promises that were offered to palliate the emerging anxieties about an impending,
uncertain and volatile future in an awkwardly modernizing world. Worse than any form of
determinism, however, is to criticize technology for dehumanization of architecture. Technology
is designed to serve humans; the task of their histories is to understand how humans come to
terms with their creations. That attempting to shape the future by accounting for risk is a
leitmotif in this history is the result of a notable desire in this period to believe in the possibility
'For a beautiful treatment of this transition in painting and physics see Michel Serres, "Turner Translates Carnot,"
Hermes: Literature, Science, , Philosophy, trans. Josud V. Harari and David F. Bell (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1982), 54-62.
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that well-informed wagers could prove their merit through what they called "progress." This
attitude would lead Gordon Gekko, the archetypal capitalist in the movie Wall Street, a fictional
descendant of this age of regulation, to assert that "The most valuable commodity I know of is
information." With enough information, with access to the right data, he believed that his
gambles would be far better than random guesses, Gekko explained, "I don't throw darts at a
board. I bet on sure things." The believers in regulation were not as clear-headed about their
source of security as their contemporary capitalist descendants. This is by no means a pre-history
of the "information age." Rather, the Gekkos of the early twentieth century were still only
beginning to learn the value of data collection. This attention to details in the form of error and
breakage as opposed to discounting these phenomena as secondary to more general realities of
force and friction was relatively new.
In each slice taken through this period it becomes increasingly clear that individuals were
beginning to believe that reality was, in fact, in the details. In a lecture that sketched the
differences of regimes of disciple versus those of security, Michel Foucault spoke about the
functional shift in the way forms of power made sense of the data they collected. For a
disciplinary society, any errors that were recorded were considered a problem; they need to be
weeded-out like any other abnormality. However, in a regime that revolved around what
Foucault called "security," details, errors, abnormalities, become the focus of an effort to
describe and control the population--everything was somehow defined by its deviation from the
norm. "The function of security is to rely on details that are not valued as good or evil in
themselves, that are taken to be necessary, inevitable processes, as natural processes in the broad
sense, and it relies on these details, which are what they are, but which are not considered to be
pertinent in themselves, in order to obtain something that is considered to be pertinent in itself
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because situated at the level of the population."2 Operating at the scale of population in which
things are gathered together in a common milieu is a distinguishing characteristic of the
regulatory systems examined in the above chapters.
The institutions that incorporated these new forms of regulation served as control centers
for managing the risks that proved inherent to the circulation of huge quantities of goods and
services. Established through architectures that made the continuity of modem life appear to be a
"sure thing," they provided an image of duration and resilience even in the looming atmosphere
of uncertainty. At the same time, they allowed believers to imagine that if crises could not be
entirely avoided, they may be held-up or postponed by techniques given by the power that were
given to a regulator. In other words, if the core mechanics of supply and demand, heat and cold,
input and output were always in danger of breaking down and evolving into a crisis, the
technologies associated with regulation made their risk of failure seem as if it could be captured
by some form of (human or non-human) control. If we now feel temporarily defended by updates
to our virus protection software designed by God-knows-who, the updates provided by the
regulatory mechanisms of the early twentieth century similarly served as provisional transitions
from the description of the universe as an intricate and well-constructed machine to an
indeterminate cloud of entropic forces that require regulation.
In 1904, reflecting on the accumulated complexity of the systems governing the world
around him, Henry Adams imagined a point in the future in which the unremitting accumulation
of new forms of knowledge would eventually lead to a point of disjuncture. He wrote: "The
movement from unity into multiplicity, between 1200 and 1900, was unbroken in sequence, and
rapid in acceleration. Prolonged one generation longer, it would require a new social mind. As
2 Michael Foucault, "18 January 1978," Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the Collkge de France, 1977-
1978, ed. Michel Senellart, trans. Graham Burchell (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 45.
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though thought were common salt in indefinite solution it must enter a new phase subject to new
laws. Thus far, since five or ten thousand years, the mind had successfully reacted, and nothing
yet proved that it would fail to react-but it would need to jump."3 The precipitous moment that
Adams predicted was exactly that point of metaphysical questioning which the ever more
complex systems of regulation aimed to delay. Adams, at heart a conservative, hoped that that
point would result in a new form of metaphysical and religious certainty. However, the
philosophical mainstream of the time resisted those questions. It combined a so-called "radical
empiricism" with a growing belief in the value of experimentation. Indeed, to the minds of
pragmatists like James and Dewey, the productive potential of their philosophical project was the
elision of difference between experimentation and experience. An expanding databank of
empirical knowledge, they believed, was a continuously collecting power as human
consciousness questioned reality from the accumulation of both objective and subjective
experience. Like the regulatory mechanisms that avoided the problem of resolving crisis through
theoretical knowledge, a refusal of metaphysics lay at the very core of pragmatic philosophy.
The pragmatist avoidance of the lingering need to address the theistic world was, in fact, their
attempt at preserving it from what they believed to be the corrosive effect of a philosophical
approach to reality guided by reason alone. 4
Thorstein Veblen's link between to such seemingly opposing concepts as management
and sabotage displays the capacity of regulatory thinking to accommodate conceptual
disjuncture. The very term used to describe a resistance to production could, at the same time, be
used by this economist to describe the activity that aimed to ensure a continuous avoidance of
3 Henry Adams, The Education ofHenry Adams, An Autobiography (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1918),
498.
4 James T. Kloppenberg, Uncertain Victory: Social Democracy and Progressivism in European and American
Thought, 1870-1920 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986).
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failure. The logic of sabotage, he explained, held that perfection was actually undesirable; any
idealized system could not be tuned to uncertain external conditions. While regulatory activity
brought alterations to the functions of a system, commanding the milieu of relations between
things rather than fixing them in a repeatable unity ensured infinite flexibility for future
contingencies. Rather than resolving differences, regulation sought out a record of difference by
expanding its empirical knowledge with procedures that constantly tabulation new data.
Regulation was a fixation on detail. Veblen wrote: "Wherever manual dexterity, the rule of
thumb, and the fortuitous conjunctures of the seasons have been supplanted by a reasoned
procedure on the basis of systematic knowledge of the forces employed, there the mechanical
industry is to be found, even in the absence of intricate mechanical contrivances."' In other
words, the mechanical industry was not limited to industry; it established an approach to modem
life that addressed risk, fortune, chance, and error by regulating a milieu of relations. The milieu,
the field of action and reaction that was so central to Claude Bernard's explanation of the internal
regulation of organisms, when translated to the scale of buildings, cities and their surroundings
came under the forms of regulatory power that seemed to be so natural for the factory. If a
desirable chain of effects would enter a field of relations at all these scales, then the things that
gathered in the home, the warehouse, the laboratory and factory would survive the destructive
forces of time. The dynamics of weather, time and value would be tuned to one another to
produce ever more certain ends.
5 Thorstein Veblen, The Theory of Business Enterprise (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1904), 6.
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